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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

Washington, DC, October 14, 1986.
To the Members of the Science Policy Task Force:

From its inception, our Task Force has taken an interest in the
matter of the funding mechanisms used to provide financial sup-
port for ientific research. Our interest is focused on how various
funding mechanisms affect the conduct of research and impact the
institutions who provide the support and those who conduct the re-
search. To provide a basis for our examination of those issues, we
are glad to submit for your consideration a report which we re-
quested from the General Accounting Office entitled "Alternative
Mechanisms of Research Support: Inventory and Assessment".

The GAO Report consists of two parts. Part I provides an inven-
tory of past and present funding instruments. It lists those types of
grants used for various research-related purposes and gives infor-
mation about their provisions and uses. Part II provides a useful
assessment conducted by the GAO of the comparative values of sev-
eral major categories of funding mechanisms and their impact on
research performance and quality. Although limited in scope, this
assessment provides a useful first step in the important process of
providing an in-depth and continuing approach to the evaluation of
funding mechanisms.

We are indebted to the GAO for providing us with this two-part
study. At the GAO Mr. Mark Nadel and Sarah Frazier supervised
the preparation of both reports. Mr. John Perhonis and Ms. Kath-
ryn Weldon were responsible for compiling the catalog of funding
mechanisms and analysing the results, while the assessment was
designed and carried out Ms. Nancy Donovan, Ms. Ilene Pollock,
and Mr. Greg Andrevitch.

We commend this study to the attention of the members of the
Science Policy Task Force, the members of the Committee on Sci-
ence and Technology, and the interested members of the Congress.

MANUEL LUJAN, JR. DON FUQUA,
Ranking Republican Chairman.

Member.



LETTER OF SUBMITTALPART I

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
RESOURCES, COMMUNITY, AND

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION,
Washington, DC, February 13, 1986.

Hon. DON FUQUA,
Chairman, Committee on Science and Technology, House of Repre-

sentatives, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: In accordance with your request and subse-

qt.ent discussions with your office, this report provides information
on federal funding of university research by presenting the array
of funding mechanisms used by federal agencies in funding such re-
search.

We are sending copies to the Director, Office of Management and
Budget, the heads of federal agencies from which we collected data,
and other interested parties. We will also make copies available to
others upon request.

Sincerely,

(v)

J. DEXTER PEACH,
Director.
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LETTER OF SUBMITTALPART II

U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
RESOURCES, COMMUNITY, AND

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DIVISION,
Washington, DC, February 7, 1986.

Hon. DON FUQUA,
Chairman, Committee on Science and Technology, House of Repre-

sentatives, Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: As requested in your November 2, 1984,

letter, we have assessed the impact of funding mechanisms on the
productivity and performance of university research. This report
discusses the role particular funding mechanisms played in helping
universities improve program quality and different effects individ-
ual project grants and center grants had on the performance of re-
search.

We are sending copies of this report to appropriate committees of
both Houses, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget,
the Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, and
the chief officials of the following federal agencies: the Depart-
ments of Agriculture, Energy, and Defense; the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration; the National Institutes of Health;
and the National Science Foundation. We are also making copies
available to interested organizations and individuals.

Sincerely,
J. DEXTER PEACH,

Director.

(VII)
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Executive Summary
The nation's universities play a vital role in advancing U.S. economic
health by performing nearly half of its basic research that provides the
foundation for technological progress. Federal funds support approxi-
mately two-thirds of this university-based basic research. As reported
by the National Science Foundation, the federal government, in fiscal
year 1984, expended approximately $6.3 billion at universitiesfor
research and development, of which approximately $4 billion was for
basic research.

The federal government transfers funds to universities and colleges
through various "funding mechanisms" that support both research and
the infrastructure of research (major equipment and facilities, special
training needs, and institutional support). A funding mechanism is a cat-
egory of federal financial support for scientific research performed at
and by U.S. universities. Within the lastdecade concern has grown that
the current array of funding mechanisms may not adequately provide
for the continuity and stability of research, the modernized equipment,
and the human resource needs to maintain the vital role the universities
play in the nation's research effort.

The House Committee on Science and Technology asked GAO, among
other things, to describe the

federal funding mechanisms used, including relative magnitudes of sup-
port, by the six federal agencies that support most of the scientific
research at universities and
trends indicating how the use of these mechanisms has changed over
time.

In addition, the Committee asked GAO to assess the relative merits of
different funding mechanisms. GAO plans to provide this assessment as a
separate report.

Background

Six federal agencies represented about 90 percent of total federal budget
authority for scientific research performed at universities and colleges
in fiscal year 1984: the National Institutes of Health (mu), the National
Science Foundation (NsF), the Department of Energy (DoE), the Depart-
ment of Defense (DOD), the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA), and the Department of Agriculture (usak).
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These agencies obligate these funds through a ariety of types or
awards, with different agencies usir,, different kinds of awards or dis-
tinct forms of the same marl.

To facilitate analysis of the variety of aw:.rds and to A ercome differ-
ences in terminology among agencies, GAO asked the agencies to report
data within six categories of funding mechanisms. These six media
isms can be divided into two greaps. The first group consists of three
funding mechanisms that directly support research, while tl.e second
group supports the research infrastructure. Federal support for
research equipment and graduate student training are pros :tied both
through the direct support of research and through the reward%
infrastructure.

Results in Brief
In fiscal year 1984, these six federal agencies awaited 89 percent of
their research funds throt.gh three funding mechanisms that directly
support research (individual project, program, and center). Of these
three, individual proK..:t support dominated, recett ing approximately 71
percent of the total. Direct support through programs and centers
totaled 18 percent. The remaining I I percent of total funding went to
support the infrastructure of research.

Trends in federal support for scientific research at unit ersities from
1963.1982 show that federal funds directly for research hat c increased,
while funds for Lie research infrastructure have declined.

GAO Analysis

A. zay of Funding
Mechanisms
The six agencies reported c :mations m award purpose. in award size
and duration, and in the decision process used to se.ect awardees under
individual project support.1:vme 111(10.1(1u -1 project awards, for example,
are specifically designed for new or young int estigators. while others
support experienced researchers wishing to develop new research
,xpertise. Award duration varies front 1 or 2 years to 5 years.

Agencies described research conducted under program and center
port as often interdisciplinary, in nature and related to an lit erall larger
research goal or program, tt ith projects longer in duration and larger in
dc liar size. For example. DOD uses research contracts to support groups



of investigators performing research across disciplines in electronic sci-
ences. NIH's Specialized Research Center Award supports core research
facilities and associated projects for a multidisciplinary attackon a spe-
cific disease.

The three funding mechanisms that support the research infrastructure
received the least emphasis across the six agencies in fiscal year 1984.
Of these, institution ' support received 5 percent of total funding, due
mostly to USDA's formula awards. Mkjor equipment and facilities, as well
as special training needs, received less emphasis than institutional sup-
port (2 percent and 4 1,,!rcent of total funding, respectively). k:.,lee
chapter 2.)

Funding Trends

According to the latest data available from NSF, federal funding for uni-
versity research and development has grown between 1963 and 1982
from $1.8 billion to $2.5 billion in constant 1972 dollars. Direct support
for research received 25 percent more of the total obligations, and the
research infrastructure 25 percent less, in 1982 than in 1963. Direct sup-
port has increased in constant 1972 dollars from $1.1 billion in 1963 to
:2.2 billion in 1982, while support for the research infrastructure has
decreased from $688 million to $331 million over the same time period.
(See chapter 3.)

Recommendations
GAO is making no recommendations.

Agency Comments

The agencies generally commented tip: the report was informative and
useful. Several agencies sped:AT poitaCe. out that the research infra-
structure is supported by all six federal funding mechanisms in that
research projects generally provide for some equipment purchases and
graduate research assistantships.

All six agencies suggested technical and editorial changes to the report.
We have incorporated these changes, where appropriate, into the report.
Agency comments are contained in appendixes XXV.

3
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Abbreviations

AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AREA Academic Research Enhancement Award
Assoc. Association
LRSG Biomedical Research Support Grant
D.D.S. Doctor of Dental Science
D.O. Doctorate in Osteopathy
DOD Department of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
FFRDC Federally Funded Research and Development Center
GAO General Accounting Office
HHS Department of Health and Human Services
JSEP Joint Services Electronics Program
M.D. Doctor of Medicine
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NCR National Commission on Research
NIH National Institutes of Health
NR.Sa National Research Services Award
NSF National Science Foundation
FAD Program Analysis Division
Ph.D. Doctor of Philosophy
PHS Public Health Service
R&D Research and Development
S/E Science/Engineering
SRI Stanford Research Institute
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The United States is unique among major industrialized nations in
relying primarily on its universities for performing basic scientific
research. The relationship between the federal government and the uni-
versities has often been described as a partnership that remits from anexplicit policy to couple scientific research and the graduate education
of scientists, and to support that coupling through federal funds. This
partnership is considered to be a vital source of U.S. strength in science
and technology.

In carrying out its role in the partnership, the federal government sup-ports university research through an array of funding mechanisms. For
purposes of the report, a funding mechanism is a category of federal
financial support for scientific research performed at and by U.S. uni-versities and colleges. Funding mechanisms differ in the scope of
research supported, the types of recipients, and the purposes forwhichfederal funds may be used. Although funding mechanisms differ in
these ways, they are similar in that they can support research equip-ment and graduate students. Below are six funding mechanisms wderal
agencies use that either directly support research or support the infra-
structure of research.

Funding mechanisms are important to the scientific enterprise forsev-eral reasons. According to a 1980 National Commission on Research
(Nat) study of funding mechanisms, collecting information on the forms
of support used by federal agencies is important because the relative
emphasis placed by various agencies on the differing forms of sup-port is a statement of federal research policy.' In addition, the Sci-
ence Policy Task Force of the House Committee on Science and
Technology, which prepared an agenda in 1984 for the study of gov-ernment science policy, stated that funding mechanisms have aprofound effect on all aspects of the scientific enterprise, and are thefocus of continuing discussion and debate. The task force also statedin that report that the diversity of funding mechanisms has gradu-ally narrowed in the last 20-30 years toward the current reliance on

one dominant mechanism, the individual project grant. The problems
cited by the task force study with the project grant system, such as
disproportionate workload in reviewing proposals and in reporting
financial information have raised a question whether "the trendtoward sole reliance on projectgrants should be reversed in favor ofa system that increasingly uses a greater diversity of funding mecha-nisms that more closely meet the needs of scientific research."2

15
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Federal Funding Mechanisms
A funding mechanism is a category of
federal financial support for scientific
research performed at and by universities
and colleges. We have identified six
funding mechanisms that fall into two
groups, direct support of research and the
infrastructure of research.

Direct Support of Research
1. Individual Project Support

support for research under the
direction of a principal investigator or
co-investigators. Support may include
funding for graduate student assistants,.
equipment, travel. salaries, etc :
research in a discrete research area
and of limited duration.

2. Program Support
support for research under the
direction of more than one principal
investigator, each conducting research
projects related to an overall objective:

e broad coherent area of research.
often multidisciplinary and long term.

3. Center Support
research.projects are coordinated
into a coherent program in a particular
broad field of interest at a university.
core funding for equipment.
facilities, and administrative unit called
a research center.

Research Infrastructure
4. Special Training Needs

scientific human resource
development specifically through
fellowships, traineeships, and training
grants.

5. Major Equipment and Facilities
purchase of major research
equipment or instrumentation and
construction of buildings for research.

6 Institutional Support
usually unspecified support to
enhance research capability acd
training, often through formula o- block
grants.

J6
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In order to assess the proper balance or mix of funding mechanisms nec-
essary to meet the needs of scientific research, it is important to have
information on the array of funding mechanisms that currently exist
within the federal system. For this reason, the House Committee on Sci-
ence and Technology asked GAO to describe the array of federal funding
mechanisms and to assess their relative merits. A separate GAO report
assesses the relative merits of different funding mechanisms. This
report oescribes the array of mechanisms including the relative magni-
tude of support of the mechanisms.

Background

We have classified, for purposes of this report, funding mechanisms into
two groups, one that contains mechanisms that support research
directly (types of research projects) and the other that supports the
infrastructure of research (major equipment and facilities, special
training needs, and institutional funding). Direct support of research
means support for the research project or projects, whereas the infra-
structure means support directed at research-related areas, such as
major equipment and special training needs that are not tied to a spe-
cific project or projects.

Federal support for research equipment and the training of graduate
students, however, may be accomplished through both the direct sup-
port of research and the research infrastructure. The direct support of
research (individual project, program, or center) allows for specific
equipment purchases related to research projects and the support of
graduate students working on a specific project. Similarly, the Infra-
structure of research supports equipment purchases that are not tied to
any one research project and that generally cost more, and also supports
graduate students through specific training awards, sacs as fellowships,
traineeships, and training grants. A brief discussion of these two groups
and the six funding mechanisms classified under them follows.

'National Commission on Research Fur_jg Mechanisms BaJancingI ii4 mires and Resources in I fu
versity Research 1980, p. 5.

2An_&genda for a Stuff of Government Science Policy Report prepared by the Task Force on Science
Policy, trwwnitted to the Committee on Science and Technology, US. House of Representauves.
1984, p. 49.

17



Direct Support of Research

Three funding mechanisms directly support research by allowing uni-
versities to perform scientific research ranging from the small research
project proposed by an individual investigator to the research center
that allows the university to coordinate research projects into a
coherent research area with the help of "core" funding for equipment,
facilities, and administrative personnel. The three mechanisms are: indi-
vidual project support, program support, and center support.

Individual project support describes funding for a research project man-
aged by a single university researcher called a principal investigator or
several researchers called co-investigators. Such funding is usually
awarded on the basis of a scientific peer review for a proposal intro-
duced by the investigator or co-investigators. According to the NCR
study on funding mechanisms, projects of this kind are usually con-
ducted within disciplinary departments of a university, and they sup-
port basic research. Program and center support, on the other hand,
describe support for a research area that is managed by more than one
principal investigator, is often interdisciplinary in nature, and is con-
ducted across university departments. The average award size of project
supported through these mechanisms is larger and, in the case of center
support, research is conducted within special university "centers."

All three types of project support provide for equipment and training
that is related to the specific research project or projects. Some agencies,
for example, such as NSF and Nut, fund most university research equip-
ment through project support. NSF has informed us that individual pro-
ject support also provides for the infrastructure through indirect cost
allowances for such items as use allowances or depreciation for build-
ings and equipment and for a portion of the top-level administrative
expenses.

Three important characteristics of the three funding mechanisms under
the direct support of research relate to the stability and continuity of
research, the process that determines who gets an award, and the costs
of research that a university is either reimbursed for as indirect costs, or
is asked to share (cost sharing). This report addresses the above three
areas for the three funding mechanisms that directly support research
by describing (1) how long awardees can expect to receive agency
funding, (2) how agencies decide who gets an award, and (3) how cost
sharing and indirect costs are decided. In addition, appendixes
identify these characteristics for each of the six funding mechanisms by
agency and award type as welt as describe other characteristics, suchas
average size of award, time in effect, and number of awards.

18
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The Research
Infrastructure

The research infrastructure consists of three funding mechanisms that
support the underpinnings of research. (1) major equipment or facilities
support complements research by providing state-of-the-art equipment
or instrumentation that is not project specific and,'or buildings in which
to house research laboratories; (2) training support, specifically desig-
nated for fellowships, traineeships, and training grants, provides antici-
pated human resource needs in areas of research, and (3) institutional
support is often funding of a generalized nature that allows the univer-
sity more discretion in supporting areas of science research not provided
for through other forms of support.

By major equipment we mean equipment that is shared by many .scien-
tists, is not funded through a specific project, and generally costs more
than equipment supported through projects. Although federal agencies
do not have an exact dollar range assigned to equipment supported
under the research infrastructure, officials at several agencies have sug-
gested dollar amounts beginning in the $200,000 to $250,000 range. An
NSF official characterized "major," in part, as items such as telescopes
and accelerators. In NM, as in NSF, there is no policy that clearly distin-
guishes theldnd or cost of equipment supported under the infrastruc-
ture of research as opposed to the direct support of research, but an Mil
official told us that, as a practical rule, equipment provided under the
research infrastructure is targeted for shared use and is not specifically
tied to an individual project, program, or center. According to this same
official, individual projects involve equipment costing $25,000 or less,
while major equipment grants run from $250,000 on up.

By fellowships, we mean awards to individual graduate students in sup-
port of their own research as contrasted with research assistantships,
which support graduate students on designated research projects.
Research assistantships are the major form of training support within
the direct support of research, whereas fellowships and training grants
arc the major form of training support within the support of research
infrastructure. Training grants, in contrast to fellowships, are funds to
the university, which, in turn, supports students.

This report describes the array of awai ds and programs that agencies
reported within each of the three funding mechanisms of research infra-
structure. Appendixes V-VII provide a description of the awards that
federal agencies reported under research infrastructure.

19
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Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

In response to the request by the House Committee on Science and Tech-
nology, our objective is to provide the following information:

a description of the past and current array of federal funding mecha-
nisms, including relative magnitudes of support, that the six federal
agencies providing most of the funding for university research use;
a description of the trends over time in the federal agencies' use of
funding mechanisms; and
a description of funding mechanisms used by private foundations and
voluntary associations in supporting university research.

In addressing the above objectives we defined current as fiscal year
1984. Further, in addressing current and past mechanisms, we limited
ourselves to six federal agencies representing about 90 percent of cur-
rent fiscal year 1984 total federal support (in actual budget authority)
of scientific research performed at universities and colleges. These agen-
cies are: the National Institutes of Health (NIH) within the Department of
Health and Human Services; the National Science Foundation (NSF); the
Department of Energy (DoE); the Department of Defense (DOD); the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA).

Our data collection for fiscal year 1984 is limited to funds obligated by
federal agencies for the performance of research at and by a university
department, program, center, or other university facility. This excludes
funding of research that is perfonr.ed by university personnel at gov-
ernment labs or university-affiliated federally funded research and
development centers (FFRDCS). DOE, however, specifically pointed out
that its funding to universities includes more "indirect" funding than
"direct." In fiscal year 1984, DOE obligated $550 million to support the
operation of research facilities and scientific instruments that are uti-
lized by university "visiting scientists" to conduct research, as opposed
to obligations of $321 million for research performed at universities.

The six federal agencies, as shown in figure 1.2 below, reported to us
that in fiscal year 1984 they obligated $4.8 billion for research and
development at U.S. universities? NIH and the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) comprise over three-fourths of this reported total.

3DOD's funding in support or research performed at universities is further hmited in this study to a
portion of its "technology ha-A" called 6.1 funds. DOD reported obligating to urb7er.itiz., in nsol
year 1984 5408 million under 6.1 funding, which represents about 80 percent of total DOD obligations
to universities for research and development in fiscal year 1984. This total does not include federally
funded research and development centers.

4U
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Figure 1.1: Percent of Federal Scientific
Research Obligations' To Universities/
Colleges by Federal Agency (Fiscal Year
1984)

NIH

NASA

DOE

USDA

DOD°

NSF

"Limited to obligations of the six federal agencies providing most of the science research funds to
universities and colleges. Excludes federally funded research and development centers

°Includes only oasic Of (DOD 6.1) part of DOD's funding of university research

Source: GAO, based on data reported by six agencies

Although the request :otter only asked for basic and applied research,
the available trend data by funding mechanisms included development.
Since the data that the NSF collects shows that over 91 percent of feder-
ally sponsored scientific research at universities and colleges can be
classified as basic and applied, we believe that including development in
our data would not adversely affect the committee's primary interest in
data on basic and applied researth. Consequently, our reference to sci-
entific research throughout this eport except in the case of DOD includes
development, as well as basic and applied research.
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The request letter also asked for a profile of how both domestic private
industries and foiJign countries fund research at um.ersities. GAO has
previously addressed industry-university research collaboration; and
the National Science Foundation sponsored a comparative study of basic
research institutions in six countries .5 Thus, we agreed with the com-
mittee to limit our comparison to private U.S. foundations and
associations.

In addressing funding mechanisms used by prig ate foundations and vol-
untary associations, we limited ourselves to four foundations that were
among the largest givers to science programs as well as to medical
research at universities during 1984. The four foundations are Whit-
aker, Andrew W. Mellon, Alfred P. Sloan, and Edna McConnell Clark. We
selected three voluntary associations based on discussions with the
Director of Health Related Research, and the Association of American
Universities. The following associations we.:e selected. American Heart
Association, American Cancer Society, and American Diabe.es
Association.

In order to provide a consistent framework for presenting information
on the ways the federal government supports university scientific
research, we collected data on federal funding mechanisms using six
funding categories or mechanisms that can be applied across agencies. In
obtaining the six funding mechanisms, we first looked at past studies on
federal funding mechanisms and found that, in 1980, the National Com-
mission on Research (NCR) had described in its report on funding mecha-
nisms six types of feozral support of scientific research at universities.
We also found that both NSF and NIH use federal research funding cate-
gories in collecting data for internal use and/or external publication on
federal support to universities. On the basis of the various categories of
support developed by these federal and nonfederal sources, and after
discussions with an advisory panel of outside experts that we convened,
we developed the six funding mechanisms described earlier in this
chapter.

In addressing trends in federal funding mechanisms, we found that the
six federal agencies did not keep trend data on the six funding mecha-
nisms we developed. Consequently, we used the latest trutd data col-
lected by NSF and tabulated in its annual publication, Federal Sup rpg_t_to

Universities, Colleges, and Selected Nonprofit Institutions. NSF began
collecting these data in 1966 for the Committee on Academic Science and
Engineering. These data, referred hereafter in this report as Federal
Support data, tabulate federal funding to universities and colleges from

'ICAO has issued a report entitled The Federal Role in Fostering University-Industry Cooperation,
which examines three forms of university-industry t....ilaborationresearch parks, cooperative
research centers, and Industrial extension servicesto develop information and guidelines to help
policymakers in designing any new or revised federal Initiatives to stimulate cooperation. (GAORA1).
83-22, May 26, 1983.)

6See Performer Organizations and Support Strategies for Fundamental Research United States,
France West Germany !Rated Kingdom,lapan, and the Soviet Union (SRI International, April
1986), 2 vols.

'2
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1963 to 1982 by categories of support. We were able to correlate these
categories to the six funding mechanisms we developed. Appendix IX
describes the correlation between the definitions NSF uses and our
funding mechanisms. The Federal Support trend data include 15 federal
agencies, 9 of which were beyond the scope of our study. These addi-
tional nine agencies, however, represent less than 10 percent of the esti-
mated support for research and development for fiscal year 1984.

In providing a profile of the current array of federal funding mecha-
nisms, we asked officials from the six federal agencies to provide data
on their agency support for university research within the six funding
mechanisms we identified. We did not independently verify the data
given to us by federal officials, but we did conduct follow-up interviews
with knowledgeable agency officials to discuss the data they provided
to us.

In collecting data specifically on past federal funding mechanisms that
have since been discontinued, we researched archival and agency
sources and interviewed agency historians and other knowledgeable
officials. In collecting data from foundations and associations we inter-
viewed by telephone knowledgeable officials at four foundations and
three voluntary associations and reviewed documents relevant to our
study.

23
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Chapter 2

Federal amding Mechanisms
In Support of
University Research
This chapter presents a profile of how six federal agencies fund scien-
tific research performed by and at U.S. universities and colleges. Using
the six funding mechanisms presented in chapter 1 as a framework,
agencies reported a variety of ways they supported scientific research
at universities and colleges. Appendix I presents information in full. The
first part of this chapter provides an overview of funding mechanisms,
while the second half of the chapter discusses specific characteristics of
funding mechanisms, namely, how long agencies fund awards, how
agencies decide who gets an award, and how two specific cost require-
ments, cost sharing and indirect costs, affect an award.

Direct Support of
Research

Direct support of research describes federal funding of scientific
research at universities through research projects. These projects range
from individual project support, which funds a discrete 'search project
proposed by an individual researcher, to center support, a mechanism in
which research projects are coordinated into a coherent research area
with core funding for facilities, equipment, and administrative per-
sonnel. The six federal agencies reported that they obligated 89 percent
of their total fiscal year 1984 obligations for university research to the
direct support of research. A brief discussion of each of the funding
mechanisms under the direct support of research follows.

Individual Project Support

Individual project support, as we have defined it, comprises the largest
funding mechanism in the federal system of support. All six agencies
reported a large percent of their support of scientific research at univer-
sities under individual project support. As table 2.1 indicates, the six
federal agencies reported for fiscal year 1984 approximately $3.4 billion
obligated to universities through this funding mechanism, which is 71

24
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percent of the total federal funding to universities for scientific research
during that fiscal year. In general, this funding mechanism encompasses
support for scientific research under he direction of a single university
researcher who is issued an award competitively for a research pro-
posal. The average dollar size of awards under this mechanism is small
compared to dollar sizes of program or center support.

Although we have defined this funding mechanism broadly to include all
dollar sizes of research reported by agencies, agencies have provided us
with specific variations of individual project support, as table 2.1 indi-
cates. The table shows that individual project. support accommodates a
wide range of award amounts as well as variations by types of recipient,
Appendix II presents a catalogue of types of individual project support
as reported by the six agencies.

Agency

Percent of
total agency
obligations

Total
obligations

Number of
awards

Average
award size

NSF

Individual Research Project 79 742.000.000 11.082 S 67.000
Variations 3 32.780.000 427 76.768

1) Research Initiation
Grants

2) Presidential Young
Investigators

NIH

Individual Research Project 64 1.708.026.629 13.855 123279
Variations 3 78.450219 1,789 43.851

3) Small Grant

4) AREA Grant

5) New Investigator

6) Research Career

DOE'

Individual Research Project 69 223.211.000 1.463 152.571
DOD"

individual Research Project 87 334285.000 2.848 117.375
NASA'
Individual Research Project 97 212.996.000 2.433 e7.545
USDA'

Individual Research Project 33 98.450.602 1,493 65.941
Total $3,430,199,450 35,390

'variations not include UntA they was teas than t percent

Saxes' GAO, based on data reported to us by agencies

Table 2.1: Individual Project Support to
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Year 1984)

25
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Types of Individual Project
Support

Nu: and NSF devoted 3 percent of their funds to variations within indi-
vidual project support. For example, Nu: awards:

a 1-year small grant for preliminary shnrt-term projects,
a grant targeted at small colleges in oroc_ to make them more competi-
tive for standard Nat awards, and
a series of career development awards that support new scientists as
well as experienced scientists.

Two other agencies, in addition to in and NSF, reported other distinct
types of individual project support

new or young :nvestigator awards aimed pt [...di/Wing initial support for
promising young scientists and engineers (Don, NSF, DOE, Nut);
research career awards providing stable career positions for established
investigators (sin) (no new awards since 1966);
distinguished scientists grants to promote wider participation of distin-
guished scientists in fossil energy research (00E); and
research initiation grants in engineering and information science to pro-
vide faculty in those fields an opportunity to initiate research (NSF).

All agencies other than Nut and NSF reported either less than 1 percent
or none of their total obligations to distinct types of individual project
support as descrilyx1 above.

Equipment and personnel needs for a particular research project may be
met through individual project support funding. For example, an NSF
budget official estimated that about $120 million of NsF funds was pro-
vided to universities in fiscal year 1984 for equipment on individual
project support, while another 324 million was for equipment supported
by larger, more comprehensive research awards, such as centers. The
same official told us that MF individual project support funded over
11,000 research assistantships in fiscal year 1984 as contrasted with
1,460 fellowships.

Program Support

Programs involve the efforts of several principal investigators in
research areas larger in scope than those that can be accommodated by
individual project support. Five of the six federal agencies reported in
fiscal year 1984 about 600 awards worth $419 million under program
support. One agency, usia, did not report any awards under program
support. (See table 2.2.) Whereas the average size of awards given by

2 6'
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each agency under individual project support ranges from $44,000 to
$153,000, program support runs from an average of $89,000 to $1 mil-
lion among the agencies, as table 2.2 shows. Although program awards
are on the average larger than individual project awards, federal agen-
cies, as the table also shows, devote a much smaller portion of their total
obligations targeted for university research to programs.

Awicy

Percent of total
agency
obligations

Total
obligations

Number of
awards

Average
award size

NSF

Research Program 9 $ 80,000,000 78 $1,000,0008

NIH

Program Project 11 285,459,747 449 687.88e

DOE

Research Program 13 42,263.000 55 768,418

DOD

Joint Services Program 3 10.000.000 13 766,6678

NASA

Program Grant less than 1 d90.000 10 89,000

Total $418,712,747 605

*As reported by agency.

Source. GAO, based on data reported to us by federal agencies.

Table 2.2: Program Support to
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Year 1984)

Types of Program Support

With the exception of 1.1Sim, all of the agencies reported awards under
program support. In some agencies, such as DOD and DOE, program sup-
port reflects the use of a research and development contract to fund an
interdisciplinary effort or a team of researchers. DOD's Joint Services
Electronics Program (JSEP), for example, uses contracts to support
groups of investigators performing research across disciplines in elec-
tronic sciences. DOE supports a team of researchers in high-energy and
nuclear physics through contracts to build customized equipment to
which the university holds title, but that is used in DOE labs for a period
of timr. In Nui the program form of support is often used to more effec-
tively administer those projects that can be related to a larger overall
research goal or purpose.

Appendix III presents a list of the types of awards unk,,r program sup-
oort as reported by five of the six agencies.
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Center Support

Center support is usually designed to provide "core" funding in the form
of research equipment as well as associated research projects. In addi-
tion, this core funding can support an administrative unit, called a
research center, under the direction of the university that coordinates
the performance of a coherent area of research. Seven hundred and
thirty awards worth approximately $440 million, ranging in average size
from $140,000 to almost $3.4 million were reported by five of the six
agencies under center support for fiscal year 1984. usak did not report
any awards under center support. (See table 2.3.)

Agency

Percent of total
agency
obligations

Total
obligations

Number of
awards

Average
award size

NSF 3 $ 23.650,000 168 $ 140,774
NIH 13 353,160.095 533 662,589
DOE 16 50.816,000 15 3,387.733
DOD 2 7.996,851 6 1.332,809
NASA 2 5,026.000 8 628,250
Total $440,648,946 730

Source GAO. based on data reported to us by federal agencies.

Tibia 2.3: Center Support to
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Year 1984)

Types of Center Support

In general, center support can serve a variety of objectives, depending
upon agency program needs. Nnl had the greatest variety of types of
center support used for a variety of research areas. For example, ran
funds:

a center core grant for shared equipment and facilities;
a specialized center grant providing for both equipment and associated
research projects; and
a comprehensive research center grant that provides support for equip-
ment, associated research projects, and educational transfer activities.

The average award size ranges from $708,000 in the NM core grant to
over 1 million in the comprehensive research center grant.

2d
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Center awards from other agencies also carry graduate training support.
DOD's research centers not only support groups of investigators, but also
increase the number of trained scier.tists. NASA'S Joint University Insti-
tutes Grants provide support for groups of investigators performing
research across disciplines, as well as enhance research and training
capability.

Although we have generally excluded from our study government-
owned research facilities near university campuses, DOE reported one
center program that provides research support to on-campus research
centers in which DOE owns the equipment and may own the building.
Each laboratory is staffed by both full-time researchers as well as
faculty, and DOE is prirharily responsible for full support of research at
these centers, although some researchers may receive small research
awards from other sources.

Under its on-campus research centers program, DOE obligated $35 mil-
lion to 13 research centers in 1984. One example is the University of
Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory, which was built in 1961-1962, and
has been continuously supported by AEc/DoE since then on a special
cost-type contract. In 1984 it received $3.1 million.

Appendix IV presents a list of the types of center support reported by
five of the six agencies.

The Research
litfrastructure
The research infrastructure describes federal funding that is transferred
to universities through three distinct funding mechanisms. major equip-
ment and facilities support, special training support through fellow-
ships, traineeships, and training grants, and institutional support. Major
equipment and facilities provide state-of-the-art instrumentation or lab-
oratory facilities for performing research, training support provides
graduate students the research experience for future human resource
needs; and institutional support makes it possible for a university to
either maintain or increase its capacity for performing scientific
research in ways not provided by other forms of support. In fiscal year
1984 the six federal agencies we reviewed obligated 11 percent of their
total funds for university research to the three funding mechanisms
under the infrastructure of research.

Major Equipment and
Facilities
Major equipment and facilities support has as its objective the purchase
and/or renovation of equipment and/or of facilities for use in scientific
research. As discussed in chapter 1, federal support for research equip-



ment occurs across the funding mechanisms we have identified for pur-
poses of this report. For example, individual project support allows for
equipment needs related to an individual project, whereas equipment
provided under major equipment support is generally more costly and is
not project specific. An NIH official said the distinguishing feature of a
major NIH equipment grant is whether the equipment is shared by scien-
tists as contrasted with being project specific, in which case it is funded
through project support. This same official also said that there is a ten-
dency for equipment on individual projects to be worth $25,000 or less,
while major equipment grants provide for equipment beginning in the
$250,000Tange.

Table 2.4 shows that agencies obligated approximately $77 million in
major equipment/facilities support in fiscal year 1984 through 805
awards ranging from an average award size of $64,000 to about
$565,000. The type of equipment, facilities support reported by agencies
in table 2.4 does not include equipment supported through research
projects. For example, universities and colleges reported to NSF $335 mil-
lion in equipment expenditures under fiscal year 1984 federal funds. In
addition, an NSF budget official reported to us that almost $180 million
was spent by NSF on research equipment in fiscal year 1984 within both
project support and major equipment funding. NASA officials report that
S22 million, 10 percent of its university research grant money, went to
facilities and/or equipment.

Agency

Total
funding

level
Number of

awards
Average

award size

USDA

Agricultural Facilities not used

1890 Research Facilities $ 9.600.000 17 $564,706

DOE

Research Instrumentation 3,976.000 17 225,000'

Used Equipment N/A 20 N/A

DOD

Research Instrumentation 30,000.000 237 132.557'

NSF

Specialized Research Equipment 32.900.000 512 64,000'

NIN°

Research Facilities 700,000 2 $350,000

Total $77,176,000 805

'As reported by agency.

NtH has an onstrunicatation program that we have listed in table 2 6 under Institutional Support.
because eligibility for it is contingent upon receiving institutional funds

Source: GAO. based on data reported to us by federal agencies

Table 2.4: Major Equipment/Facilities
Support to Universities/Colleges (Fiscal
Year 1984)

300
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Five of the six federal agencies reported some type of major equipment
or facilities support that is not research project specific. Examples are

a construction grant that allows for construction or major remodeling to
create new research facilities (mitt);
specialized facilities and equipment grant to provide equipment,'facili-
ties required in very advanced research projects (NSF); and
graduate research facilities grant to provide buildings and equipment
for research at universities (discontinued, NSF).

DOE has identified a unique program for instrumentation called the DOE
Used Energy-Related Equipment Program. It makes available to univer-
sity researchers, through an on-line computer list, equipment or instru-
mentation no longer needed at DOE'S laboratories. For the cost of crating
and shipping, a university is given title to surplus equipment.

Appendix VI presents a list of the types of equipment and facilities sup-
port reported by five of the six agencies.

Special Training Needs

This category refers to funding in the form of fellowship and training
grants. All six agencies reported obligating in fiscal year 1984 almost
$177 million to universities for fellowships and training grants. Under
training grants, funds normally go to the university, which in turn,
decides the students who will receive support. Conversely, fellowships
usually are awarded directly to the individual student from the federal
agency. usiA's fellowship program is the only exception among the
training programs reported to us. With this program, the award goes to
a university to recruit and support a student for 3 years of education.

Types of Training Support

Of the six agencies, NSF and NIII have the greatest variety of fellowships
or training grants in fiscal year 1984. NSF awards grants to graduate stu-
dents, grants for doctoral dissertation research, and postdoctoral
research fellowships. NHt awards grants to pre- and postdoctoral stu-
dents and to experlenced scientists, as well as awarding training grants
to universities to encourage studcnts in shortage areas. Most of NIII'S
training awards have statutorially required payback provisions. None
can be awarded in areas of the health professions (M.D., D.D.S., etc.). As
table 2.5 shows, NSF places most of its emphasis on predoctoral fellow-
ships, while NIII places more emphasis on postdoctoral fellowships.

DOD officials stressed that DOD, as a mission agency, supports fellowships
in areas of perceived mission needs.

31.



Agency
Total

obligations
Number of Average award

awards size

NIH (NASA only)
Predoctoral Fellow $ 362,388 39 $ 9.292

Postdoctoral Fellowship 21,856.509 1,223 17.871

Senior Fellows 536.479 18 29.804

Training Grant 117.895.885 1,069 113379°

Subtotal $140,651,261

NSF
Graduate Fellow 20.300,000 1,460 13.900°

Doctoral Dissertation Research 1,190,000 189 6,000°

Postdoctoral Research 3,500,000 67 26.100°

Subtotal $ 24,990,000

USDA

Graduate Fellows (to university) 5.000.000 67 up to 190,000°

DOE

Graduate Fellowship 1,395,000 54 18.000°

DOD

Graduate Fellowship 3,000.000 140 20,000 to 25.000°

NASA
Graduate Student Fellowships 1,800,000 120 15.000

Total $176,836,261 4446'

'Because training includes both large awards to universities to support more than one student and
small awards to support one student, the number of students trained is larger than the total number of
awards

°As reported by the agencies.

°GAO estimate. Agency reported average award size of S152200 for 2 years

Source. GAO. based on data reported .o us by six federal agencies

Table 2.5: Special Training Needs
Support to Universities/Colleges
(Fellowships and Training Grants) (Fiscal
Year 1984)

Both DOE (formerly AEC) and NSF had trameeships, which have since
been discontinued, made to broaden the educational base in science
areas.

Appendix V presents a list of the types of training support reported by
the six agencies we reviewed.

Institutional support defines federal funding to a university to perform
research in some general area or to strengthen its research capability.
Two federal agencies, usak and NIII, currently fund most of the institu-
tional support to universities. In addition, five of the six agencies
reported major past programs in institutional support that have since
been discontinued.

.32
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Types of Institutional Support

Three of the six federal agencies, ustA, NIH, and NSF, reported almost
$270 million in fiscal year 1984 obligations to universities in the form of
institutional support.

Agency
Total

obligations
Number of

awards
Average

award size
USDA

Hatch Act $144,134,842 57 $2,528.681
Animal Health & Disease 5,496,422 67 82,036
Cooperative Forestry 12,147,700 60 202,462
EvansAllen 21.866,625 17 1,286,272
Subtotal $183,645,589 201
NIH

Biomedical Research Support Grant (BRSG) 36,892.858 392 94,114
BRSGInstrumentation 16,842.000 100 169,970'
Minority BRSG 29,253,264 220 144,414'
Subtotal $ 82,988,122 712
NSF

Research Improvement at Minority Institutions 2.500.000 10 250,000
Total $269,133,711 923

'As reported by agency,

Source- GAO. based on data reported to us by six federal agencies.

Table 2.6: Institutional Support to
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Year 1984)

As table 2.6 shows, USDA is the largest federal source of institutional
funds. Whereas in other agency programs, past or present, institutional
funding complements individual research project support, at usak insti-
tutional funding is the basis for its support of scientific research at uni-
versities. Sixty-two percent of USDA'S obligations for scientific research
performed at universities is through their institutional funds program.
The Hatch Act Formula Grants, its largest program, account for 48 per-
cent of total obligations.

We are including programs from NI II and NASA in the funding mechanism
of institutional support even though they are targeted toward more spe-
cific areas within scientific research. Niles Biomedical Research Grant
for Shared Instrumentation is for the purchase of instruments, and
could be included under "Equipment and Facilities" support. However,
eligibility for this program is based on having received Nut's Biomedical
Research Support Grant (BRSG), which is an institutional program based
on formula funding. A second program, NASA'S Sustaining University
Program, since discontinued, included distinct parts dedicated specifi-

3 3
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cally to training, research, and facilities. Because these were parts of an
overall package designed to sustain or improve university capacity for
doing research, we have included them within institutional support
rather than distinct research areas discussed elsewhere in this chapter.

One new institutional type program within DOD has been funded for
fiscal year 1986 called the "University Research Initiative." Its objective
is to improve the capacity of universities to perform research and
encourage the growth of new technologies. A main thrust of this pro-
gram will be to encourage interaction between industry, academic, and
government scientists. (See appendix XII for more detailed information
on this program.) Appendix VII presents a list of the types of institu-
tional support reported by three of the six agencies.

Specific Characteristics
of the Six Funding
Mechanisms
This section focuses on three specific areas in the federal funding of sci-
entific research at universities. These areas are:

how long an agency provides funding once an award is made or

renewed;
how an agency decides who gets an award; and
how certain cost requirements, namely indirect costs and cost sharing,

are managed.

The first area relates to the continuity and stability of funding. Federal
agencies, unless they have special legislative authority, can fund
research at universities on a fiscal year basis. Although universities can
expect to receive funding for more than one fiscal year (often 3 years),
such funding is contingent upon yearly appropriations.

The second area, the award decision process, relates to the selection of
new and renewed awards. The processes agencies use in deciding who
gets a new or renewed award are particularly important when the com-
petition for awards increases. The third area, cost requirements, relates
to how much money is reimbursed to the university for costs of over-
head in performing federally funded research (indirect costs) and how
much of the costs of the research activities the university has to pay

Duration of Awards

We asked the six agencies to report on award duration within each of
the six forms of support. We defined award duration as the average
number of years an awardee can expect to initially receive fundsgiven
the availability of yearly appropriated funds. After that initial period,
an awardee has to compete again for funds to continue his project or to

begin a new one.

3 4
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Award Duration for Direct Support
of Research

The six agencies reported award durations ranging from 1 to 5 years for
all three funding mechanisms. We were not able to find clear distinctions
between the reported average award durations of individual projects,
programs, and centers. However research center awards generallyhave
longer durations than do individual research projects.

We found that expected award duration is not necessarily an indication
of the length of time a project actually lasts. For example, the average
expectant duration or "project period" of an award for an ran individual
research project (grant) is 3 years. However, as figure 2.1 shows, the
average age of NIH individual projects (grants) as of 1984, is 5.5 years.
This indicates that about half of the active awards have been renewed
at least once. DOE indicates an average duration of award of 5 years for
its on-campus research centers; the Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory, .
one of those centers, has been continuously supported by AEC /DOE since
1963, as these awards have been renewed at the end of each 5-year
period.

Award Duration for Research
Infrastructure Support

Special training awards range from 1 to 5 years and tend to last on an
average for 3 years. In 1984 USDA, however, began a unique National
Need? Fellowship Program featuring 5-year awards. During the 5-year
period, the university may use the funds to pay for 1 year of recruiting
students into areas of emerging needs in food and agricultural research
and to pay for up to 3 years of training within a 4-year period. In this
way, the program allows the university to recruit students actively in
areas of national needs, and allows a student to take a year off if needed
or desired.

Awards for major equipment and facilities are generally made for 1 yearand are not renewable because they are for specific purchases. N1H's and
USDA's institutional programs are both awarded annually on a formula
basis.
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Award Decision Process
With one exception, to be discussed later, the process federal agencies
use in deciding who receives funding depends more on the agency that
provides the funding than on the types of funding mechanisms used.
Table 2.7 shows consistency on the award decision process within each
agency rather than within each funding mechanism.

39

The six federal agencies use two basic review processes that affect the
funding of university research. In the first process, peer review,
external experts assist agency officials in determining the technical
qualifications of a research proposal submitted by a researcher(s). The
agencies that use peer review have developed various procedures for
involving external scientists in evaluating research proposals " The
second process, internal review by agency expert, indicates that internal
scientists evaluate the research proposals, although external experts
may be consulted on an ad hoc basis. Table 2.7 summarizes agency prac-
tice with regard to these two types of award decision processes. NIH and
NSF rely primarily on peer review; DOD on internal review by experts;
and USER, DOE, and NASA use both processes.

6GAO has reported on the different ways that NSF and N111 have administered ''peer review See
Better Accountability Procedures Needed in NSF and NIB Research Grant Systems (PAD-81 29 Sept
30, 1081).
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research profect

Research
progrem

Ressarch
center

Special training
needs

lisior facilities
and equipment institutionalNH P P P P P MixedNSF P P P P P PDOD

Navy I I I I I N/AArmy I I 1 I I N/AAir Force I I I I I N/ADOE P P Mixed P Mixed N/AUSDA Mixed N/A N/A P Formula FormulaNASA Mixed I I I N/A N/A
P-Peer review: Scientific expects outside of the agency evaluate proposals.

I...Internal review: TOGICtiCat experts parnanly within the agency eve unto proposals.

hirxedwBoth peer review and internal review are used.

Formuta'A preestablished formula is used to determine award mount.

N /A- Not sppbcable. The agency did not report in this category.

Source: GAO. based on data reported to us by six federal agencies.

Table 2.7: Award Decision Proceis Across Funding Mechanisms
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The exception mentioned above refers to the institutional programs at
USIA and NIH. All USDA awards and one type of NM award under institu-
tional support are made on the basis of a predetermined formula that
differs by program and factors in specific characteristics considered to
be pertinent to the program. usat has four formula award programs,
each with a different formula. Its largest formula award program, the
Hatch Act Formula Grants Program, allots funds as follows: 20 percent
equally to all agricultural experiment stations; 52 percent on the basis of
the ratio of the rural population in the state to the total rural population
in all states, and the ratio of farm population in the state to the total
farm population in all of the states; 25 percent for cooperative research
in which two or more state agricultural experiment stations cooperate;
and 3 percent for the Secretary of Agriculture for administration of the
act.

NM'S Biomedical Research Support Grant is distributed on a formula
basis that uses the previous peer-reviewed research project awards from
the Public Health Service (ens) to determine the actual amount awarded

Indirect Costs

Indirect costs arc those costs incurred by the research-performing insti-
tution to provide the overall management, the services, the research
equipment and facilities (those not originally purchased with federal
funds), and the operation and maintenance of facilities required to pro-
vide a suitable research environment. Annually, the indirect cost rate
for each university performing research for the federal government is
determined through negotiations with either DOD or luis. Reimbursement
of indirect costs is determined by multiplying the negotiated indirect
cost rate for that university by the university's authorizci direct costs
for performing federally sponsored research.

Agency policy regarding reimbursement of indirect costs for the most
part depends upon the type of funding mechanism as table 2.8 shows

Direct Support of Research

All of the agencies reimburse at the full negotiated indirect cost rate in
effect at the time of the award for individual project, program, and
center support. usak's cooperative agreements for individual research
projects c',o not reimburse indirect costs.



Individual
research project

Program
project

Research
center

Special training
needs

Major facilities
and equipment InstitutionalNH R R R fr N MixedNSF

DOD

DOE

USDA

NASA

R R R N CEA R" RA R R N CEA N N/AR R R NCEA N N/AMixed N/A N/A N N NR R R N CEA N/A N/A
A...Reimburse at NO negotiated indroct cost rate et the hme of the award.

R'- Reimburse at 8 percent of allowable drect cost or through a costof-education allowance

Fr. Mowed only on mats/taboo and mantenance
expenses. not on the purchase costs of theequipment

N -No reimbursement

N CEA -No reimbursement, but
cost-endues lion stows:Ice is provided.

N/A -Not appl.cable. The agency had no funds reported in this cstegory.

Mixed-Policy regarding reimbursement of indirect costs varies among the awards

Source GAO, based on data reported tous by six federal agencies

Table 2.8: Indirect Costs Across Funding Mechanisms
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Special 1.-aining Needs

Typically, training awards do not allow reimbursement of indirect costs.
Instead, associated with the award to the student, a cost-of education
allowance is given to the university, which pays for tuition and miscella-
nitous expenses. Mil may provide for both the reimbursement of indirect
costs and a cost-of-education allowance.

Major Equipment

NIII, DOD, DOE, and USDA award funds solely for the purchase of equip
ment and do not allow reimbursement of indirect costs. According to NIII
officials, this procedure is not unusual since equipment purchases are
very often excluded from the direct cost base used in the reimbursement
of indirect costs. NSF officials informed us that they reimburse the
award recipient at the full negotiated indirect cost rate for installation
and maintenance costs, riot for equipment purchase costs.

Institutional Support

The awards for institutional support are not consistent regarding reim-
bursement of indirect costs. NSF'S awards for improvement of research
at minority institutions reimburse the university at the full negotiated
indirect cost rate. usra's awards do not reimburse indirect costs.

Cost, haring
Cost sharing describes a condition of an award in which the recipient of
federal money for the conduct of scientific research contributes to the
cost of the authorized research activity. Cost sharing requirements vary
by individual federal agency. Several agencies, such USDA and NASA,

have pointed out that cost sharing is a function of st story require
ments rather than funding mechanisms.

Table 2.9 summarizes the costsharing requirements of the six agencies
Nat require:, that award recipients share the cost on all research
projects? The rate of cost sharing varies between 3 and 5 percent, and Is
established by an institutional agreement made between IIIISand the
university that is on file and applies to all research awards made to that

7M:on:Wig to NM officials, cese-shut% requirements, which have been in effect since IVA have
been deleted from the nand year 1986 IIIIS Appropriations Act.
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recipient. In cases where there is no institutional agreement, the cost-
sharing requirement is satisfied by a project-by-project agreement
between Nut and the university.

NSF has a statutory cost-sharing requirement of 1 percent on all unsolic-
ited research support NSF'S interpretation of the cost requirement is
that cost-sharing can be averaged over all awards to the institution,
with a minimum of 1 percent on each award. Average levels of cost-
sharing are much higher. Although NASA is prohibited from fully reim-
bursing costs for research resulting from unsolicited proposals, on a
case-by-case basis it can grant exceptions, and, according to NASA, its use
of cost-sharing clauses is minimal.

usatt's individual research grants and contracts generally do not require
cost sharing; however, some of its cooperative agreements for research
do require the performing universities to share the research costs.
Neither DOD nor DOErequires cost sharing.

Training is the only mechanism for which cost-sharing requirements are
consistent across the federal government; none of the agencies require
cost sharing for training awards.
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Individual Program
research project project

Special training Major facilities
Center needs and equipment Institutional

NIH

NSF

DOD

DOE

USDA

NASA

11.3-5%

A

N

N

Mixed

Mixed

A 3.5% A 3.5% N A 50% Mixed

A Mixed N A 50% A

N N N N N/A

N N N N N/A

N/A N/A N N Mixed

N/A N/AMixed Mixed Mixed

R..Required (when possible the amount of cost sharing required is indicated).

1,1...Not required,

N/A -Not applic,able,

Mixed-Policy regarding cost sharing vanes among awards,

Source. GAO, based on data reported to us by six federal agencies.

Table 2.9: Cost Sharing Across Funding Mechanisms
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Chapter 3

Trends in/Federal 8uppoi i-, for
University Research
This chapter presents a profile of federal research agencies' use of fed-
eral funding mechanisms over time. Because federal agencies did not
have trend data on the six fundingmechanisms we developed for this
report, we relied on data previously collected by NSF showing trends in
federal support to universities and colleges from 1963 to 1982. The
funding categories used by NSF can be correlated to our six funding
mechanisms, but there are two significant differences: trend data col-lected by NSF does not distinguish among individual project support, pro-
gram support, and center support; and the category for equipment and
facilities is limited to "fixed equipment." In addition, trend data do not
address the federal support for equipment or training as part of the
allowable costs on research projects. Appendix-IX further discusses the
similarities and differences between our funding mechanisms categories
and those used by NSF.

Based on data collected by NsFon federal research and development
support to universities and colleges, we found that, between 1963 and
1982, the federal government devoted an increasing percent of its obli-
gations for academic science support at universities to direct support of
research and consequently a decreasing percent of those same obliga-
tions to the infrastructure of research.

Overall Trends in
Scientific Research at
Universities and
Colleges, 1963-1982
The Committee on Academic Science and Engineering in 1965 estab-
lished a reporting system managed by NSF to collect data from federal
agencies on their support of scientific research performed at universi-
ties!' This reporting system has data available on up to 15 federal agen-
cies' support of science research at universities since 1963. Although not
all of the categories used in this data system have remained consistent
since 1963, we have been able to correlate them for certain periods of
time with the funding mechanisths used in this report. Using the latest
available data from NsF's Federal Support to Universities, Colleges, and
Selected Nonprofit Institutions, Fiscal Year 19829 and applying deflator
values to obtain 1972 constant dollar values,we constructed a number
of graphs to show the overall trends from 1963 to 1982 in funding mech-
anisms to universities and colleges.

81his =responds to the Federal Supportcategory called academic science and engineering research.

) 9Data used from this publication will be referred to as Federal Support data in this report. Dataon1983 levels of federal support were published by NSF after our data collection was completed.
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Figure 3.1: Federal Obligations for
Scientific Research at Universities/
Colleges (Fiscal Years 1963.1982)

1972 1977 1982

Figure 3.1 snows that, except for a few variations, annual federal sup-
port of scientific research at universities and colleges from 1963 to 1982
grew from $1.8 billion in 1963 to $2.5 LI lin in 1982 in constant 1972
dollars. Moreover, as shown in figure 3.2. direct support for research
has taken an increasingly greater percer,t of the total obligations com-
pared with support for the infrastructure of research, except dunng the
period 1964-1967.
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Direct Support of Research vs. Research infrastructure

100% Percentage of Total
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Source. GAO, based on Federal Support data

Figure 3.2 Percent of Federal Scientific
Research Obligations to Universities/
Colleges by Funding Category (Fiscal
Years 1963.1982)

Figure 3.3 shows that direct support of scientific research at universi-
ties has grown from 62 percent of total federal obligations in fiscal year
1963 to 87 percent of total obligations in fiscal year 1982. Conversely,
funds exclusively designated for fixed equipment and facilities have
declined from 8 percent to 1 percent over the same time period. In addi-
tion, funds designated for fellowships, traineeships, and training grants
support have declined from 17 percent in 1966 to 4 percent in 1982; and
institutional support has declined from 4 percent to 1 percent of total
obligations from 1971 to 1982.

Federal Support trend data includes an additional category called
"other" that, until 1966, included training, and until 1971, included gen-
eral institutional support. Since 1971, "other"has been a separate cate-
gory that includes types of activities, such as technical conferences,

4J
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teacher institutes, and activities aimed at increasing the scientific
knowledge of pre-college and undergraduate students. In 1963, when
this category included fellowships, traineeships, training grants, and
general support, it received 30 percent of total federal obligations. In
1982, it received 7 percent. Although we do not address the activities
under the "other" category in our funding mechanism study, we include
it in our trend data since it included, for certain periods, both training
and institutional support (see figure 3.3).

FY 1972

FY 1982

Direct Support of
Research

Other

3%
Institutional

Training°

2% Fixed Equipment
and Facilities

Direct Support
of Research

Other

4

1 % Institutional

4%Trainingo
1 %Fixed Equipment

and Facilities

6
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a In constant 1972 dollars.

b Funds for fellowships. traineeships, and training grants.

Source: GAO. based on Federal Support data

Direct Support
of Research

Other

Fixed
Equipment
and Facilities

Figure 3.3: Percent of Federal Scientific Research Obligations' To
Universities/Colleges by Funding Mechanism (Fiscal Years 1963,1972, and 1982)

Trends in Direct Support
Research

From 1963 to 1982, federal direct support of research increased in con-
stant 1972 dollars from $1.1 biilion of $1.8 billion in total federal sup-
port in 1963 to $2.2 billion of $2.5 billion in total federal support in
1982. Thus, an increasing amount was available for research projects
over this 19-year period not only in absolute dollars, but also as a per-
centage of the total obligated funding. As noted in chapter II, the direct
support of research allows for equipment and research assistantships
tied to a specific research project or set of projects.

Trends in the Scientific
Research Infrastructure

From 1963 to 1982, federal support for the research int,,structure
declined in constant 1972 dollars from $688 million out of $1.8 billion in
total federal support in 1963 to $331 million of $2.5 billion in total fed-
eral support in 1982. While federal funding for the research infrastruc-
ture took 38 percent of total funding for science research in 1963, it took
13 percent in 1982. This section discusses three funding mechanisms
that comprise the research infrastructure.
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Fixed Equipment and Facilities

This section includes funding targeted specifically at fixed equipment
for use in research, as well as construction of facilities for research. As
figure 3.3 shows, support.under this funding category has declined
overall from about 8 percent of total science research funding in 1963,
when the federal government obligated (in constant 1972 dollars) $146
million of $1.8 billion, to 1 percent in 1982 when it obligated $15 million
of $2.5 billion. Figure 3.4 shows an increase in federal obligations to
fixed equipment and facilities between 1963 and 1965 and then a steady
decline after 1965.

Fixed Equipment and Facilities
(in Constant 1972 Dollars)

260 Dollars In Millions
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Fiscal Years
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Source. GAO. based on Federal Support data

Figure 3.4: Federal Obligations for the
Scientific Research Infrastructure at
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Years 1963
1982)

The termination of major federal facilities programs accounts for the
steady decline in federal obligations for fixed equipment anc: facilities.
The two largest programs were the NSF Graduate Reser, ., ilities
Program (1960-1970) and the NM Health Research Fact Program
(1957-1972). According to the analysis in the Federal Support survey,
much of the 1969 to 1970 decline in this funding category may be attrib-
uted to a shift in government policy away from direct federal support of
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facilities toward other mechanisms, such as subsidizing interest pay-
ments on loans financed through nongovernment sources. Decreasing
levels of support from NSF and Nix account for 80 percent of the drop
between 1967 and 1970.

In addition to the major programs at NIH and NSF were smaller facilities
programs run by other federal agencies. NASA'S Sustaining Universities
Program (1962-1971) had a distinct element devoted to facilities con-
struction that contributed approximately $43 million to this funding
mechanism. The Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), which is now a part
of DOE, als1 contributed to facilities construction through its program to
establish accelerators at universities, and through assistance on an ad
hoc basis for construction of specialized energy research facilities. It is
not possible to determine how much money AEC contributed through
these mechanisms. Federal Support data indicate that, between 1963
and 1969, AEC obligated $55 million to the funding mechanism of fixed
equipment and facilities. Both the NASA and the AEC programs are dis-
cussed in greater detail in appendix I.

Trends in Training Support/
Fellowships, Traineeships, and
Training Grants

In fiscal year 1966, when Federal Support data on trainingas a separate
research category were first available, the federal government devoted
17 percent ($476 million out of $2.8 billion, in constant 1972 dollars) of
its total funding of science research performed at universities to fellow-
ships, traineeships, and training grants. By 1982 this level had dropped
to 4 percent ($112 million out of $2.5 billion) of the total. Figure 3.5
demonstrates a steady decline since the late 1960's in federal obligations
to these special training awards. According to the Federal Support anal-
ysis, this decline resulted from a shift :n the early 1970's in federal
policy, especially within NIH and NSF, from direct support of graduate
students through fellowships and traineeships to indirect support of
graduate students as research assistants on research projects. According
to NSF data, almost twice as much federally sponsored training to uni-
versities occurred in fiscal year 1982 through research assistantstuk..., on
research projects than through fellowships and traineeships.

Three of the six federal agencies had discontinued or de-emphasized
their special training programs by the early 1970's. NASA, NSF, and Don
have discontinued or de-emphasized their agency-wide training grant
and fellowship programs. NASA'S Sustaining Universities Program had as
its largest component a training grants program that provided $105 mil-
lion before it ended in 1971. NSF shifted its science educatiJnprogram
toward improvement of educational curricula and away from directsup-
port of students in 1971, and ended its traineeships in 1973, although it
continued its fellowship program. DOE ended its fellowship program in
197310 and its traineeship program in 1982. The combined value of DOE'S
training programs over their lifetime was $30 million.

10DOE Informed us that while it has ended itsagencywide, generic graduate research fellowship
program, individual DOE technology programs can support graduate fellowships where future
human resource shortages of advanced degree professional~ are identified.
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NIH currently has the largest fellowship and traineeship program.
According to a knowledgeable agency official, the form of NIN'S program
has nov...hanged much since the 1950's. The one change has been that, in

F vtsatalpl, and Training Grants
(InComtilj1 1412.2911f0)

800 Dollars In Millions
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1063 1967

Fiscal Year

Sweet GAO, based on Fedutal Support data.

Nuns 3.5: Fet:twal Obligations for the
Scientific Resoarch Infrastructure at
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Years 1966
1982)

1972 1977 1982

1974, with the passage of the National Research Services Awards (taw
authorization, fellowships and traineeships were formed to include
payback provisions and to exclude recipients pursuing health profes-
sional degrees. Another agency official indicated that these restrictions
led NIH to enhance a series of career development individual research
project awards. Thecte awards allow NIH to support yati..g, investigators
beginning their careers, and experienced inwstigaturs wishing to
oevei new research expertise, without the payback restrictions of the
training awards. The career development awards at NIII are in additiGn
to their fellowship and traineeship awat

The bulk of federal training awards are to students pursuing graduate
degrees or to postdoctorates within a few years of having received a
Ph.D. NSF offered two training programs of a different type, now discon-
tinued, for senior investigators, namely, 71 senior Postdo' toral Fellow-
ship and Senior Foreign Scientist Fellowship Program.
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Trends in Institutional Support

This section corresponds to the Federal Support category of general sup-
port, which includes funding mechanisms for nonspecific or generalized
purposes related to scientific research at universities. As figure 3.6
shows, no trend data is available on the category "general support'
before 1971. Before this time, it was part of another category called
"other s/E activities" (other science/engineering activities). In 1971, the
federal government reported $105 million (in constant 1972 dollars), or
4 percent of total obligations for science research in institutional sup-
port, and by 1982, funding in this category had dropped to $38 million,
or 2 percent of the total. The figure shows that institutional support
declined after 1971 except for a brief period from 1973 to 1974.
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Figure 3.8: Federal Obligations for the
Scientific Research Infrastructure et
Universities/Colleges (Fiscal Years 1971
1982)
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We found five programs of a broad institutional nature clustered in the
1960's, all of which were discontinued by the early 1970's. These pro-
grams were: NSF'S Institutional Grants for Science, NASA'S Sustaining
University Program, NSF'S Science Development Program, Nll'S Health
Science Advancement Award Program, and DOD'S Project Themis. We
also found two smaller, more focused institutional programs developed a
decade later. A brief aizeussion of each of these seven programs follows.
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Discontinued Institutional
Programs

Although NIH'S Biomedical Research Support Grant is the only program
of its type in existence at this time, NSF'S Institutional Grants for Science
(1961-1974), like the current Nut Biomedical Research Support Program,
were formula awards based on past awards, and, like the NW program,
were meant to maintain university research capacity.

In addition to NsF's formula program, four major discontinued programs
were created either to create research expertise that did not exist or to
increase expertise beyond what did exist. Unlike the formula program,
funding for these programs was based on a plan submitted to the agen-
cies outlining their proposed development. NasA's Sustaining University
Program (1964-1971) was created to develop a national aerospace
research and training capability where none existed before. NSF'S Sci-
ence Development Program (1964-1972) and Nut's Health Sciences
Advancement Award Program (1966-1974) were also created about thi
same time. These programs, which have also been termed "centers of
excellence" programs, set a precedent in federal funding of university
research because, unlike previous awards made on the basis of demon.
strated excellence, they were awarded largely on the basis of potential
to develop research excellence. Both of these programs appear to have
been the institutional response to the 1960 Seaborg report, Scientific
progress, the Universities, and the Federal Government, produced by a
panel of the President's Science Advisory Committee calling for a doub-
ling of the nation's centers of excellence. A fourth program, DOD'S Pro-
ject Themis (19G7.1971) was designed to support research programs at
universities not heavily engaged in research for the federal government.

1 wo smaller, more focused institutional programs were developed a
decade later. DOD's University Institutional Research Grants Program
(1976-1982) was designed to develop both research capability and man-
power in energy research. A DOE evaluation of this program showed that
every dollar of the institutional award drew 5 dollars of additional sup-
port for follow-on research from nos or other sources. In addition, Nut's
Biomedical Research Development Grant (1977-1983) assisted universi-
ties that were not capatie of qualifying for the ongoing Biomedical
Research Support Grant.

Agency Comments and
GAO's Response
The agencies generally commented that they felt the report was inform-
ative and useful. Five of the six agencies specifically commented that
they support the research infrastructure through all six funding mecha-
nisms in that research projects generally provide for some equipment
purchases and graduate research assistantships on these projects. We
have noted and emphasized this point throughout the text where
appropriate.

All six agencies suggested technical and editorial changes to the report.
Where appropriate, we have incorporated these suggested changes into
the report text.
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Chapter 4

Funding Mechanisms Used
by Seven Nonprofit
Foundations and Associalions
For purposes of comparison with the federal system of support for um-
versity scientific research, the House Committee asked us to collect
information on the funding mechanisms used by private foundations
and voluntary associations in support of university scientific research.
We chose the seven largest reported givers to science research at univer-
sities among U.S. foundations and voluntary associations for fiscal year
1984 and collected data on their systems of funding based on telephone
interviews and publically available documents. We did not find any new
or distinct mechanisms used by the foundations and associations that
were not already used by the federal government.

The foundations and associations we reviewed were. the Alfred 1'. Sloan
Foundation, the Whitaker Foundation, the Andrew Mellon Foundation,
the Edna McConnel Clark Foundation, the American Cancer Society, the
American Heart. Association, and the American Diabetes Association.

The seven nonprofit foundations and voluntary associations provided
$75 million to universities in 1984 in support of scientific research.
These funds were hi the form of individual research projects, support to
fund research centers, fellowship awards, and support to build facilities.
For each of the funding mechanisms identified by the foundations and
associations, we found an equivalent in the current federal system of
funding mechanisms. The foundations and associations we contacted did
not identify two mechanisms that were identified by the six federal
agencies, namely program project support and general institutional
support.

Table 4.1 shows the relative magnitudes of support for 19b4 that each
of the seven U.S. foundations and associations gave to science research
at universities and colleges.

Individual Project
Support

Like the federal system, foundations and assochitions give most of their
funds through individual project support. Eighty -six percent of these
organizations' dollars was through this mechanism, as opposed to 71
percent for the federal government. As tables 4.2 through 4.4 show, 16
types of individual research awards were identified across the founda-



Total funds
reported Percent of AwardFoundation 1984 total decision Cost sharing

American Cancer Society S52.585.300 70 Peer review Not required
Alfred P Sloan Foundation 4.071,850 5 Peer review Not required
Andrew Mellon Foundation Peer review

and internal
6.200.000 8 review Not required

Whitaker Foundation Peer review
and internal

2.977.000 4 review Not required
American Heart Association 6274400 8 Peer review Not required
American Diabetes Associshon *3.000 less than I Peer review Not required
Edna McConnell Clark Foundation Peer review

and internal
4 review Not required

Total $75,208,150 100
FUNDING MECHANISM

Individual project support .776.350 86
Center support 5.500.000 7
Special training needs 4.054.800 6
Major equine-4m and facilities 877,000 I
Total $75,208,150 100-- . -

Source GAO, bawd on data reported by seven fouwabons and associations

Table 4.1: Seven U.S. Foundations' And Associations' Funding of Science Research at Universities and Colleges (198 e)

5 4
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tions and associations we reviewed, and among these, 10 were targeted
to specific recipients, 6 to new investigators (refer to table 4.3), and 4 to
experienced investigators (refer to table 4.4). The six remaining awards
(table 4.2) were not targeted to a specific type of recipient. These six

. types of awards accounted for 84 percent of the total funds reported by
these seven U.S. foundations and associations.

Sponsor
American Cancer
Society

Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation

Edna McConnell
Clark Foundation

Andrew Mellon
Foundation

American
Diabetes Assoc.

American Heart
Assoc.

Total size Average
Type of award 1984 size
Research & Clinical lnvestigator
(2-year award. Pays for indirect costs $107,602
up to 25 percent of direct costs ) $47,130,000 (2 years)

Individual Research Project
(May also be used for meetings,
seminars, workshops under $30.000.
Does not pay indirect costs, 1.year
award.) 151.850 21,700

Traditional Research Project
(Foundation uses a strategic plan to
direct research programs. Pays up to
12 percent of direct costs for indirect 50.000
costs. 2year award.) 2,930.000 75.000'
Single Project Grants
(May actually fund a single investigator
or group of investigators Does not pay
salary of researcher or indirect costs. 3. 200.000
year award.) 1,800,000 (3 years)
Feasibility Grants
(Seed money for new ideas to develop
preliminary data in order to qualify for
another source of funds, such as NIH
Does not pay salary of researcher or
indirect costs. 2year award.) 75,000 25,000
Research Grants in Aid
(Pays indirect costs up to 10 percent of
direct costs. 1. to 3year award.) 3,200,000 32,000

'As reported to GAO.

Source; GAO, based on data reported by seven foundations and associations

Table 4.2: Seven U.S. Foundations' And
Associations' Funding of Individual
Project Support (1984)

5 5



Sponsor
American Cancer
Society

47

Total size Average
Type of award 1984 size
Institutional Research Grants
(Granted to university to choose
recipients. Allows a new investigator to
develop research expertise in order to
be able to compete in regular research
awards. Pays for indirect costs up to 25
percent of total direct costs.1.2 year
award.)

American Cancer
Society

Junior Faculty Research Awards
(For recent postdoctoral students. Does
not pay indirect costs 3.year award.)

American
Diabetes Assoc.
Whitaker
Foundation

Andrew Mellon
Foundation

Research & Development Award
(2.year award.)

New Investigator Research Award
(1 or 2 principle investigators within 10
years of receipt of Ph D. Pays indirect
costs up to 20 percent of direct costs
1 to 3.year award.)

Research Career Awards
(Granted to university to choose
recipients. Awardees are new
investigators who need to develop a
research record. Last award in 1982
Does not pay indirect costs. 3year
award.)

vacko -
$2,300,000 70000'

1,100,000 20,000

25,000 25,000

2,100,00e 50,000

225,000
500,000'

0 (3 years)
American Heart
Assoc.

Established investigators Award
(To assist young physicians and
scientists to develop research careers.
Does 'ot pay indirect costs. 5.year
award.) $2.300.000 34,000

As reported to GAO.

Source GAO. based on data reported by seven foundations and assoctattons

Table 4.3: Sevin U.S. Foundations' And
Associations' Funding of Individual
Project Support (1984)(New Investigators)

Duration

Most of the types of awards reported under individual project support
varied in duration from 1 to 3 years. Seven, almost half, of the awards
were for 1 to 2 years, two were for 1 to 3 years, and three were for 3
years. There were four exceptions. a new investigator research award
from the American Heart Association for 5 years; two experienced
investigator research awards from the American Heart Association and
the American Cancer Society, and a research career award sponsored by
the Andrew Mellon Foundation for which no new awards have been
given since 1982.
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Total size Average
Sponsor Type of award 1984 size
American Cancer Research Professorships
Society Award (Award to an excellent scientist. 25

active at any time. About 25 percent of
recipients are nobel laureats. Does not
pay indirect costs. 5-year award ) Not available $40.000

American Cancer
Society Award

Scholar Grants
(To allow an established investigator to
go to another institution for short-term
study. Pays an institutional allowance of
$2.000. 2-year award.) $149.300 35.000

American Heart Career Investigatorships
Association (No new awards since 1959. Includes

salary, department allowance, and
project grant, but does not pay indirect
costs. Lifetime award.)

1984: Not
available Not available

American Cancer
Society

Faculty Research Awards
(Salary support to relieve faculty of
clinical or teaching duties to allow them
to do research. Pays institutional
allowance of $1.000. 5-year award.) 1.545.200 $30.000

Source: GAO. based on data reported by seven foundations and associations

Table .4: Seven U.S. Foundations' And
Associations' Funding of Individual
Project Support (1984XExperienced
Investigators)

Award Review, Cost
Sharing, and Indirect Costs
All of the foundations and associations use either peer review or a com-
bination of peer review and internal review in decider ' award recipi-
ents None of the seven institutions explicitly require cost shanng on
their awards. However, some awards may require the universities to pay
the salaries of researchers and the indirect costs of research, and there-
fore, implicitly require cost sharing. Regarding reimbursement to uni-
versities for the indirect costs of performing research, the foundations
and associations varied in their policies, from not paying indieect costs,
to paying up to 25 percent of the direct cost rate to cover indirect costs,
to providing an allowance to the university to cover indirect costs.

Program Support
The foundations and associations did not identify any mectanisms sim-
ilar to the program project type of mechanism used by the federal
agencies.
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Sponsor Type of award
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Total size-
1984

Average
size

Research Facilities
Whitaker
Foundation

Research Facilities Construction
(For research facilities at universities
where Mr. Whitaker was involved. No
new awards in 1984. Annual
supplements made to previous awards.
Does not pay indirect costs.) S 877,000 Not available

Research Centers
Andrew Mellon
Foundation

Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation

Center Grant
(To provide training and research
opportunities for young researchers in
clinical epidemiology. Does not pay
indirect costs. 3year awards.)

Multidisciplinary Centers
(Seed money to establish a research
center of multiple disciplines for a long-
term program of training and research
in cognitive sciences. Able to generate
own sources of funds after foundation
support ends Pay up to 15 percent of
direct costs to cover indirect costs. 3
to 5.year award )

4.400.000 S 628.000

3 types.
500,000/3

years
1,000.M/5

years
2.500.000/5

1.100.000 years

Source. GAO, based on data reported by seven foundations and associations

Table 4.5: Seven U.S. Foundations' And
Associations' Funding of Research
Centers and Facilities (1984)

Center Support
As table 4.5 shows, the foundations and associations identified two pro-
grams for the purpose of establishing centers. The Andrew Mellon Foun-
dation center grant establishes a center to provide training and research
opportunities for young researchers in clinical epidemiology. The Alfred
P. Sloan Foundation's Multidisciplinary Centers Program provides seed
money to establish multidisciplinary research centers in the cognitive
sciences.

Duration, Award Review,
Cost Sharing, and Indirect
Costs
The Sloan Foundation's center awards, made for 3-5 years, are granted
on the basis of peer review. They do not require cost sharing and pay Itoto 15 percent of the direct costs to cover indirect costs. The Mellon Foun-dation's center awards, made for 5 years, do not require cost sharingarid do not reimburse indirect costs.

Special Training Needs
As table 4.6 shows, the foundations and associations identified seventypes of awards in support of special training needs. Three of these aredirected at encouraging medical doctors, medical students, or clinicians
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to do research: specifically, the American Cancer Society's physician
research training fellowships, and the American Heart Association's
medical student research and clinician scientist research awards. The
American Diabetes Association offers a 1-year predoctoral fellowship,
and the Sloan Foundation offers a dissertation fellowship in math and
economics as well as a research fellowship. Additionally, the American
Cancer Society has a postdoctoral fellowship.

Total size AverageSponsor Type of award +944 size

Society
American Cancer Postdoctoral Fellowships

(For young investigators to develop an
independent research career. Pays an
institutional allowance of $1,000. 1-year
award.) $ 112.500 $15.000

American
Diabetes Assoc.

Fellowships
(Does not pay indirect costs. 1 year of
support.) 0 15.000

Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowships
Foundation (To stimulate research in specified

areas. May allow up to 15 percent of
award for an institutional allowance, but
in 1984. not allowed. May be used for
equipment, summer support, travel, or
other purposes approved by university_) 2.300.000 25.000

Allred P. Sloan Dissertation Fellowships
Foundation (Limited to math and economics as they

feel there are other available sources of
funds for laboratory scientists. Does not
pay indirect costs, but does pay tuition. 8.000
1-year award.) 520.000 + tuition

American Cancer
Society

Physician's Research Training
Fellowships
(To get more M.D.s involved in cancer
research. Includes an institutional
allowance of 51,000.1- to 2year
award.) 248.300 15,000

American Hunt Medical Student Research Fellowship
Association (To encourage medical students to do

research. Indirect costs are not
reimbursed, but $1,500 is paid to
institution for training expenses. 3-year
award ) $285.000 $ 9,500

American Heart Clinician Scientist Awards
Association (To encourage talented young

physicians to undertake career in
clinical investigation. Does not pay
indirect costs. 5-year award.) 589.000 42,000

Source: GAO, based on data from seven foundations and associations.

Table 4.6: Seven U.S. Foundations' And
Associations' Funding of Special
Training Needs (1984)

Foundations and associations identified two training programs as
having been developed because not enough money was available from
other sources in the specified area: the Sloan Foundationoffers disserta-
tion iellowships specifically in math and economics, and the American
Cancer society offers postdoctoral fellowships in cancer research.
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Duration, Award Review,
Cost Sharing, Indirect Costs

Five of the types of training awards were funded for 1 to 2 years, one
for 3 years, and one for 5 years. All of these awards were made on the
basis of peer review, and none required cost sharing. Indirect costs for
training mechanisms often take the form of a cost-of-education allow-
ance to an institution to pay for tuition and other miscellaneous
exnenses. The policies of the foundations and associations regarding
paying the university indirect costs in addition to the direct award to
the student vary from not allowing an institutional cost-of-education
allowance to designating an amount to the institution.

Major Equipment and
Facilities
As table 4.5 shows, the Whitaker Foundation identified one program to
provide research facilities at universities where Mr. Whitaker was
involved. No specific programs to provide for renovation or purchase of
major equipment were identified.

Duration, Award Decision,
Cost Sharing, Indirect Costs

The research facilities construction grants from the Whitaker Founda-
tion are provided on an ad hoc basis. Awards are granted on the basis of
internal review; they do not require cost sharing, and they do not pay
indirect costs.

Institutional Support
No foundation or association programs were identified that corre-
sponded to the institutional category used in this study.

Summary
In summary, the foundations and associations make research awards tt,
universities through mechanisms similar to those used by the federal
government. The private foundations and voluntary associations that
provided data did not report any funding mechanisms that are not
already in use by the federal government. Conversely, we found that
they do not make awards through some of the mechanisms used by the
federal government, namely, program support and general institutional
support. The seven foundations and associations place a greater reliance
on the direct support of research (93 percent) than does the federal gov-
ernment (89 percent), but less on the infrastructure Ofresearch (7 per-
cent) than does the federal government (11 percent).
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lhe foundations and associations, late the federal government, rely
more on peer review than internal review for award decisions. They do
not have cost-sharing requirements, whereas this requirement varies
among federal agencies. Policies regarding reimbursement of indirect
costs at the foundations and associations vary from not reimbursing
indirect costs to reimbursing up to 25 percent of the direct costs to cover
indirect costs. The federal agencies, on the other hand, have a more con-
sistent policy for reimbursing indirect costs within s:v.ne of the funding
mechanisms.
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Appendix I

Data Elements of Federal
Funding Mechanisms
Appendixes 11-VII present a catalogue of the funding mechanisms used
by six federal agencies to fund scientific research at universities. Six
categories of funding mechanisms form the divisions within the cata-
logue: individual project support, program support. center support,
training, equipment and facilities, and institutional support. Please see
figure 1.1 in chapter I for definitions of these six mechanisms.

The six categories of mechanisms apply across all six agencies, which
makes it possible to organize this catalogue by funding mechanism
rather than by agency. However the catalogue shows many variations
within these six categories as reported by the individual agencies.

Each funding mechanism will be described in the following format.

Agency and Award
Title
Primary Objective. A brief description of the purpose to be achieved by
the funding mechanism.

Time in Effect: The year when the mechanism first came into effect.
when applicable, the year the mechanism was discontinued. Present
means that the mechanism was in effect during fiscal year 1984.

How Large an Effort: For current mechanisms, the following is provided
only for fi&cal year 1984. If agency distinguished between grant, cooper-
ative agreement, and contract, we indicate such distinction.

Total Funding Level: Total fiscal year 1984 obligations.
Number of Awards: The number of awards made in fiscal year 1984.
Average Award Size. As reported by agency. If not reported by agency,
the total funding level is divided by the number of awards.
Average Duration of Award. The amount of time contingent on yearly
appropriations that an award is intended to cover without having to be
competitively renewed. For example, a 3-year award is intended to pro-
vide 3 years of support for a research project. At the end of 3 years, the
researcher(s) must apply competitively for a new award.

Award Decision Process: One of two types will be identified. peer
review, in which scientific experts from outside the agency assist it.
deciding who will receive an award. In this case, each agency has estab-
lished its own procedure for peer review. The second type is internal
review, in which experts within the agency decide who will receive an
award. In some cases, agencies who use internal review, will, on an ad
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:loc basis, consult external experts before making a decision, but this is
not a formal process.

Cost Sharing: Indicates whether the funding mechanism requires that
the research-performing organization share in the cost of research. This
varies by agency, and some agencies have statutory requirements for
cost sharing.

Indirect Costs: Indicates whether the agency reimburses the research-
performing organization for the costs associated with maintaining the
capability to perform research; for example, maintenance of facilities,
utilities, or administrative salaries.

Other Significant Characteristics: This section was included if, m our
view, additional available information was significant.

For discontinued programs the format may include the following
categories:

How Large an Effort. Includes the total obligations over the life of the
program, if available. Alternatively, information is provided on the total
number of awards made during the lifetime of the proitram.

Award: This is highly variable due to the differing ava;lability of data
for the discontinued programs. All award information we gathered on
aver ..:e size of award, duration of award, decision process, cost sharing,
and indirect costs is included in this section.

Reason for Implementation. When it was possible to isolate specific rea-
sons, this section is used to indicate special or unique reasons for imple-
menting the specific program.

Reason for Termination When it was possible to isolate specific reasons,
this section indicates why the program was terminated.

Evaluations. As applicable. This seiLion identifies evaluations that have
been performed on the specific program.
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Appendix U

Individual Project Support

N11-1

Individual Research
Project
Primary Objective: To support a discrete, specified research project to
be performed by a named investigator(s) in an area representing his/her
specific interest and competence.

Time in Effect: 1961 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

Average
Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award

Grants (92%) $1,566,102,018 13.152 $121,947 3 years

Contracts (6%) 95.634.011 396 241500

Cooperative agreements (3%) 46.290.600 307 165,944

Total 1,708,026,629 13,855

'Not availabk.

Award Decision Process: Peer review (for grants and cooperative
agreements).

Cost Sharing: 3.5 percent.

Indirect Costs. Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate except for
selected contracts.

Other Significant Characteristics The grant is the primary instrument of
choice for Niti. Cooperative agreements are used selectively, the major
user is the National Cancer lastitute for testing cancer drugs. Contracts
and grants are used for clinical trials.

More than 50 percent of Nlif'S funds to universities for research are
awarded through this mechanism.

6.i
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NSF
Individual Research
Project (Grant)

Primary Objective: This award is to support an individual investigator
performing research.

Time in Effect: Early 1950's to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
$742,000,000 11,082 $67,000 2.3 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Statutory cost sharing averaged over institution with 1-
percent minimum on each award.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics: This is the basic mechanism for most
of NSF's programs. According to an NSF official, it is a flexible mecha-
nism, allowing NSF to adjust to a wide range of circumstances.

The principal change in this mechanism in recent years has been the
delegation of much administrative decision making to the institutions,
thus reducing the paperwork burden on universities and NSF, and
increasing flexibility.

A subcategory within this mechanism is directed specifically at minority
researchers; the other characteristics are similar.
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NASA
Individual Basic
Research Project

primary Objective: Support of an individual investigator performing
long-range basic research.

Time in Effect: 1959 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984
Total

Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

Average
Average Duration of

Award Size Award

Grants $113.986.000 1.674 $68000

Contracts 82.799.000 428 193.000

Cooperative agreements 16.211.000 331 49.000

Total $212,998,000 2,433

'Not avabete.

Award Decision Process. Awards made in the space sciences area are
peer reviewed, awards made in the air and space vehicles technologies
areas are reviewed by NASA technical experts.

Cost Sharing. According to NASA, use of cost-sharing clauses in univer-
sity research awards is minimal.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated ily'rect cost rate.

Other Significant CharaLtenstics. About two-thirds of NASA'S individual
research projects are funded through grants. The individual basic
research project makes up 96 percent of NASA's support for research per-
formed at universities.
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DOD
Individual Research
Project
Primary Objective. Funding for an individual investigator performing
research in support of the national security mission of DOD.

Time in Effect: 1946 to present.

Racal Year 1984
Total

Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

A terage
Aware, Size

Average
Duration of

Award
Grants 595 $92,000
Contracts 2.253 124,000
Total $334,265,000 2,848 3 years

'Not ay:liable.

Award Decision locess: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: Encouraged, but not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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DOE
Individual Research
Project

PrimarySbjective: Support of an individual performing research in a
field of programmatic interest to DOE.

Time in Effect: Late 1950's (AEC) to present (DOE).

Fiscal Year 1984
Total

Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

Average
Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
Grants 422 $96.000 '
Contracts 1.041 179.000
ToSd 3223,211,000 1,483 2 years

sys,isNe

Award Decision Process: Most are peer reviewed.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirectcost rate.

Other Si nificant Characteristics, According to a knowledgeable agency
official, grants tend to be used by newer offices within DOE. These often
are offices transferred from agencies where grants were used (for
example, solar research, which came from NSF, uses grants). The older
offices use the special research contract, which had its beginnings in
AEC. In 1986, however, most research projects will be issued as grants.

About 77 percent of DOE'S direct funding for university research Is
through this mechanism.
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USDA , .

Special Research
Grants

PrimaryOlgective: Support of an individual performing research onproblems of national interest beyond the emphasis of the formulaprograms.

Time in Effect: 1966 to present.

Fiscal Year 1964

Total Funding Level
$25,462,624

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
306 $83,211 1.5 years

Award Decision Process: Some are awarded at congressional discretion,
and some are awarded through competitive peer-review panel.

Cost Sharing: No requirement.

Indirect Costs: Some grants allow for reimbursement of indirect costs,and some do not.
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USDA
Competitive Research
Grants

Primary Objective: Support of an individual performing research in
selected high-priority areas related to plant science and human
nutrition.

Time in Effect: 1978 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$14,766,176

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
193 $76,509 1.5 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics: The competitive grants complement
the research of the traditional agricultural research community by
obtaining the participation of research scientists throughout the entire
U.S. scientific community. Recipients include academic, industrial, and
other government organizations. Colleges and universities receive 90
percent of the total funds.
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USDA.
Individual Research
Project (Forest Service)

Primary Objective: Support of an individual performing research.

Time in Effect: 1954 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984
Total

Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

Average
Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
Grants 5732.000 27 $7.111 2 years
Contracts 132.000 7 18.857 1.5 years
Cooperative agreements 6.225.000 357 17.436 2 years
Total $7,089,000 391

'Not avaltaNe

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: Cooperative agreements. 20 percent required. Grants and
contracts: cost sharing not required, but encouraged.

Indirect Costs: Cooperative agreements: not allowed. Grants and con-
tracts: reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

(1ei_.,.Significant Characteristics: The majority (88 percent) of these
awards are made through cooperative agreements as it is Forest Service
policy for its scientists to work closelywith the research scientists at the
universities.
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USDA
Individual Research
Ftoject (Agricultural
litesearch Service)

Primary Objective: Support of an : livid.tal performing research.

Time in Effect: 1937 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984
Total

Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

Average
Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
Grants 55.01140 22 $227,782 3 yeas
Contracts 631.915 16 39.494 3 years
Cooperative agreements 45,489,667 565 80.512 3 years
Total $51,132,802 603 3 years

Award Decision Process: Internal review. In 1985 will beginto use more
external reviewers of proposals

Cost Sharing: Cooperative agreements: cost sharing is not required.
Grants and contracts: not required, but indirect costs are treated as cost
sharing.

Indirect Costs: Cooperative agreements. reimbursement of indirect costs
are not allowed by statute. Grants and contracts. allowable, but are usu-
ally negotiated out and treated as cost sharing.

Other Significant Characteristics. The awards are largely made through
cooperative agreements (89 percent) because of the collaboration
to between the agency and university researchers.
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NIH.

New Investigator
Award (Grant)

Primarvgjective: To support the basic and clinical studies of newly
trained investigators so that they remain active during the develop-
mental stages of their careers.

Time in Effect: 1971 to present.

Racal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$40,140,651

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
812 549,610 3 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3-5 percent.

7ndirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NSF
Presidential Young
Investigator Award

Primarygjective: This award provides initial support for promising
young scientists and engineers.

Time in Effect: 1984 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
$23.800.000 200 $59.000 5 years`

`Nonrenewable.

Award Decision Process: Special two-tier panel review by outside
experts: first tier is within disciplines, second tier selects across disci-
plin from leaders in first-tier evaluation.

Cost Sharing: Statutory cost sharing for first $25,000 of annual amount
averaged over institution with 1-percent minimum on each award. NsF
will match up to $37,500 of additional industrial cost sharing for spe-
cific awards for a maximum of $62,500 per year from NSF and $37,500
from industry.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics. This program encourages coupling
between industry and acad as well as attract.: promising young
people to academic careerb.
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DOD
Young Investigator
Award (Contract)

Primary Objective To identify young scientists and engineers who showexceptional promise for doing creative research and to supporttheirresearch.

Time in Effect: New program, 1985.

Fiscal Year 191151

Total Funding Level
5600.000 committed

Average
Numbe. of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
12 $50.000° 3 years

*No program in 1934, new program beginning 1985

bAs reported by agency, this is narumum value of sward.

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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DOE
Young Investigators in
High Energy Physics

Primary Objective: To give initial research support to recent Ph.D.
physicists.

Time in Effect: 1975 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
$1.000,000 15 $50,000 3 years'

"Nonrenewable.

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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11111

Career Awards (Grant)

Primaryajective: Support for developing an Individual's career in
research through performance of research in new areas.

Time in Effect: 1968 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Average
Number of Average Duration ofTotal Funding Leval Awards Award Size Award

$35.588223 830 * 5 years

Not inducted because at great venation in the awards.

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse up to 8 percent of total allowable direct costs.

Other Significant Characteristics: In the early 1970's, Nix's traditional
training awards were terminated, and the National Research Service
Awards (NRSA) authorization was passed. NitsA training awards have a
payback provision and cannot be awarded to persons pursuing a health
professional degree (M.D., D.O., D.DS.). The career development awards
allow NM the flexibility of providing for research guided by a mentor
without the NIA provisions.

There are four variations of these awards:

Research Scientists Award for an established scientist ($989,562. 19
awards);
Modified Research Career Development Award for young scientists
($22,854,780: 583 awards);
Clinical Investigator Award for medical scientists ($9,495,776: 191
awards); and
Physician Scientist Award for clinicians ($2,248,105: 37 awards).
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NIH
Research Career
Award (Discontinued
for New Awardees)

Primary.gbjective: To provide stable career positions for established
investigators of high competence.

Time in Effect: 1961-1964. Last new award made in 1964, but onginal
awardees still receive annual supplements.

Total Funding Level

$82,000,000 expended, as of 1984

How Large an Effort
Number of Awards
60 awards in 1984

Award: The award was a grant for salary support until retirement.
Recipients still competed for project grants to perform research. Prefer-
ence was given to scientists 44 years old or younger.

Evaluations: A recent evaluation of this mechanism, performed by Nil!,
found that the research career recipients performedas well ab, and in
some cases better than, their contemporaries in their subsequent
careers. (The Research Career Award (K06): A 20-year Perspective on
and Analysis of Research Productivity. Sept. 1984.)

t-s/
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DOE
Distinguished
Scientist/Engineer
Grants (Discontinued)

Primary_Ohjective: To support individual investigators performing fossilenergy research.

Time in Effect: 1978-1979.

Total Funding Las:::
$1,200,000

How Large an Effort
Number of Awards
5

Award: Three-year grants were totally funded the first year. Grants
were awarded for peer-reviewed proposals from distinguished scientists
and engineers, as evidenced by having receivedan award from a scien-
tific or professional society.

Reason for Implementation: This program was intended to promote
wider participation by distinguished academic scientists and engineers
h_ the academic communit,y in fossil energy research as opposed to more
exotic areas of research.

Reason for Termination. The administering office was reorganized and
its budget sharply cut.
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NSF
Research Initiation
Grants (Engineering
and Information
Science)

Primarykj) ective. This award provides an opportunity for new faculty
to initiate research.

Time in Effect: early 1960's to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$8.980,000

'Nonrenewable,

Number of
Awards

227

Average
Award Size

$40.000

Average
Duration of

Award
2 years'

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Statutory cost sharing averaged over institution with 1-
percent minimum on each award.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics. These grants are designed to assist
beginning engineering faculty members. This program is being replaced
largely by the Presidential Young Investigators Awards.
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N1H
AREA Grant
(Academic Research
Enhancement Award)

PrimaryObjective: These research awards are made only to small col-leges. The primary objective of the program is to assist researchers insuch Institutions in developing the research expertise and data neces-sarr to qualify for the larger Nill Individual Research Project
mechanism.

Tim in Effect: New program, 1985.

Fiscal Year 1915

Total Vending Level
$5403,000

Number of Averagt AverageAwards Award Size Duration of(astimate) (estimate) Award
70 S70.00') up to 2 years

No program h 1984. new program Pawning in 1985

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

CostSharing: 3-5 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NIH
Small Grant

PrimaryMective: Tlis Is a small, nonrenewable research grant for pre-
liminary, short-term projects. This grant provides flexibility fnr initi-
ating studies.

Time in Effect 1982 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$2,721.345

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
147 $18,513 1 year

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3-6 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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DOE
Indirect Funding of
University Research/
Training Through DOE
Laboratories and.,.
Operating Contractors.

Primary Objective: DOE policy is to maximize, to the extent possible, the
use of DOE laboratory research facilities and resc:rces in enhancing and
strengthening university research and training.

Total Funding Level in Fiscal Year 1984: $550,000,000.

Other Significant Characteristics: A significant proportion of DOE'S uni-
versity research funding is provided indirectly through the National
Laboratories and other operating contractors:

subcontracts to university faculty;
summer and academic year research/training appointments at DOE labs
for faculty/students (about 1,400 appointments in 1984);
use of DOE laboratory facilities by university scientists (At Lt.., nine
major multiprogram labs, about 57 percent of the total operating time of
designated user research facilities at the laboratories is (Led by univer-
sity scientists. There are about 50 designated user research facilities in
the DOE laboratory complex); and
graduate student research at DOE labs (about 4,00C graduate students
annually).

'Although not a form' funding mechanism as defined in this report, re Include this description
bemuse DOE emphasised Its importance in funding research performed by university scientists.
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Program Support

Nill
Program Project Grants

Primary Objective: A of research activities and projects directed
toward a weli-defined :ttiearch program. It may also support certain
basic resources used by the groups in the program.

Time in Effect: 1962 to present.

Racal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$285,559,747

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
449 $687,886 4 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3-5 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NSF
Research Program

Primary Objective: Support for a number of investigators in a coherent
area of research.

Time in Effect: 1950's to present.

Placa! Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$80.000.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
78 51.000.000 23 Yews

Award Decision Process. Standard NSF peer review with added emphasis
on site visits. Large projects require National Scient4 Board approval.

Cost Sharing: Negotiated in each case.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate (reim-
bursed on the basis of direct costs less major eoipment. according to
NSF).

(Itheg.Si nificant Characteristics: Uses mostly grants (94 percent of
awards), but contracts (3 percent) and cooperative agreements (4 per-
cent) are also used depending on the nature of the project.
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NASA
Joint University
Program Grants

Prirnary.Otijective: To accelerate the integration of new control technol-
ogies into the air traffic control system and to encourage graduate study
in the area.

Time in Effect 1979 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
5150.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
3 550.000 3 years

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: According to NASA, use of cost-sharing clauses in univer-
sity research awards is minimal.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NASA
Computational Fluid
Dynamics Training
Grants

Primary_013jective. To enhance graduate training and curriculum devel-
opment and to purchase some equipment for computational fluid
dynamics research.

Time in Effect: 180-1984 (1984: last year of program).

Fiscal War 1984

Total Funding Level
$740,000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
7 $105,714 9 months

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: According tc NASA, use of cost-sharing clauses in univer-
sity research awa'ds is minima?.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirectcost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics. This was designed as a 4-year pro-
gram. It begat initially as a training program, then expanded in scope.
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DOD
Joint Services Program
(Contract)

Primary22jective: To support groups of investigators performing
research across disciplines in electronics sciences.

Time in Effect: 1940's to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
510.000.000 13 $2.300.000 3 years

'Agency reported average award size of $2 3 mdbon made for 3 years.

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: No requirement; a universit,, may volunteer to share
costs.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics According to information provided by
pop, at the close of World War II continued need for pop sponsorship of
basic research in electronic sciences was anticipated. As a result, the
Joint Services Program was initiated and now consists of 13 research
institutions.
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DOE
Research Program
(Contract)

Prirnarygjective: Support for a team of researchers in high-energy and
nuclear physics.

Time in Effect: 1950's (AEC) to present (DoE).

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$42263.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
51 $768,418 2 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review. There is an advisory DOE/NSF High
Energy Physics Review Panel.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics. Contracts are used for these awardsas
they are largely for work to build customized equipment to detect parti-
cles of matter. The equipment is built for a specific purpose and shifted
to a national laboratory on completion. The results obtained at the
national laboratory are returned to and analyzed at the university. Title
to the equipment belongs to the university, and when the experiment:,,
completed, each piece of equipment is returned to the university as it is
too specialized to to of use at the national laboratory.

Coal
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Center Support

NIH
ResePrch Center Core
Grants

Primary Objective: To provide support for shared resources and facili-
tiea for specified research by a number of investigators from different
disciplines.

Time in Effect: 1976 to present.

Racal Tsarina

Total Fund Mg Lev:il

$83,133.145

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
124 $708,260 4 years

11011110111.

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

CogSlgiarin : 3-5 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NIH
Specialized Research
Center Grants

Primary Objective: Award for support of core research facilities and
associated projects for a multidisciplinary attack on a specific disease
entity.

Time in Effect: 1975 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984
Total

Funding
Level

Number of
Awards

Average
Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
Grant $119,042,056 156 $904,149
Contracts 8.939,539 31 288,372 a

Total $127,981,595 187 4 years

Not araabie.

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3-5 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NIH
Comprehensive
Research Center Grants

Primary Objective: Award for core facilities, associated projects,extension or outreach service to foster biomedical research and dr-.4:40,,-ment and to initiate education and counseling programs.

Time in Effect: 1976 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$29.016,920

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
29 81.111.051 3 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3.5 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirectcost rate.
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NIH
Research Resources
Center Grants

Primary_Objective: Award to develop and ensure the availability of
resources essential to the efficient and effective conductof human
health research.

Time in Effect: 1964 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$113.028,435

Avenge
Number 131 Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
193 $585,639 3 yGars

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3-6 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Othei significant Characteristics: Center awards are made in the fol-
lowing areas:

General Clinical Research Centera discrete unit of research beds
(1984: $69,030,107);
Animal Resource Center (1984; $6,167,027);
Biotechnology Resource Center (1984: $20,668,262); and
Primate Research Center (1984: $18,273,039).
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NSF
Engineering Research
Centers

Primarykjective: To pn,vide for research initiation with industry, and
for both undergraduate and graduate education support through curric-
ulum development and student involvement in research.

Time in Effect: 1984: none. New program, 1985.

Fiscal Year 1985

Tata! Funding Level

i0,000.000°

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
5 52,000,000 5 years

ho program in 1964. new worn beginning in 1985.

0S-year commitment of $94.000,000.

Award Decision Process: (142 proposals) peer review, significant frac-
tion of reviewers were from industry.

Cost Sharing: No requirement. But, NSF expects the universities to
develop industrial support over time.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics:

Five awards:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology: Biotechnology Processing
Columbia: Telecommunications Research
University of Delaware: Manufacture or CompositeMaterials
Purdue: Intelligent Manufacturing
University of California, Santa Barbara: Robotics Engineering

Emphasis on areas Emporis t to international competitiveness.

Each center has an industrial advisory committee.
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NSF
Research Resources
Grants

PrimaryStbjective: This award provides for resources such as living
organism stock centers, biological field research facilities, and system-atic epidemiology and anthropology research collections.

Time in Effect: 1972 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$9.150.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
129 $71.000 3 5 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Statutory cost sharing; averaged over institution with 1-
percent minimum on each award.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate except formarine and freshwater laboratories, where there is no indirect cost in
lieu of cost sharing.
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NSF
Research Centers

PrimaryObjective. To provide support for research facilities available
to qualified scientists nationwide.

Time in Effect: 1965 to present.

Fiscal Year 1084

Total Funding Level
S11.500,000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
9 $1,309,000 2.3 years

Award Decision Process- Standard NSF peer review with added emphasis
on site visits; large projects require National Science Board approval.

Cost Sharing: Statutory cost sharing, averaged over institution with 1-
percent minimum on each award.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

69-434 0 - 87 - 4
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NSF
Industry-University
Cooperative Research
Centers

Primary.012jective: To stimulate industrial support of university
research by creating centers of long-term collaboration between univer-
sity and industry in research areas of high mutual interest.

Time in Effect: 1973 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
$25.000 to

$3.000.000 30 $50.000, 1 year°
$250.000 to

$500.000c 4.5 years°
*Planning grant.

.1
°Nanning peirod,

cOperatIon grant.

°Conbnuation period.

Award Decision Process: Combination of external and internal peer
review.

Cost filargin : Cost sharing by industry is required to qualify for con-
tinued support. Not required by university.

Indirect Costs: Yes, unless the rate is reduced as cost sharing.

Othejignificant Characteristics: Initiates university researchprograms
with industry cofunding. All centers are expected to increase the indus-
trial support covering both direct research funding and equipment for
their research program as NSF support is phased out. The center is
expected to become self-sufficient within a period of 5 years.

A center is considered a success when its research funding is at its orig-
inal level or higher and NSF no longer provides support.
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NASA
Center of Excellence
(Grant)

Primarylliective: To develop unique expertise, foster interdisciplinary
research, establish a group of researchers, and train graduate students.

Time in Effect: Mid-to-late 1970's to present.

Fiscal Year 1444
Average

Number of Average Duration of
Total Funding Level Awards Award Size Award
$2250.007 5 $450,000* 1.3 years

'GAO estanate. Agency reported a ra-y 015400.000 to 5500.000 per award

Award Decision Process: In'enial review.

Cost Sharing: According to NASA, the use of cost-sharing clauses in uni-
versity research awards is minimal.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NASA
Joint University
Institutes (Grant)

Primary Objective: To provide support for groups of investigators per-forming research to enhance research and training capability.

Time in Effect: 1970 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$2.776.060

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
3 $925.333 5 years

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: According to NASA, the use of cost-sharing clauses in uni-
versity research awards is minimal.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirectcost rate.
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DOD
Centers for Research
(Contract)

Prirrmr Objective: These centers both support research and increase the
number of trained scientists.

Time in Effect: 1980 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$7,996,851

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
6 $1,332609 35 years

Award Decision Process: Internal review by DOD experts, and peer
review.

Cost Sharing: Not required; may be volunteered by university.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics: Centers exist in three areas:

Artificial Intelligence,
Mathematics Sciences,
Rotary Wing Aircraft Technology.
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DOE
Fossil Energy Centers

Primary_Objective: To convert former government-owned laboratories to
university-owned laboratories.

Time in Effect: 1950's to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$15.716.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
2 $7,858,000 5 years

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirectcost rate, but nego-
tiated individually.

Other Significant Characteristi's: These are cooperative agreements as
DOE plans to continue its involvement in developing research program
priorities. Conversion of these laboratories began 2-3 years ago when
DOE decided long-range coal research belonged more appropriately with
the universities. The cooperative agreements are for 5 years with a
declining annual rate of support. According to a DOE official, DOE will
probably maintain some minimum level ofsupport at these centers
when the cooperative agreements end. These centers may compete for
additional funding support from DCE along with other universities, the
DOE laboratories, and industry.
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DOE
On-Campus Research
Centers

Primary 02)jective: To support problem-oriented research of a long-term

nature.

Time in Effect: 1950's (AEC) to present (DOE).

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$35.100.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award

13 $2,700,000 5 years

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate. May be

different from institutional rate as the equipment and sometimes the

building belong to DOE.

Other Significant Characteristics: DOE owns the equipment and may own

the building. The laboratory is located on a university campus and is

staffed by both full-time researchers and faculty. DOE is primarily

responsible for full support of research at these centers, although some

researchers may receive small awards from other sources.

These awards are for support of research at an 'tablished center.
Please refer to "Specialized Facility Construction" and "Accelerator

Acquisitions" in Major Equipment and Facilities section, to see the

variety of ways in which these centers were initially established.
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Special Training Needs

NIH
National Research
Service Award (NRSA)
Postdoctoral
Fellowship Grants

Primary )jective: Support for postdoctoral research training tobroaden scientific background and extend research potential.
Time in Effect: 1975 to present.

Fiscal Year 1884

Total Funding Level
$21.856.509

AverageNumber of Average Duration ofAwards Award Size Award
1.223 $17,871 2 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse tm to 8 percent of total allowable direct costs.
OthergSi nificant Characteristics:

NRSA fellowships are similar to pre-1975 NW fellowships with two exceptions: NRSA awards are subject topayback provisions and cannot be granted to a person pursuing a healthprofessional degree (m.u., D.D.S., etc.).
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NIH
National Research
Service.Award (NRSA)
Predoctoral Fellowship
Grants

Primal-I/Objective. Awards to predoctoral individuals for supervised
research training leading to a research degree.

Time in Effect: 1981 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$362,388

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Av:ard
39 $9,292 4 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse up to 8 percent of total allowable direct costs.

Other Significant Characteristics NRSA awards are subject to payback
provisions and cannot be awarded to a person pursuing a health profes-
sional degree.
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NIH
National Research
Service Award (NRSA)
Training Grants

Primary Objective: Awards to universities to provide research training
in specified shortage areas.

Time in Effect: 1075 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$117.895,885

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Site Award
1.069 $113,379 5 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse ..p to 8 percent of total allowable direct costs.

Other Significant Characteristics: Grants are also available for off
quarters or summers to encourage research in areas of national need (92
awards for $2,552,411 in fiscal year 1984). The NRSA program, initiated
in 1975, grants awards similar to the training grants issued before 1975,
with two exceptions: NRSA awards aie subject to payback provisions and
cannot be granted to individuals pursuing a degree in one of the health
professions.
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NIH
National Research
Service Award (NRSA)
For Senior Fellows

PrimaryObjective. Award to allow experienced scientists to make major
changes in the direction of research careers and to acquire new research
capabilities.

Time in Effect: 1980 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Siva Award
3536.479 18 $29.804 1 year

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs. Reimburse up to 8 percent of total allowable direct costs.

Otheragnificant Characteristics. NRSA awards are subject to payback
provisions.
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NSF
Graduate Fellowship

primaryillective: To encourage very capable students to go into sci-ence and engineering.

Time in Effect: 1950's to present.

Fiscal Tsar 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
520.300.000

1.460 513.900 3 years'
'Nonrenewable.

Award Decision Process: External panels place applicants in Quality
Group 1 (QGI) and Quality Group 2 (QGII). All QGI applicants are
offered awards. Using criteria (geographic, disciplinary, etc.), awards
are made to QGII.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement; award provides a cost-ofeducation
allowance.

Other Significant Characteristics: There is a subcategory restricted to
minority students in order to give them special encouragement.
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NSF
Postdoctora1
Fellowship

Primary Objective: To provide support to begin a research car .tr in

mathematics or plant blok.-fry.

Time in Effect: 1979 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Atriard Size

Average
Duration of

Award

83.503.000
67 552.0001 2 years°

Award is ter 2 yews

°Ncoreneweble

Award Decision Process: For mathematics award: external peer review

by contractor (American Mathematical Society). For plant biology.

standard NSF per review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement of indirect costs; award includes an

institutional allowance.
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NSF
Doctoral Dissertation
Research Improvement
Awards (Grant)

Primary012jective: To provide support for the costs of field research in
certain areas of the biological and social sciences.

Time in Effect: Early 1960's to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$1.190.000

Number of
Awards

189

Average
Award Size

$6.000

Average
Duration of

Award

°Nonrenewable.

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing.. Not required.

Indirect Costs: Not allowed.
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NSF
National Needs
Postdoctoral
Fellowship
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: Fellowship support to recent Ph.D. recipients for

study.

Time in Effect: 1952-1981. (Last new award wasmade in fiscal year

1980.)

How Large an Effort: Approximately 3,857 individuals.

Award: Did not include travel, dependents' or allowance support. Usu-

ally 1 year. A cost -of- education allowance wasprovided to the

institution.

NSF
Graduate Research
Traineeship
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: To provide support for training.

Time in Effect: 1964-1973.

How Large an Effort: Approximately 8,140 awards.

Award: Awards were grants to the institution for 12 months of support

Award did not reimburse indirect costs and did not require cost sharing.

Reas^n for Termination: Budgetary restrictions.

Other Significant Characteristics: From 1966 to 1971, there were also

summer fellowships for graduate teaching assistants A Minority Insti-
tution Graduate Traineeship program (1974, 1977-1981) was designed

to improve access to careers in science for graduate students who were
attending predominantly minority colleges and universities.
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NSF
Senior Postdoctoral
Fellows (Discontinued)

Primary Objective: To provide individuals with an opportunity to sup-
plement their training by additional study or research.

Time in Effect: 1956-197L

Total Funding Level
$11.440.000

How Large an Effort
Number of Awards
1,132

Award: The grant was an award for 3 months to 24 months, usually
used for a sabbatical. It could not be used to cover travel.

Reason for Termination: NSF determined that the better way to support
individual investigators was through research projects.

NSF
Senior Foreign Scientist
Fellowships
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: To provide salary support to outstanding foreign
scientists to work in a U.S. research university for 1 year.

Time in Effect: 1963-1971.

How Large an Effort: Approximately 523 scientists.

Award: Award included stipend, travel costs, and a small allowance for
supplies. Indirect costs were not allowed, and there was no cost-sharing
requirement.

Reason for Implementation- To bring foreign scientists to the United
States whose training, teaching, and research experience would enable
them Lo make significant contributions to science education and research
capabilities at the host universities.

Reason for Termination: Budgetary restrictions.

Other Significant Characteristics There was a variation of this program
in 1976 (the only year in effect), the "Visiting Foreign Energy Scholars
Program." This award provided salary support to 20 foreign energy spe-
cialists totaling $400,000.
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NASA
Graduate Student
Researchers Program

Primary Objective: Graduate student support to increase the number of
highly trained aerospace scientists and engineers.

Time in Effect: 1980 to present.

Fiscal Year 1964

Total Funding Level
$1.800.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
120 $15.000' 3 years

s$12.000 for stipend. 53.000 cost-of-educabon allowance.

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement of indirect costs. University receives a
cost-of-education allowance.

Other Significant Characteristics- Plan to double annual awards in 1985
and to begin peer review of proposals.
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DOD
Graduate Fellowship
Program

Primary Objective. Support for fellowships to graduate students at uni-
versities of their choice.

Time in Effect: 1982 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984
Average

Number of Average Duration of
Total Funding Level Awards Award Size Award

$20.000 to
$3.000,000 140' $25.000° 3 years

'70 are new, 70 are continuing

°Includes student and university allowances

Award Decision Process. Navy and Air Force have a panel review with
service and academic representatives. Army conducts an internal
review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs. No reimbursement. However, a university cost-of-educa-
tion allowance is part of awards from Navy and Army.

Other Significant Characteristics. The funding revels for this program
have increased steadily since its inception. There is a planned increase
to about $5,000,000 in 1985.

Navy and Air Force use a fellowship agreement; Army uses a grant.

Implemented in response to a shortage of scientists and engineers,
which, although national in scope, is particularly severe for DOD. Part of
non effort to reverse a decade-long (1965-1975) decline in DOD's support
of basic research.
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AEC/DOE
Traineeships
(Discontinued)

PrimaryObjective: Support to universities for graduate students in
energy sciences.

Time in Effect: 1966-1982.

How Large an Effort
Total Funding Level Number of Awards

$10,000.000 (estimate) 1.568

Reason for Implementation: To develop a broader base of educational
institutions regionally and nationally.

Reason for Termination: By early 1980's were supporting only 100
people, needed to support 1,000. Decided that if they could not fund
enough people to have a significant effect on need, would drop the
program.

Other Significant Characteristics: This was an agency-wide program.
With its discontinuance, the only mechanism left for training is the
research fellowships offered by offices within DOE that are very special-
ized and decentralized.

AEC/DOE
Fellowships
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective. Support to encourage top-quality science and engi-
neering students to enter the field of nuclear science and its related
applications.

Time in Effect: 1948-1973.

How Large en Effort
Total Funding Level Number of Awards

$20,000,000 (estimate) 2,556

Reason for Implementation: To aid in the transition of nuclear tech-
nology from a war-time footing to civilian activities.

Reason for Termination. Agency funding decreased, and the civilian
nuclear power program was maturing, so the need for encouraging
development of scientists was not as great.
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DOE
Graduate Research
Fellowships (Contract)

Primary Objective: Support for graduate fellowships in areas of
assessed manpower needs in selected energy technology areas.

Time in Effect: 1982 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$1.395.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award

54 $18.000' 3 years

a512.000 to student: $6,000 to unweisity

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement of indirect costs; university receives
36,000 for tuition and other educational expenses.

Other gSi nificant Characteristics. Administered by the Oak Ridge Asso-
ciated Universities, a DOE operating contractor.
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USDA
Food and Agricultural
Sciences National
Needs Fellowships
(Grant)

Primary Objective: Training to develop scientists to meet the nation's
emerging needs in food and agricultural research.

Time in Effect: 1984 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$5.000.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
Up to

67* $190,000 5 years

Award is made to university and covers expenses for 1 year to recruit and 3 years of support m a 4 year
period,

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement of indirect costs.

Other Significant Characteristics: All colleges/universities are eligible.
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Appendix VI

IVIWor Equipment and Facilities

NIH
Research Facilities
Construction Grants

Pnmary funds for construction or major remodeling
to create new research facilities.

Time in Effect: 1972 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award
5700.000 2 $350,000 1 year

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 60-percent matching funds required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement of indirect costs.
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NIli
Health Research
Facilitie3
(Discontinued)

Primary92jertiye. Support for construction, remodeling, alteration, and
equipping new and existing buildings to be used for research in health-
related sciences.

Time in Effect: 1957-1972.

How Large an Effort: $635 million.

Award: Grant matched up to 50 percent of construction needs.

NSF
Specialized Research
Facilities and
Equipment Grants

Primary_gbjective. To provide the equipment and fa,ilities required for
the conduct of very advanced research projects.

Time in Effect: 1952 to present.

Flame Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$32,900.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awai ::..1 Award Size Award
512 $64,000 1 year'

'Nonrenewable.

Award Decision Prwess: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Varies, depending on the size of the award and the disci-
pline. Typically it is 50 percent, but may be less if the totalcost is large.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirectcost rate.
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NSF
Graduate Research
Facilities Grants
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: To provide buildings and equipment for research at
universities.

Time in Effect: 1960-1970.

Total Funding Level
S188200.000

How Large en Effort
Number of Awards
977

70.0.11

Award: 50-percent matching grants to universities offering doctoral
work in science and engineering basic research. Standard NSF peer
review was used to determine recipients.

Reason for Termination: Further facilities awards judged to be of lesser
priority than research awards when NSF budget was reduced.

Evaluations: National Board on Graduate Education. "Science Deve!op-
ment, University Development and the Federal Government," June
1975, and companion "Science Development. An Evaluative Study" by
Davis Drew, June 1976.

Fred Stafford: NSF Science Development Programs. NSF 77-17.
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DOD
University Research
Instrumentation Grants

Primarygljective: Support for instrumentation.

Time in Effect: 1983 to present.

Fiscal Year 104

Total Funding Level
Average

Number of Average Duration of
Awards Award Size Award

$30.000.000 237 grants S132,557 1 year

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: Not required, but encouraged.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement. Award is solely for acquisition of
equipment.

Other Significant Characteristics Other than support provided on reg-
ular DOD research projects, this is DOD'S major instrumentation program.

Part of DOD effort to reverse a decade-long decline in DOD's support of
basic research.

Many new proposals utilizing this equipment have been supported under
DOD research projects.
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AEC/DOE
Specialized Facility
Construction

primary_Qhjective: This is not a program, but a series of actions taken to
provide for, or assist in, the construction of specialized facilities on an
ad hoc basis.

ap ializes11Faa y Construction; Funds were allocated variously by
congressional action as a budget line item or through support through a
user fee over a 10-year period to cover the construction costs that the
university had originally paid.

Five such facilities:

1. Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory

line item added by the Congress

1961 5750,000

1962 51,450,000.

it has been continuously surnorted by AEC; DOE since 1963 on a special-
cost type contract.

(Doe funding 1978.1985 was 519,487,000.)

2. Materials Research Building at University of Illinois

built in 1963.
80 percent funds from DOD.
20 percent funds from AEC through a user fee over a 10-year period.

(Doc funds to th's facility 1978.1985 were 532,290,000.)

3. Plant Sciences Laboratory at Michigan State University

AEC paid a user fee over 10year period to offset the cost of construction
borne by the university.

(Doe funds to this facility 1978.1985 were $12,490,000.)

4 Courant Applied Mathematics and Computer Science Institute at New
York I In:versity

AEC provided core of institute; i.e., the Univac #4 Computer.
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(DoE funds to this facility 1978-1985 were 313,731,000.)

5. Institute of Molecular Biophysics at Florida State University

building was constructed with university funds early 1960's.
AEC provided 10-year block award for staff and operating expenses,
then institute switched to individual research contracts.

(DoE funds to this facility 1978-1985 were $1,931,000 plus 67,000,000 in
fiscal year 1985 for initiation of the Super Cm :miter Computation 1
Research Institute.)
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AEC/DOE
University Accelerator
Acquisitions

Primary Objective: To establish university accelerator facilities.

Reason for Implementation: To build university capabilities in nuclear
science.

University Accelerator Acqpisitions: AEC was established to take the
wartime accelerator facilities for the Manhattan Pi oject and to continue
them for nonmilitary use. AEC uses two means for this: national labora-
tories and university laboratories. The trend, due to the evolving nature
of the research and the current complexity and large expense of the
equipment, has been to place more emphasis on the national laborato-
ries. Four universities, however, maintain their accelerators: Duke, Uni-
versity of Washington, Yale, and Texas A&M. These are maintained
because DOE recognizes a need to train future high-energy physicists.
The major activity now is upgrading the facilities and equipment they
have. There has been no new construction development for 20 years,
although there are currently plans for a facility to be located in Newport
News and to be managed by the Southeastern Universities Research
Association.

Each accelerator facility has its own history. some were built by the uni-
versity; some were joint projects. Some of those retired from regional
use by DOE are still in use by other federal or private programs.

Some examples:

Massachusetts Institute of Technology's (MIT's) Bates Linear Acceler-
ator: Built in the 1965-1972 time period. Congressional action placed
$5,700,000 in AEC budget, and MIT contributed $1,500,000. It received
operating support from AEC and continues to receive such support from
DOE. With modifications over the years, its current replacement cost is
estimated to be over $60,000,000. (This is actually a national laboratory
facility located on MIT's campus.)
Texas A&M's Cyclotron: The Welsh Foundation provided a "kick-off"
grant of $1,000,000 in 1965. Texas A&M provided $2,000,000, and AEC

provided $3,000,000. This facility continues in operation with support
from Ea and the state of Texas.
Yale University's Heavy Ion Accelerator: Built as a result of a congres-
sional line item addition to the budget. It is no longer operating and has .

been dismantled.
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DOE
University Research
Instrumentation Grant
Program

PrimaryObjective: Support for research instrumentation.

Time in Effect: 1984 to present.

Fiscal Yes, 1984

Tottil Funding Level
$3,976,000

'Nonrenewable.

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
17 $225,000 1 year'

Award Decision Process: Peer review and internal review.

Cost Sharing: Encouraged but not required: however, in 1984 cost
sharing was used as one of the evaluation criteria in reviewing and
ranking the proposals.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement for indirect costs. Award is solely for
purchase of instrument.
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DOE
Used Energy-Related
Equipment Program

Primary_Objective: Support of equipment needs for energy-related
research capability at universities.

Time in Effect: 1969 (Am) to present (DoE).

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

No funds are required to suppport this program

Number of
Awards

20

Award Decision Process: Internal review.

Cost Sharing: N/A, nonfunded effort.

Indirect Costs: N/A, nonfunded effort.

Other Significant Characteristics: University scientists/administrators
receive monthly listings of surplus equipment from DOE labs. These
items are made available on a first-come-first-served basis, subject to a
brief proposal for how the equipmer,. will be used for research or educa-
tion. The university receiving the equipment is responsible for crating
and shipping costs. Title to the equipment is given to the university.

In fiscal year 1985, 88 awards were made under this program.
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USDA
1890 Research
Facilities Program

Primaryftjective. Support for facilities at the 17 predominantly black
1890 land-grant colleges and Tuskegee University.

Time in Effect: 1983 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$9.600.000

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
17 $564.706 Not limited

Award Decision Process. Formula program not subject to competitive
renewal. Available only to 1890 land-grant colleges and Tuskegee
University.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs. Authorizing legislation prohibits payment of any over-
head costs.
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USDA
Agricultural Research
Facilities Act

Primary Objective: A formula grant to all agricultural experiment sta-
tions to build facilities.

Time in Effect: 1963 to present. Last award 1970.

Total Funding Level: 1963-1970: $10,242,000.

Award Decision Process: Formula award to all agricultural experiment
stations.

Other Significant Characteristics: This program provided for distribu-
tion of funds on a formula basis to all experiment stations. Given the
funding levels for the act, the amount each station received was never
very large. The total level required to make the program effective at the
level of each station is prohibitive. Therefore, USDA has proposed
revising the act to allow construction of individual, state-owned facili-
ties on a matching basis.
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1

Appendix VII

Institutional Support

NIH
General Research
Support Grants

Primary Objective: To complement the project system and to give insti-
tutions an increased measure of control over the quality, content,
emphasis, and direction of their research activities.

Time in Effect: 1961-1975. In 1976 phased into Biomedical Research
Support Grant Program.

Award Decision Process. Formula awards quantitatively related to the
magnitude of Public Health Service research awards (which were peer
reviewed) to that institution in the previous year. By relying on project
support to decide award amounts, the program placed emphasis on evi-

dence of merit and itzoarch excellence.

Other Significant CharaAeristics. Responsibility for establishing
research priorities for the funds was left to the discretion of the gt antee
Initial awards were made in 1962 to health professional schools. The
Congress authorized extension of this program to a separate Biomedical
Sciences Support Grant, later known as Biomedical Research Support
Grant. This program was identical to the General Researa Support
Grant, except that it was available to universities. (See following write-
up on this program.)

In addition, the Congress authorized Mit to extend its use of institutional
grants for the purpose of institutional advancement From this came the
Health Sciences Advancement Award in 1966. Unlike the General
Research Support Grants and the Biomedical Sciences Support Grants,
which rewarded attained excellence as evidenced by having won project
awards, the Health Sciences Advancement Award program emphasized
promise and opportunity.

1 2 d
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NIH
Biomedical Research
Development Grants
(Discontinued)
Primary ODjective: Program was created to upgrade new, small, devel-
oping institutions that could not qualify for the NIH Biomedical Research
Support Grant. This program was the result of a congressional directive
to provide support to institutions not extensively engaged in research
but with demons'ztxted potential.

Time in Effect: 1977-1983. (Last new award in 1980.)

How Large an Effort: $9,600,000

Award: A competitive grant for up to 3 years.

Reason for Termination: Determination was made at Nix that the need
for the program had diminished, as evidenced by the declining number
of high-quality applications being submitted by research institutions.

Other Si nificant Characteristics This was a very focused program with
definite objectives.

When the program was discontinued, funds were reallocated to the
Biomedical Research Support Grant program.
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NIH
Biomedical Research
Support Grants

Primary012jective: To strengthen, balance, and stabilize Public Health
Service-supported biomedical and behavioral research programs
through flexible funds awarded on a formula basis based on previous
Pus research awards.

Time in Effect: 1976 to present.

Fiscal Year 19U

Total Funding Level

$36.892,858

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award

392 $94,114 1 year

Award Decision Process: The university applies for it. Amount is deter-
mined using a formula based on PHS awards from the previous year. To
be eligible, an institution must have at least three rim grants worth
$200,000.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement of indirect costs.
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NIH
Biomedical Research
Support Grants
Shared
Instrumentation

Primary Objective. To make available to institutions with a high concen-
tration of N1H :mtramural research awards, research instrumentation
that will be used on a shared basis.

Time in Effect: 1982 to present.

Fiscal Year 1994

Total Funding Level

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
$16,842.000 100 $169.970 1 year

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: No reimbursement.

Other Si Si nificant Characteristics. A university that has received a
Biomedical Research Support Grant applies for a shared instrumenta-
tion grant for use by at least three investigators with Pits support.
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NIH
Health Sciences
Advancement Award
Program (Centers of
Excellence)
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: To expand the national capability for research in the
health sciences by increasing the number of distinguished biomedical
research centers of excellence.

Time in Effect: 1966-1974. (Last new award 1969.)

How Large an Effort: $26,300,000

Award: Awards were competitive, nonrenewable grants for up to 5
years for payment of direct biomedical research and research training
expenses. Allowable expenses had to be explained in a plan for advance-
ment in the area of biomedical sciences developed by the recipient and
approved by NM. Recipients were those institutions judged to have
potential to achieve growth, not schools that had already achieved emi-
nence or that could not qualify for funding. There were no cost-sharing
requirements, nor could the award be used for indirect costs.

Reason for Implementation. May be traced to the 1960 Seaborg Report,
which recommended increasing the number of academic centers of
excellence.

Other Significant Characteristics. This prog. am was not meant to be a
substitute for traditional support mechanisms such as research project
grants, research program projects, or research training grants, nor was
it intended to provide fluid funds for formula distribution. It was
intended to allow institutions to pursue a plan foi development of
research excellence in biomedical research and research training.

Expenses for alteration or renovation of facilities up to $50,000 could be
included only if it was clearly essential to conduct the approved pro-
gram. Student support could be provided only on a specific short-term
basis until traditional training support was available.
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NIH
Minority Biomedical
Research Support
Grants

Primary_Objective: To strengthen the biomedical research and research
training capability of ethnic minority institutions in order to increase
the involvement of minority faculty and students in biomedical
research.

Time in Effect: 1972 to present.

Fiscal Year 1S84

Total Funding Level
$29.253.264

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
220 5144.414 3 years

Award Decision Process: Peer review.

Cost Sharing: 3.5 percent.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.
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NSF
Research Improvement
at Minority Institutions

primaryalective: To support faculty research at predominantly
minority colleges and universities in order to provide an improved
research environment.

Time in Effect: 1982 to present.

Fiscal Year 1954

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award

$2.500.000 10 5250.000 2.3 years'

'Nonrenewable.

Award Decision Process. Standard NSF peer review with site visits.

CoAaharhSharing: Statutory cost sharing (1 percent) is averaged on institu-
tionwide basis.

Indirect Costs: Reimburse at full negotiated indirect cost rate.

Other Significant Characteristics. As well as supporting research, the
award also assists in the acquisition of research equipment for minority
colleges and universities.

A study of the predecessor of this program showed that research sup-
port from other sources for investigators under this program increased
by a factor of two.
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NSF
Science Development
Grants (Centers of
Excellence)
(Discontinued)

Primary _Objective: To increase the number of institutions of recognized
excellence in research and research education in the sciences.

Time in Effect: 1964-1972.

How Large an Effort: $233,000,000 for 102 universities.

Award: Awards were block grants competitively awarded on the basis of
proposals submitted for plans to develop research capability. Universi-
ties receiving awards were reimbursed at the full negotiated indirect
cost rate. Cost-sharing requirements were negotiated in each case.

Reason for Implementation. The Science Development Program was
NSF'S response to the 1960 Seaborg Report calling for a doubling of the
nation's centers of excellence.

Other Significant Characteristics: Thistype of program represented a
major change in policy, from using research excellence al. a primary cri-
teria for award, to using potential to develop research excellence as a
primary criteria for award. The centers of excellence programs were
essentially without precedent because of this changed orientation.

A major purpose of the program was to accelerate improvement in sci-
ence through the provision of funds to be expended in accordance with a
carefully developed plan. The plan was designed to produce significant
upgrading in the quality of the institutions' science activities. Recipients
were institutions judged to have the greatest potential to move upward
to a higher level of scientific quality.

Begun as one program in 1965, when it was obvious some schools could
not qualify for the original program, it was broken up into three pro-
grams in 1966 university science development program, departmental
science development program, and collegescience development program
(aimed at undergraduate schools).

Criteria for selection of awards:

1. Evidence of a plan for major upgrading to a significant level of
quality within 3.5 years.

2. Presence of sufficient strength as a base for development.
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3. Evidence of adequate financial resources to assure goals can be
achieved and maintained.

',valuations:

National Board on Graduate Education, "Science Development, Univer-
sity Development and the Federal Government," Ji.ne 1975, and com-
panion: "Science Development; An EJaluative Study" by David Drew,

June 1975.
Fred Stafford. NSF Science Development NSF 77.17

NSF
Institutional Grants for
Science (Discontinued)

pnmary.Qbjective. This award was intended to sustain and improve the
quality of academic science in institutions that had already shown evi-
dence of quality through whining NSF research awards.

Time in Effect: 1961 to 1974.

How Large an Effort: $135,000,000 to at. least 039 institutions.

Award. Grants were based on a formula using previous NSF research
awards. These grants were extended to cow 11 federal (excluding Nis)
awards in 1970. Grants were renewable annually and undesignated
except that they had to be used for direct costs of research activities.
University presidents were able to use their discretion as to how the
award would be used.

Other Significant Characteristics. It was allowable to carry funds over
from 1 year to the next.
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NASA
Sustaining Universities
Program
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective- To utilize universities in its mission-oriented pro-
grams, while at the same time strengthening rather than weakening the
universities' traditional teaching function.

Time in Effect: 1962-1971.

How Large an Effort: $224,800,000

Award: A competitive grant program with three distinct elements:
training, multidisciplinary research, and facilities.

Reason for Implementation- President Kennedy's goal of putting a man
on the moon meant building and upgrading the nation's research and
training capability in aerospace-related science. This program was
designed to create a government/university/industry partnership.

Reasons for Termination- The Congressquestioned in the appropriations
and authorizations hearings of fiscal years 1964, 1965, and 1966
whether it was proper for a mission agency to support education.

NASA'S budget dropped sharply in the late 1960's, and program was
reduced with it.

In the late 1960's, the need for technical people had decreased, so the
program appeared to be producing unneeded scientists.

Other Significant Characteristics. The multidisciplinary research portion
provided the university with some discretion in fund usage. In addition,
NASA pioneered the step-funding process, which was used with the
research portion of this program. This process guaranteed an award
recipient 3 years of support at decreasing levels. Each annual review
would either add funds to bring the next 2 years up to full funding, or
decide to allow the program to phase out.

The training portion, the largest part of the program (almo,tt half), was
unusual at the time, as it was not common for mission agencies to sup-
port graduate education.

T:ie facilities portion had a unique feature, a memorandum of under-
standing, signed by the recipient university, stating it would try to apply
its research capabilities to local problems.
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DOD
University Research
Initiative

Primary Objective. To improve the capacity of universities to perform
scientific research and to produce quality scientific and engineering
personnel.

Time in Effect: New initiative, begins in 3 1186.

Fiscal Year 1986*

Total Funding Level
Number of

Awards
Average

Award Size

Average
Duration of

Award

$25.000.000 requested not
determined

not
determined

not
determined

atio program in 1984. Program to start in 1986

Award Decision Process: Not determ* ,ed.

Cost Sharing: Not determined.

Indirect Costs: Not determined.

Other Significant Characteristics. Plans for the scope and implementa-
tion of this program are being developed with the cooperation and
advice of the university community. One important objective of the pro-
gram is to encourage the exchange of scientists and ideas among govern-
ment, academia, and industry.
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DOD
Project Themis
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: Support of defense-related multidisciplinary
research programs at universities not heavily engaged in research for
the federal government.

Time in Effect: 1967-1971. (Last new start 1969.)

How Large an Effort: $95,500,000: Themis provided start-up funding
for 118 interdisciplinary research programs at 76 universities.

Award: Contracts paid for salary, equipment, supplies, travel,publica-
tions, direct and overhead costs, but not construction. Awards were
competitive block grants to universities who received lessthan
$3,000,000 the previous year from DOD and were based on plans for
development rather than proven expertise.

Reason for Implementation- nop's response to President Johnson's letter
of September 1965 requesting that federal departments enhance and
broaden the base of the nation's academi, competence in science and
engineering.

Reason for Termination: In 1970 the Senate ArmedServices Committee
regarded Themis as an educational support program inappropnatefor
DOD funding. Ongoing research programs were incorporated into regular
research programs.

Other Significant Characteristics- Provided for on-campus formulation
and direction of the research programs, with great flexibility for respon
siveness to fresh ideas and newly perceived opportunities.

Used step-funding technique to allow for a 3-year commitmentof funds
This was perceived as an incentive for the "have not" institutions who
might not otherwise have the funds to attract researchers or graduate
students.

The projects were chosen on the basis of both contributing to the long-
range educational goals of the institution and the long-term research
needs of DOD.
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DOE
University Institutional
Research Grants
(Discontinued)

Primary Objective: To broaden and increase university participation in

the national energy research and development effort. Designed to
develop both research capability and manpower in energy research.

Time in Effect: 1976-1982.

How Large an Effort: $5,800,000

Award: A multiyear, peer-reviewed block research grant for interdisci-

plinary research.

Reason for Termination: Terminated in 1982 as part of an overall review

of DOE research- and manpower-development pi ograms and subsequent
reduction of funds for programs not judged to be essential to the pro-
grammatic needs of DOE.

Evaluations: A DOE evaluation of this program showed that for every
dollar DOE provided in the institutional research grant program, on
average it was later determined that an additional $5 was received by
the university research group from other DOE programs and/or from a
combination of state, private foundation, or industrial support.

Other Significant Characteristics: Concentrated on universities with
highest potential for contributing to energy research needs. Minimum

criteria were: annual minimum funding level from DOE of $1,500,000;
demonstrated energy R&D competence in at least two major energy pro-
grammatic areas; and a campus-wide administrative focus for energy

research.
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USDA
Hatch Act Formula
Grants

Primary Objective: Support for research to promote a sound and pros-
perous agricultural and rural life.

Time in Effect: 1888 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
$144,134.842

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award
57 $2.528.681 Not limited

Award Decision Process: This is a formula award to all agricultural
experiment stations. Each eligible institution has primary responsibility
for determining the need and feasibility of projects to be performed.

Cost Shari: Matching requirement for funds in excess of $90,000, with
exception of Guam, Virgin Islands, American Samoa, Micronesia, and
Northern Mariana Islands, which may receive up to $290,000 without
matching.

Indirect Costs: Does not reimburse indirect costs.

Other Significant Characteristics. Awards arc made to the state agricul-
tural experiment stations of the 50 states, Distract of Columbia, Puerto
Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands, Micronesia, and American Samoa.
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USDA
Cooperative Forestry
Research Grants
(Mcintire-Stennis Act)

Primary Objective. To maintain university forestry research capability

Time in Effect: 1964 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984
Average

Number of Average Duration of
Total Funding Level Awards Award Size Award

$12.147.700 60 schools $202.462 Not limited

Award Decision Process. This is a formula grant to all state-certified for-
estry research schools.

Cost Sharing: Requires equal matching on a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Indirect Costs: Does not reimburse indirect costs.

USDA
Evans-Allen Payments
to 1890 Colleges and
Tuskegee University

Primary Objective: Support to maintain research capability

Time in Effect: 1979 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level

$21,866,625

Average
Number of Average Duration of

Awards Award Size Award

17 $1286272 Not limited

Award Decision Process. Formula grants to the 1890 land-grant colleges
and Tuskegee University.

Cost Sharing: Not required.

Indirect Costs: Does not reimburse indirect costs.
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USDA
Animal Health and
Disease Research
Grants

Primarylljective: Support to maintain research capability.

Time in Effect: 1979 to present.

Fiscal Year 1984

Total Funding Level
Number of Average

Awards Award Size
$5.496.422 67 $82.036

yai.IONIn

Award Decision Process: Award made on formula basis to eligible
institutions.

Cost Sharing: Matching is required for amounts exceeding first
$100,000.

Indirect Costs: Does not reimburse indirect costs.

Other Significant Characteristics Formula awards go to eligible schools
and colleges of veterinary medicine and to state agricultural expenment
stations whose purpose is to improve the health and producti ity of
food animals and horses.
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Appendix VIII

List of Awards by Mechanism
and Agency

Individual Project
Support
NIH Individual Research Project
NSF Individual Research Project (Grant)
NASA Individual Basic Research Project
DOD Individual Research Project
DOE Individual Research Project
USDA Special Research Grants
USDA Competitive Research Grants
USDA Individual Research Project (Forest Service)
USDA Individual Research Project (Agricultural Research Service)
NIH New Investigator Award (Grant)
NSF Presidential Young Investigator Award
DOD Young Investigator Award (Contract)
DoE Young Investigators in High Energy Physics
NIH Career Awards (Grant)
NIH Research Career Award (Discontinued for new awardees)
DOE Distinguished Scientist/Engineer C--ants (Discontinued)
NSF Research Initiation Grants (Engineering and Information Science)
NIH AREA Grant (Academic Research Enhancement Award)

Small Grant
DOE Indirect Funding of University Research / Training Through DOE Lab-
oratories and Opeiating Contractors

Program Support

NIH Program Project Grants
NSF Research Program
NASA Joint University Program Grants
NASA Computational Fluid Dynamics Training Grants
DOD Joint Services Program (Contract)
DOE Research Program (Contract)
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Center Support

NIH Research Center Core Grants
NIH Specialized Research Center Grants
NIH Comprehensive Research Center Grants
NIH Research Resources Center Grants
NSF Engineering Research Centers
NSF Research Resources Grants
NSF Research Centers
NSF Industry-University Cooperative Research Centers
NASA Center of Excellence (Grant)
NASA Joint University Institutes (Grant)
DOD Centers for Research (Contract)
DOE Fossil Energy Centers
DOE OnCampus Research Centers

Special Training Needs

NIH National Research Service Award (NRSA) Postdoctoral Fellowship
Grants
NIH National Research Service Award (NRsA) Predoctoral Fellowship
Grants
NIII National Research Service Award (NRak) Training Grants
NIII National Research Service Award NRSA) for Senior Fellows
NSF Graduate Fellowship
NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship
NSF Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Awards (Grant)
NSF National Needs Postdoctoral Fellowship (Discontinued)
NSF Graduate Research Traineeship (Discontinued)
NSF Senior Postdoctoral Fellows (Discontinued)
NSF Senior Foreign Scientist Fellowships (Discontinued)
NASA Graduate Student Researchers Program
DOD Graduate Fellowship Program
AEC/DOE Traineeships (Discontinued)
AEC/DOE Fellowships (Discontinued)
DOE Graduate Research Fellowships (Contract)
usak Food and Agricultural Sciences National Needs Fellowships (Grant)
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Major Equipment and
Facilities

Nlii Research Facilities Construction Grants
NM Health Research Facilities (Discontinued)

1 NSF Specialized Research Facilities and Equipment Grants
NSF Graduate Research Facilities Grants (Discontinued)
DOD University Research Instrumentation Grants
AEC/DOE Specialized Facility Construction
AEC/DOE University Accelerator Acquisitions
Doe University Research Instrumentation Grant Program
DOE Used Energy-Related Equipment Program
USDA 1890 Research Facilities Program
USDA Agricultural Research Facilities Act

Institutional Support
Nil! General Research Support Grants
Nil! Biomedical Research Development Grants (Discontinued)
NW Biomedical Research Support Grants Ni ii Biomedical Research
Support GrantsShared Instrumentation
N111 Health Sciences Advancement Award Program (Centers of Excel-
lence) (Discontinued)
NIII Minority Biomedical Research Support Grants
NSF Research Improvement at Minority Institutions
NSF Science Development Grants (Centers of Excellence Program) (Dis-
continued)
NSF Institutional Grants for Science (Discontinued)
NASA Sustaining Universities Program (Discontinued)
DOD University Research Initiative
DoD Project Themis (Discontinued)
Doe University Institutional Research Grants (Discontinued)
USIA Hatch Act Formula Grants
USDA Cooperative Forestry Research Grants (McIntire-Stennis At.)
USDA Evans-Allen Payments to 1890 Colleges and Tus:tegee University
USDA Animal Health and Disease Research Grants
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Appendix IX

Definitions of Funding Categories
This appendix defines funding categories used in Federal Support trend
data from 1963 to 1982 and correlates them to the six funding media
nisms we developed in this report.

Federal Support
Definitions
Research and development includes all research activities, both basic
and applied, and all development activities that are supported at timer
sities and colleges. "Research" is defined as systematic study directed
toward fuller scientific knowledge or understanding of the subject
studied.

[This category corresponds to our category, direct support of research,
which contains three funding mechanisms, namely indic idual project
support, program support, and center support.]

R&D plant (Kw facilities and fixed equipment) includes all costs direct
and relatedof all.projects whose main objective is to pros ide support
for the construction, acquisition, renovation, modification, repair, or
rental of facilities, land, works, or equipment for use in scientific or
engineering research and development. A facility is Interpreted broadly
to be any physical resource importani. to the conduct of research and
development.

[This category is included within our funding mechanism, minor equip
ment and facilities, which is not limited to fixed equipment.)

Facilities for Scientific,'Enggin (sir.) Instruction in the sciences.
engineering includes all programs whose main purpose is to pros idc sup
port for the construction, acquisition, renovation, modification, repair,
or rent of facilities, land, works, or ..:quipment for use in instruction in
science and engineering.

[The scope of this report does not include science education. Therefore,
it is not included in our trend data except when it was part of another
category and could not be identified separately. Until 1971, for example,
it was included in the category for "Other s/E Activities."

Fellowships, traineeships, and traininggrants include graduate pro
grams in support of the development and maintenance of s, i, personnel
resources. The total amounts pertaining to such awards (stipends and
cost-of-education allowances) are reported on the basis of the institution
chosen by the recipient.
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(This category corresponds to our funding mechanism, special training
needs, in the category of research infrastructure.]

General support for science/engineering includes programs that support
nonspecific or generalized purposes related to scientific research and
education. Such projects are generally oriented toward academic depart-
ments, institutes, or institutions as a whole, and embody varying types
of support ranging from support provided without any specification of
purpose other than that the funds be used for scientific projects, to
projects that provide funds for activities within a specified field of sci-
ence/engineering without a specific purpose. Ntii's Biomedical Sciences
Support Grants and General research Support Grants, and NSYS Institu-
tional Grants for Science are examples of these types of programs.

[This category corresponds to our funding mechanism, institutional sup-
port, in the category research infrastFucture.]

Other s/E activities include all academic s/E activities that cannot mean-
ingfully be assigned to one of the preceding five categories. Types of
activities included are those for which obligations are in support of tech-
nical conferences, teacher institutes, and activities aimed at increasing
the scientific knowledge of precollege and undergraduate students.

(Although the scope of our report does not include these types of activi-
ties, prior to fiscal yea: 1966, this category contained data on training,
and prior to fiscal year 1971, it contained data on "General" s/E activi-
ties. Thus it is necessary to include this category in chapter III of our
report in order to analyze trends from 1963 to 1982.]

Nows "f: activities include all other obligations excluded from the six
foregoing categories but that represent direct funding (excluding loans)
from an agency to an academic institution for activities or purposes not
specifically related to science and engineering. Included are all obliga-
tions for research, education, and facilities in the arts and humanities,
as well as generalized projects for which the proportion utilized for siE
activities is unknown.

(This area Is not covered in our report.]
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Appendix X

Advance Comments From the
Department of
Health and Human Services

DUARTMENTOt MALT"' HUMAN St RVICtS 0. O. .1.04. G....s

. u 7 --4,,

Mr. Richard L. Fogel
Director, Human Resources

Division
United StateS G I

Actounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20640

w.n.cnow OC :0101

Our Mr. Fogel:

The Secretary has asked e to respond to your draft report,
federal funding Mechanisms In Support Of University
R ttttt Oh."

Department officials have reviewed this report with interest
and have no comments to make, other than technical connects
whiCh have been separately provided to your stuff.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your report
before Its publitation.

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. KuSserow
Inspector G I
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PHS COMMENTS ON THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO)
DRAFT REPORT 'FEDERAL FUNDING MECHANISMS IN

SUPPORT OF UNIVERSITY RESEARCH'
DATED DECEMBER 19 1985

The General Accounting Office (GAO) report Ss an informative document on
the ways in which the Federal Government provides funding to U.S.
colleges and universities in support of basic research. It should prove

to be a valuable resource to those interested In obtaining a better
understanding of the ways In which this support is accomplished.

General Comments

--The report does not discuss the distinction between assistance
(grants and cooperative agreements) and acquisition (contracts)

award instruments. Although all are used to fund university
research, they differ at least in theory, with respect to the
nature of the funding relationships and the mutual obligations
between the research sponsor and the performer of the award.

--Although the discussion in the body of the report indicates that
the research infrastructure is supported by all six funding
mechanisms, the executive summary ba.ely acknowledges this fac..
The casual reader may draw the conc.iusion Mir on' 'tee fund: 1

mechanisms support the research infrastructure, ally in light

of ficcce 3.2 and the associated text indicating creasing

percentage of Federal obligations to support the 'I...restructure for

the period 1963 - 1982.

Technical Comments

--Figure 1.2, Pao: 9

A footnote to the figure should indicate that this includes only
the top six Federal agencies providing most of the support for

scientific research.

Table 2.8: Indirect Costs Across Funding Mechanisms, ?Ise 37

Footnote R. should preferably read: 'Reimbursement it provided

through indirect costs of up to 8 percent of total allowable direct
costs, or through a cost-of-education allowance.'

I 3
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--Special Training Needs, Pace 38

2

The third sentence of tr..s paragraph incorrectly states that NIH
'does not include a cost-of-education allowance, but does reimburse
the university for up to 8 percent of the direct costs of educating
a student.' In fact, the majority of NIH National Research Service
Awards (NRSA) provide for the reimbursement of indirect costs at
8 percent of direct costs, and also allow for the payment of
cost-of-education allowances. A small number of NRSAs do not pay
for indirect costs but permit the payment of cost-of-education
allowances, i.e., trainee tuition and fees plus funds for training
related expenses only.

--Major Equipment, Page 38

The paragraph states in part that 'NU awards funds solely for the
purchase of equipment and does not allow reimbursement of indirect
costs.' The paragraph should be amended to indicate that such
procedure is not unusual since equipment purchases are very often
excluded from the direct cost base used in the reimbursement of
indirect costs.

--Cost Sharing, Paces 38 and 39

It states that Public Health Service awards require cost sharing.
That was true at the time GAO conducted its review, but the cost
sharing requirement, which has been in effect since 1966, was
deleted from the Fiscal Year 1986 HHS Appropriations Act.

Reference is made on page 39 to cost sharing being established by
nn institutional agreement made between NIH and the
university . . . .' That should be corrected to read: . . by

an institutional agreement made between HHS and the university that
is on file and applies to all research ewaroa made to that
recipient. In cases where there is no institutional agreement, the
cost sharing requirement is satisfied by a project-by-project
agreement between NIH and the university.'

--Figure 3.1 (between paces 44-45) and Figure 3.2 (between
pages 45-46)

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 would be more technically correct if they
indicated a discontinuity between the zero and first figures on the
ordinate, i.e., vertical scale. This would be accomplished by
placing a zero at the point where the vertical and horizontal axis
meet and moving up the vertical axis with a jagged line to the
first figure on the vertical scale.

ni 1.
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3

--Award Review, Cost-Sharing, and Indirect Costs, Pace 62

The third sentence of this paragraph states 'none of the seven
institutions (largest nonprofit givers to science research at
universities among U.S. foundations and voluntary associations for
Fiscal Year 1984) require cost sharing on their awards.' This is
an incorrect statement since a review of data on Tables 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4 on pages 59-61 indicates that the universities had to pay
for the salary of the principal investigator or associated indirect
costs. Cost sharing, whether ,mplicit or explicit appears to be a
reality by the U.S. foundations and associations referenced in the
tables.

--Appendix I, Individual Project Support, Paces 75, 8,, 92, 93, 95,
101, 102, 103, 104, 148

A positive statement ("yes') is made about a cost sharing
requirement, which has since been eliminated. Further, all the
references on the pages cited speak only to an institutional
agreement when, in fact, either a project -by- project or
institutional agreement was permitted.

On page 75 under Other Significant Characteristics the word

'primary' should be inserted in the first sentence so that it
reads: The grant is the primary instrument of choice for KR."
The words 'and grants' should be inserted in the last sentence so
that it reads: 'Contracts and grants are used for (support of)
clinical trials.'

-- Appendix I, Individual Project Support, Paces 86, 114, 115, 116,
117

Under Indirect Costs it inaccurately states: 'Reimburse up to
8 percent of indirect costs' when instead it should state:
'Reimburse up to 8 percent of total allowable direct costs.'

-- Appendix I, Individual Project Support, Pace 89

On the first line, it states thit NIH's Research Career Award
program has been *Discontinued.' That is incorrect. The word
'Discontinued' should be qualified (as it is below under Tine in
Effect) to mean for new awardeet since original awardees w:11
continue to.receive an annual salary allowance for the entire
research career of the individual.

Finally, attached are various annotated report pages identifying
corrections to NIB budget data appearing in the report.

GAO Comments
The following are os.o's comments on the Department of Health and
Human Services' letter dated January 17, 1986.

1. All suggested changes have been incorporated into the text.
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Advance Comments From the
National Science Foundation

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON 0 C 20550

Division of Audit and Oversight

January 3, 1986

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Director
Resources, Community, and
Economic Development Division

U. S. General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Peach:

This is in response to your request of December 18, 1985 for
comments on the draft GAO report entitled, 'Federal Funding
Mechanisms in Support of University Research."

The report is very well done and we have only a few comments.

While it is recognized that individual research projects provide
support for equipment and graduate students, such grants also
provide some support for infrastructure through indi-ect cost
allowances for such items as use allowances or depreciation for
buildings and equipment and for a portion of the top level
eministrative expenses.

In some places, for example in Chapter 3, some of the infra-
structure support discussed, such as graduate student support,
covers academic infrastructure generally, not just research
infrastructure.

Several detailed clarifications are given in the enclosure to
this letter. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on tho
report. If we can be of further assistance, please call me on
357-9457.

Sincerely yours,

// I
J mo H. Fregeau

Director
Division of Audit and Oversight

Enclosure

cc: Director
Deputy Director
Controller
Division Director, SRS
Division Director, DGC

153
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Enclosure

Comments on Draft GAO Report,
"Federal Funding Mechanisms In
Support of University Research"

In the third paragraph on page 5, the first sentence could be
read to imply that direct costs are not covered by reimburse-
ments. This should be clarified.

The discussion of NSF policy on reimbursement of indirect costs
for major facilities and equipment on pages 37 and 38 needs
clarification to note that indirect costs are allowed only on
installation and maintenance expenses, not on the purchase costsof the equipment. A similar clarification is needed on page 96.
Since most indirect costs are reimbursed on the basis of direct-
costs-less-major-equipment, this is a clarification for the
reader but not a significant change.

On page 39, the statutory requirement for NSF is that there be
some cost sharing on each award. The NSF interpretation of this
requirement is that cost-sharing can be averaged over all awards
to the institution with a minimum of 1% on each award. Average
levels of cost-sharing are much higher. On page 76: CostSharing: Statutory cost sharing; averaged over institution with1% minimum on each award. On page 85, a similar change for first
S25,000. On page 91, the same. On page 106 and 107, add similar
wording to each. I regret that the original NSF submission wasnot clear on this.

On page 45, the last line of the figure caption should refer to
SSE obligations only, not to total obligations as implied.

Throughout the report, reference is made to "CASE data."
Although convenient, this is not technically correct since CASE
has not existed for a numbez of years. The correct reference is
"Federal Support to Universities and Colleges."

GAO Comments

The following are cAo's comments on the National Science Foundation's
leter dated January 3, 1986.

1. All suggested changes have been incorporated into the text.
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Appendix XII

Advance Comments From the
Department of Defense

RMARCmAwo
CmP.CCitmG

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

wAS.N.CrOM 0 C t0)0

Hr. Frank C. Conohan
Director, National Security and
International Affairs Division

U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Hr. Conahan:

3 FEB 'us

This is the Departmflt of Defense (DoD) response to the GAO
letter of December 19, 1985 forwarding the GAO report (GAO Code
005713) titled, "Federal Funding Mechanisms In Support of University
Research" (OSD Case 6899).

The DoD has reviewed the subject report and found it to be
excellent. In particular, all statements relative to DoD are
accurate and reflect the data the department provided in several
conversations with GAO personnel.

The remainder of this letter simply elaborates on two points
which, though included in the report, deserve additional emphasis:

1. At the tier of our discussions, Congress was deliberating
the initiation of a new research program et DoD and details
on the "University Research Initiative," as the new
program is called, were necessarily sketchy. Since then,
the Congress has provided funding for the program and,
though not completely finished, DoD is well along the way
to establishing the operational mechanisms. Attachment I
provides a short description of the program. Attachment
2 provides a chronology of events leading to the initia-
tion of the program. Attachment 3 provides Congressional
text applicable to the program.

2. As the report concludes, it is true that federal funding
during the period 1963-1982 has increasingly involved
supporting individual research projects with a
concomitant decrease in support of the research
infrastructure. However, it should be pointed out that
DoD support of individual research projects does include
support of the research infrastructure. For example:

a. The budget for a typical individual project includes
funds for capital equipment and, under current
policies, title to the equipment is usually vested in
the university.
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b. Support of an individual project usually includes
reimbursement of indirect costs. This can Um viewed
as a form of institutional support, particularly for
fixed costs, as it provides a portion of costs that
benefit the entire institution such as depreciation,
research administration, library use, etc.

c. Finally, a considerable portion of the research under
an individual project is typically performed by
graduate assistants. Therefore, support of individual
projects is an important source of funding for graduate
students in science and engineering.

The DoD appreciates the opportunity to comment on the report
in draft form.

Sincerely,

Donald A. Hicks

Attachments
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THE UalVERSITY RESEARCH INITIATIVE

The Department of Detense, through the Departments of the
Army, Navy, Air Force, and the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency, announces the FY 1986 University Research Initiative (URI).

URI is a multi-component ettort designed to strengthen the
capabilities of the universities to perform research and to educate
scientific and engineering personnel in key disciplines important
to the technologies that underly a strong national defense.

to:

To meet mission-related needs, DoD relies on the universities

conduct fundamental scientific and engineering research
which supports Defense technologies;

educate quality scientific and engineering personnel who
perform research and who are employed in both industry and
DOD;

provide sound advice on technical issues related to
national defense; and

assist in transferring new technologies emerging from
university research into industrial applications for both
military and civilian uses.

DoD has an important stake in both the research produced by
universities and the quality of the scientific and engineering
personnel being educated in defense-related disciplines: one in
six American scientists and engineers is engaged in defense work.
The majority of these scientists and engineers -- almost a half
million in all -- are involved in state-of-the art technologies
that are not only crucial to defense mission accomplishment, but
also are at the cutting edge of technologies essential to modern
industry.

Eh receit years, however, it has become clear that declining
investments in the university research and teaching base during
the 1970's have resulted in deficiencies that hamper the ability
of universities to produce quality research and education in
scientific and engineering disciplines. Among these problems are
a shortage of faculty qualified to teach certain state-of-the-art
technologies; obsolete research instrumentation; and declining
numbers of American citizens pursuing science and engineering
graduate degrees. The components of URI focus on correcting these
deficiencies.

URI was proposed in the President's FY 1986 budget submission
to support quality research and education in science and engineering
to meet the mutual needs of the DoD and the universities.
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Uk1 is designed to improve the quality ul research performed

at universities to meet defense needs; to strengthen multidiscipli-

nary research which supports selected key defense technologies; to

provide expanded opportunities for interactions between universi-

ties and the DoD research and engineering community, particularly

the laboratories of the three Services; and to support fellowship

and instrumentation awards in mission-related disciplines

important to critical defense technologies.
Each component of the

URI program is described within this brochure. These components

are designed to increase the number of science and engineering

graduate students; to increase the investment in major pieces of

research equipment at universities; to increase the investment in

higher risk basic scientific research in support of critical

defense technologies; And to provide more opportunities for

contacts between universities, industry, and DoD laboratories to

maximize the benefits to be derived from defense research for the

nation's security, both military and economic. Because each

component focuses on separate but complementary ways to meet the

needs outlined above, each component necessarily has its own

approach, application requirements, deadlines, and points-of-

contact. This announcement provides a general description of the

efforts and opportunities in meeting mutual science and technology

goals of the DoD and the university community under the DoD

University Research Initiative for FY 1986.

A DoD Steering Committee for the URI program has reviewed the

DoD critical technology areas and has identified several technolo-

gies for special emphasis in URI; these technologies are listed in

the following matrix and are described in the next section of this

brochure. In addition, for each technology area, coordinating

committees consisting of technical experts representing the Army,

Navy, Air Force, DARPA, OSD and DoD laboratories will be

established to coordinate the activities of the various components

within each technology area. Finally each specific component will

be managed by a lead service. The components of the URI are

listed in the following matrix and are described in the last

section of this brochure.

The URI program is brand new; it is expected to evolve

rapidly in the next year or two as experience is gained with the

program outlined herein.

153
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CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTN
THE UNIVERSITY RhSEARLH INITIATIVE

28 JAh 82 - Report of Defense Science Board Task Force on
University Responsiveness to national Security
Requirements.

Reports that universities are interested in contributing to
tne national defense needs but that they "require sustained
Federal assistance to accomplisn this, to replace obsolescent
equipment, and to support graduate education of U.S. citizens by
improved fellowship and educational support awards." Specitical.y
calls for "increased 6.1 Researcn funding, apprenticeship
programs, wider use of graduate fellowships and educational
support awards, and tne streamlining of contracting procedures."

16 APR 84 - Letter from USDRE tt, tne President.

Discusses the erosion of the natiouzll support for education
and research and the consequent impact upon the economy and
defense; call for "a Presidential initiative to restore the United
States' scientific and technological leadership position in theworld."

09 AUG 84 - Letter from SECDEF to Secretaries of Military
Departments, Chairman of JCS, Under Secretaries of
Defense, etc.

Observes that DoD support for the tech base program has not
met his expectations; calls for an eight uercent annual real
growtn rate for both 6.1 and 6.2.

27 FEB 8S - Testimony of SECDEF before HAC on FY 85 Defense
Posture.

Announces University Research Initiative (URI); describes
initiative as including support for "areas of high risk, high
payoff to DoD;" wil) feature "close collaboration between
researchers in universities and DoD laboratories by providing for
an exchange of highly qualified scientists and engineers between
them;" will be used to "shore up the university infrastructure by
expanding DoD's highly successful University Research
Instrumentation Program, and by increasing the number of
fellowships and research assistantships in disciplines vt specialimportance to DoD."

01 MAR 85 - Memorandum from Acting USDRE (Wade) to Service
Assistant Secretaries and DARPA Director.

Describes URI and its elements; encourages excnange scientist
programs with DoD laboratories; calls for the establishment of a
Tri-Service/DARPA committee to oversee interdisciplinary researchprograms.

1 ri
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07 MAR 85 - Testimony of Dr. kev6orth ielnre iIAS(. nn UK1.

Akno6ledges key role pla)eJ by universities in defense Alit:
CiVii;a0 areas; supports the URI, calls for A higher level of
funding than that requested in the DoD budget.

02 APR 85 - Testimony of DUSO(RAT) on Dot) Science and Technology
Program beforc MASC.

Describes URI components. in first two years, emphasizes
graduate fellowships, research assistantships, exchange scientists
and instrumentation program, in later )ears emphasis shifts to
high payoft research projects.

23-24 SEP 85 - Proposal on URI preparel by the three Services and
DARPA and presented at the meeting ot the DoD-
University Forum Working Group on Science and
Engineering Education.

Details three types ot URI ele.dents: personnel support
(tellowshi.s, exchange scientists), instrumentation support and
multidisciplinary research centers/initiatives.

07 OCT 85 - DoD-University Forum meeting.

Forum adopts recommendations supporting URI presented by the
university members of the Working Group on StiE Education.

23 OCT 85 - Memorandum for DUSD(R5AT) to Hobbs, Mooney and
Paiewonsky on URI.

Calls for a coordination URI program which is distinct from
the 61102 program; requests strong DoD laboratory involvement;
directs a Steering Committee to provide oversight and calls for
Coordinating Committees for each technology thrust.

COmd4f.ssIWAL TEXT APPLICA81k TOM

(.on4Itt% \t letPAIS, May lb, li%1

In the case of university laboratories that cam out significant
DepArtment ot Defense lesearch, the comittel. believes that the Depertm&i,t
01 Defense should consider what part the Department of Defense can phi) ut

the effort to rehabilitate the university research base."

Senate Comittee on Arced Services, April 15, 1982

"In short, the university research base in tne United States is being
dramatically weakened with grave implications for the national security.
Consequently, the contittee fully supports the proposed expansion ot the
Department's university researcn programs..."

69-434 0 87 6
16 t)
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Senate Committee on Armed Services; May 31, 1984

"The technology base programs represent our Investment in future defense
capabilities."

"DoD must do its share to maintain the excellence of our scientitic
infrastructure through strong support of university research."

House Committee on Armed Services; May 10, 1985

"The maintenance of an adequate technology base is a national priority
with important economic as well as military implications. Accordingly,
the need to ensure a viable technology base within the universities
throughout the country is the responsibility of all Federal activities
including the Department of Defense and the National science Foundation."

Conference Committee, DoD Authorization Act of 1986; July 29, nes

"The conferees strongly endorse the purpose of this initiative which
includes providing fellowship aid in the scientific and technical
disciplines, and modernizing the scientific and technical equipment and
instrumentation at our universities."

House Appropriations Committee; October 24, 1985

"The committee is concerned about declining graduation rates for American
scientists and engineers." ... "There is also a decline in the number of
faculty members in the fields of science and engineering." ... "The
universities are also experiencing shortages in state-ol-the-art equipment
and instrumentation... For this (sic) reason, the committee ...pports the
University Research Initiative program as a means to determine and address
the scope and impact of these problems."

Senate Appropriations Committee; November 6, 1985

"The committee recommends an appropriation of $75,000,000 for the
University Research Initiative, an unbudgeted item. These funds will be
used to expand university graduate fellowships in scientific and technical
fields and modernize university laboratories and instrumentation."

GAO Comments

The following are GAO'S comments on the Department of Defense's letter
dated February 3, 1986.

1. All suggested changes have been incorporated into the text unless
noted by further comments.

2. We discuss this program on pages 30 and 143.

3. We have generally emphasized throughoutour report that DOD, as
well as other agencies, supports the research infrastructure through
research projects.

161
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Appendix XIII

Advancp, Comments From the
Department of Energy

Department of Energy

Washington. D.C. 20585

JAN 0 9 1986

Mr. J. Dexter Peach
Director, Resources, Community and
Economic Development Division

U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Peach:

The Department of Energy (DOE) appreciates the opportunity to review and
comment on the General Accounting Office 0A0) draft report entitled "Faderal
Funding Mechanisms in Support of University Research."

This draft report is a thorough and well-prepared summary of the various
mechanisms used over time by the six major FedE al R&D agencies to support
university-based research and manpower ',velopment programs. Info, ration in

the draft report will be very useful to the Science Policy Task Force of the
House Committee on Science and Technology in their analysis of Federal
policies for the support of scientific and technical research. The report
also will become an essential resource for current and future students as
well as practitioners in science policy. Your staff are to be commended for
their hard work in preparing this report.

DOE hopes that these comments will be helpful to GAO in their preparation of
the final report.

Sincerely,

z

Martha O. Hesse
Assistant Secretary
Management and Administration

1 S2
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Washington. D.C. 20585
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JAN 0 9 1505

Mr. Mark Nadel

Resources. Community and Economic
Development Division

U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Hr. Nadel:

In response to Mr. J. Dexter Peach's request of December 18, 1985. the

Department of Energy's formal comments on the General Accounting Office (GAO)

draft report entitled 'Federal Funding Mechanisms in Support of University

Research' are being submitted by separate letter to GAO.

Editorial comments on the report are enclosed for GAO's consideration in

preparing the final report.

Sincerely. /

1.405C,'
Martha O. Hesse
Assistant Secretary
Management and Administration

Enclosure
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Editorial Comments on the GAO Draft Report 'Federal Funding Mechanisms in

Support of University Research' (GAO/RCED86-53).

1. page 4 - Executive Summary, 2nd paragraph - For example, DOE uses

research contracts to support groups of investigators per-

forming research across disciplines in electronic sciences."

Comment - DOE supports groups of investigators performing research

across disciplines primarily in high energy and nuclear

physics and in the materials sciences, not in

electronic sciences

2. page 4 - line 11 "accomplished" is misspelled.

3. rage 11 - 'DOE, however, specifically pointed out that its funding to

universities includes more 'indirect' funding than direct.
...DOE obligated $550 million to university affiliated
researchers working at government labs..."

Comment - Host of this 'indirect' funding goes to support the
operation of research facilities and scientific
instruments which are utilized by university
scientists to conduct rosnarch. For example. 50% of

the beam time at the Brookllaven High Flux Beam
Reactor is used by university researchers. Univer-

sity scientists who use these facilities for their
research should be more properly classified as "visitihq
scientists' rather than as 'workers' at the labs.

2. page 35 - Table 2.7: This table notes that the aw:rd decision process
for DOE-funded Research Centers and Major Facilities and
Equipment is one of internal review only.

Comment - The review procedures followed for projects of this

type vary by project. Therefore, this table should rote
that 'mixed' review procedures are used by DOE in these

areas.

3. page 51 - 'And DOE ended its (graduate) fellowship program in 1973.'

Comment - While DOE did end an agency-wide, generic graduate
research fellowship program which encompassed a number

of different scientific and engineering disciplines,
Individual DOE technology programs can support graduate
fellowships where manpower statistics indig:te there
will be probable future shortages 'f gavanced degree

professionals. Approximxte.: mg graduate fellowships

were supported in FY 1985 by individual DOE programs
In such fields as nuclear engineering, health physics,
fusion technology, etc. (See page 129 for details).

1F.4
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-2-

4. page 94 Other Significant Characteristics: ' - -use of DOE laboratory
facilities by university scientists (at the nine
multiprogram labs, about 57% of the total operating time isused by university scientists)"

Comment - This statement should be
clarified to note that 57%

of the total operating time of 'designated user
research facilities at the labs' is used by university
scientists. There are about 50 designated user
research facilities in the DOE laboratory complex
(see the Users Guide to DOE Facilities,

DOE/ER0174,
for additional details on these various facilities).

5. page 112 Other Significant Characteristics
(Fossil Energy Centers)

Comment - A statement should be added that the Fossil Energy
Centers may also compete for additional

funding
support from DOE along with other

universities, the DOE
laboratories and industry.

b. page 139 - Award Decision Process:
Internal Review

Comment - The review process for
the DOE University Research

Instrumentation Program includes both peer review
(through the use of special disciplinary review
panels) and internal staff review. Accordingly,
Table 2.7 on page 35 also needs to be changed.
The 'Major Facilities and

Equipment' column for DOE
should be changed from "I" to 'Mixed'.

7. page 140 - Number of Awards: 17

Comment - In FY 1985, 88 awards
were made under this program,

up from 20 awards in FY 1984.

8. page 140 - Other Significant Characteristics,
line 5.

Comment - Suggest hyphenation of
"first-come-first-served'

9. page 157 - Evaluations:
'A DOE evaluation of this program showed that

for every dollar of institutional award
received an

additional five dollars was subsequently
received from

DOE or other sources for follow-on support."

Comment- This statement needs to be clarified. For every dollar
DOE provided in the institutional

research grant
program, en average it was later determined that an
additional five dollars was received by the univer-
sity research group from other DOE programs and/or
from a combination of state,

private foundation or
industrial support.

GAO Comments
The following are GAO's comments or. the Department of Energy's letterdated January 9, 1986.

1. All suggested changes have been incorporated into the text.
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Advance Comments From the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

NASA
NaoonalAseonauXs and

SeaceAdreystraSon

Htshgrgtco.DC
20546

NrchwAwd NIP

Mr. Frank C. Conahan
Director, National Security and

International Affairs Division
United States General Accounting Office
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Conahan:

JAN 15 ta

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the report on
Federal Funding Mechanisms in Support of University Research
(RCED-86-53).

I as sending you the comments of the NASA Chief Scientist which
are the views of the agency. The comments will clarify or modify
imprecise or incorrect statements in the draft report. These
are presented in the enclosures to this letter.

Sincerely,

Robert Nys
Associate Administrator
for Management

Enclosure

1f
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NASA COMMENTS ON 'FEDERAL FUNDING MECHANISMS
IN SUPPORT OF UNIVERSITY RESEARCH'

The GAO report is quite informative.
However, errors related to

equipment, cost sharing, and instrument selection should becorrected.

The reference to NASA should be deleted from the major equipment
section on page 38. NASA does not make awards solely for
equipment, per se, as the text implies.

An error regarding cost sharing :.rises from a rather subtle
situation which GAO has apparently misinterpreted. NASA has
traditionally supported full reimbursement of costs and has
opposed cost sharing on all types of award instruments. The
HUD-Independent Offices Appropriations Acts for a number of years
have carried a prohibition on full reimbursement of costs for
research resulting from unsolicited proposals. However,exceptions on a case-by-case basis are permitted. Because of the
limited application of the legislation to toe kind of research
activities sponsored by NASA, the use of cost sharing clauses in
grants, cooperative agreements or contracts is minimal. However,it is NASA policy to use cost sharing where appropriate 0.nd the
statement that there is "no cost sharing requirement" is
misleading in suggesting that NASA is in violation of statute.There is no statutory or NASA FAR

supplement requirement for costsharing on university contracts.

The proper statement regarding NASA cost sharing is,"Governed by
statute." Corrections are required on page 38, last paragraph;page 40, table; page 40, last paragraph; page 77; page 97; page
98; page 109; and page 110.

The 'Other Significant Characteristics' section on page 77
purports to describe how NASA determines the support instrument.
This description is not consistent with statute and, indeed,
suggests some improper activity by NASA. The two sentences
beginning with "According" should be deleted. If it is essential
to describe instrument selection, then use: 'Award instruments
(contract, grant or cooperative agreement) are determined in
accordance with p.t. 97-258 and OMB implementation thereof."

As NASA has taken rather strong positions on cost sharing,
equipment awards and the "Chiles Acts (instrument usage) over theyears, it is impoMat that these corrections be made.

The section on Major Equipment and
Facilities beginning on page22 should be reworded.

Specifically, the last sentence on page24 should communicate that NASA has no 'set aside" program fo.;equipment. As it is, it implies we do no Facilities support.
During Fy 84, $22 million dollars, ten percent of our university
research grant money, went to facilities and/or equipment.

t)
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Table 2.5 on p. 27 is not accurate, as it reflects only one of
three fellowship programs. TWcorrection should be:

NASA

Graduate Student Fellowships $ 1,800,000 120 $15,000

Faculty Fellowships $ 2,412,121 275 $ 6,500

Post-doctoral Fellowships $ 9,498,722 177 $53,665

SUBTOTAL $13,710,843 572

To accompany these figures, the two enclosures of program
description should be inserted in appendix I, special training
needs after page 125.

The description of NASA's award decision process cn page 34 & the
accompanying table 2.7 on page 35 (approximately 75% of total)
are not accurate. NASA uses peer review on scientific projects and
internal review on aeronautics and space technology projects
( approximatel 25% of total).

Frank B. McDonald
Chief Scientist

Enclosures

Special Training Needs

ENCLOSURE I

NASA Resident Research Associateships Postdoctoral and Senior
Research Awards

PRIMARY OBJECTIVE: Awards to oLitstanding Scientists and
engineers at the recent postdoctoral and experienced senior
levels for tenure as guest investigators.

TIME IN EFFECT: 1959 - Present

FY 1984:

TOTAL FUNDING LEVEL: $9,498,722

NUMBER OF AWARDS: 177

AVERAGE AWARD SIZE: $53,665.00 (Is_ year)
AVERAGE DURATION OF AWARD: 2 years

AWARD DECISION PROCESS: Peer Review

COST-SHARING: lo requirement

INDIRECT COSTS: N/A

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS: Administered through The
National Research Council
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ENCLOSURE II

Special Training Needs

NASA Summer Faculty Fellowships

PRIMARY OPJECTIVE: Research Fellowships are awarded to
engineering aiTaTiFience Faculty members for summer research in a
NASA-University cooperative program.

TIME IN EFFECT: 1964 - Present

FY 1984:

TOTAL FUNDING LEVEL: $2,412,121

NUMBER OF AWARDS: 275

AVERAGE AWARD SIZE: $650 per week and travel allowance

AVERAGE DURATION OF AWARD: 10 weeks

AWARD DECISION PROCESS: Internal review

COST-SHARING: No Requirement

INDIRECT COSTS: Yes

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CHARACTERISTICS:

GAO Comments

The following are GAO's comm.- -.ts on the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's letter dated January 15, 1986.

1. All suggested changes have been incorporated into the text unless
noted in further comments.

2. Faculty fellowships and postdoctoral fellowships mentioned here
involve support for university scientists perforraing research at federal
facilities rather than university-owned facilities. Because the scope of
our report was limited to universit, facilities, we did not include these
mechanisms in out report.
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Advance Comments From the
Department of Agriculture

Urstsd States

Ospartmsnt of
A.grcsAurs

UN 28 1986

Ofr. G,ents
and Pro-yam
Systems

otr-edthe
AdensmsWatc

SUBJECT C40 Draft Report RCED- 86 -53,

Dated December 18, 1985, Entitled "Federal
Funding Mechaniams In Support of
University Research"

bltssimmIton.D C
20250

TO: J. Dexter Peach, Director

Resources, Community and Economic Development Division
U.S. Cenral Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 29548

.THRU: Orville C. Bentley
lir I tate 'Ai/ L

Assistant Secretary for' Science and Educction t.44"^' . ,""'

Peter C. Meyers S\''17."' ''"e" ilA.1(4.

At

Assistant Secretary or rural Resources and Environment

Steven Dewhurstii ult, -it.
Director, Offic of Budget and Program Analysis

The subje,t report has been reviewed with the following comments provided.

Page 24-

1980 Research Facilities sho 1890 R h Ft.,lities. This program
includes instrumentation, construction or renovstIon, and land acquisItIon.

Page 29:

In the USDA porti.m, we recommend changing "1890 Colleges" to "Evans-Allen" to
be consistent in reporting categories of programs rather than recipient
institutions.

Page 38:

Cost Sharing
.

Cost sharIng requirements at USDA depend upon statutory language rather than
funding mechanisms. lost of the formula - funded programs in USDA for R
and Extension activities require matching from state and local sources on
dollar for dollar basis, however the states contribute for sore than the
required amounts for matching. In a nationwide basis, Federal dollars for
%Itch Act and Smith-Lever Act programs accounted for 20-30 percent of the total

h and Extension programs conducted at land -grant OntVerSitiell In Fiscal
Year 1985.

1 7o
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Page 81:

rimary Objective:
"...plant production..." should be changed to "plant science." The prograA

encompasses more than production.

Page 110:

Cost-Shar'eE:
Cost st.ar.fg is not required as opposed to not allowed.

Page 141:
References to Tuskegee Institute should he changed to Tuskegee University.

Page 160:
References to Tuskegee Institute should be changed to Tuskegee Un,versity.

H. CX A

ting Admi tstrat

GAO Comments

The following are GAO'S comments on the Department of Agriculture's
letter dated January 8, 1986.

1. All suggested changes have been incorporated into the text.

1 7 1
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PART 2

ASSESSING FEDERAL FUNDING MECHANISMS

FOR UNIVERSITY RESEARCH

12



Executive Summary

Over 60 percent of university research funding comes from federal
agencies. This research is a key element in the United States' interna-
tional competitiveness and technology advancement. Other sources for
research funding include industry, foundations, and state governments.

Approximately 71 percent of the federal research funds are provided
through one funding mechanism or category of federal financial support
for scientific researchindividual project grants. Some scientists and
policymakers have questioned the consequences of such heavy reliance
on individua. prcjcct grants. For example, does this mechanism dis-
courage the peiformance of innovative, high-risk, and interdisciplinary
research?

In response to the House Committee on Science and Technology's
request that GAO assess Lie effects of different funding mechanisms on
the productivity and performance of research, GAO looked at:

Whether particular funding mechanisms played a role in helping univer-
sities improve program quality.
Whether two funding mechanism:, individual project grants and center
grantshad different effects on the performance of research.

In addition, GAO is providing the Committee with a separate report that
describes the funding mechanisms used by federal agencies to support
university research and trends in the use of such mechanisms.

Background

GAO looked at five universities that, according to surveys of the scien-
tific community carried out by two education and research organiza-
tions, had reputed improvement in program quality. GAO concentrated
primarily on what funding and other strategies these universities used
to improve the selected departments and how the departments were
able to finance their program improvement initiatives.

Two mechanisms for federal funding of university research are indi-
vidual project grants and center grants. Individual project grants sup-
port individual researchers who do specific research. Center grants,
which account for 9 percent of grants awarded, support broad coherent
research programs and include coverage of facilities, equipment, and
scientific and administrative personnel.

GAO assessed the merits of the two funding mechanisms against four fac-
tors that have the potential to zffect the performance of research.

173
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Coverage of resource requirements, which includes trained technicians,
equipment, and laboratory space.
Stability of financial and resource support, which reflects the continuity
and duration of support.
Type of research supported, which includes the influence of funding
availability on the flexibility to pursue tew and different areas of
research.
Administrative burden, which includes researchers' time spent pre-
paring proposals, overseeing grants, and reviewing proposals by others.

Results in Brief
The particular funding mechanism for university research played a
lesser role in helping universities improve program quality than their
ability to obtain grant funds from such sources as the federal govern-
ment, state government, industry, and the university itself.

Responses of scientists to GAO'S questions on coverage of resource
requirements and administrative burden showed that these factors were
less affected by the particular funding mechanism than by the field of
science. On the other hand, scientists working under center grants
responded that they had more stability of financial and resource sup-
port and that they were more likely to perform the types of research
defined as innovative, high risk, or interdisciplinary than scientists
working under individual project grants.

GAO's Analysis

Improving Research Quality

At the five universities GAO visited that were reputed to have improved
program quality, the common element in improvement was an explicit
commitment from the university to improve quality through increases in
internal and/or external funding and personnel changes. Initial funding
was necessary for building quality, although it came from a variety of
sources. Two of the universities received National Science Foundation
science development grants in the late 1960's that enabled them to bring
in high- quality junior and senior faculty. Another university received
state appropriations that were used to hire new faculty and increase the
number and quality of postdoctoral fellows. Another university used
funds from industrial sponsors to implement its plan for program
improvement. (See chapter 2.)
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Performance of Research

Coverage of resource requirements differed by field of science rather
than by the type of funding mechanism (individual project or center
grant). Fields of science differ in their needs for such r...3el)re-n as tech-
nicians, equipment, and laboratory space. For example, mathematieinns
working on theories may work in isolation with few assistants and lac:a
or no equipment. In contrast, cell biologists may need a number of lab
assistants, and space scientists may invest !we amounts of capital in
equipment.

Scientists' concerns about stability of resources and financial environ-
ment differed depending on their field of science rather than on the
funding mechanism. For example, award duration affects stability
because award periods do not always match the actual time needed to
perform research. Biochemistry projects may take less time to complete
than pnetic manipulation experiments in agriculture, where scientists
ma allow a complete new generation of crops to grow before testing
can take place.

Scientists working under center grants reported that they were more
likely to perform types of research defined by the National Science
Foundation as innovative, high risk, or interdisciplinary than scientists
receiving individual project grants. For example, 26 out of 32 scientists
with center grants said they proposed research into new areas as
opposed to 14 out of 33 scientists receiving individual grants. Scientists
working under center grants believed they had more stability and
resources to conduct these types of research.

Administrative burden, as measured by the amount of time spent in
preaward activities (applying for awards) and postaward activities
(responding to award requirements and reviewing proposals), varied
more by field of science and agency requirements than by type of mech-
anism. Defense agency award requirements include postgrant reporting,
whip civilian agency award requirements include more preaward
revkars of proposed research On the average, scientists in fields, such
as artificial intelligence, that receive awards from defense agencies,
reported they spent more time in postaward activities than in preaward
activities. Scientists in fields, such as plant science, that receive awards
from civilian agencies reported spending mor ,! time in preaward activi-
ties. (See chapter 3.)

1 75
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Recommendations
GAO is making no recommendations.

Agency Comments

We did not request agency comments because our work was not carried
out at any agencies and we do not have any adverse comments about
any agencies or organizations. However, we requested comments on por-
tions of the report from the five universities cited in chapter 2 as having
improved program quality. Those comments are incorporated in this
report.

GAO General Accounting Office
NIH National Institutes of Health
N8P National Science Foundation

1 7 6'
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Since its inception in the late 1940's, the current U.S. system for scien-
tific research has emphasized supporting individual scientists' research
projects through national competition for awards. According to the
National Academy of Sciences, the scientific community often associates
the individual project award system with the success of U.S. basic
research and views it as affording the greatest degree of opportunity for
pursuit of meritorious ideas.

Despite the belief that the individual project mechanism is closely linked
with U.S. success in basic research, the House Committee on Science and
Technology has noted problems concerning the current funding system
in which this award type predominates. This report, which was
requested by the House Committee on Science and Technology, assesses
the roles and impact of different kinds of support for university scien-
tific research in different fields of science.

Among the problems with the current system noted by the Committee
and others, such as the National Academy of Sciences, are:

the increased volume of applications for research support that need to
be reviewed;
the tendency to fund traditional research ideas rather tlatn innovative
ones; and
constraints in the provision of scientific research resources, ::uch as
equipment and personnel.

How the Current
Funding System
Supports Scientists
Scientific research in the universities depends heavily on the federal
government. In fiscal year 1982 federal agencies provided 64 percent of
the $7.3 billion spent at universities for research. The federal govern-
ment supports university research through a variety of funding mecha-
nisms. For purposes of this report, funding mechanisms are categories of
federal-financial support for scientific research performed by U.S. uni-
versities; they can be divided into direct and indirect support.

Three funding mechanisms directly support research: the individual
project mechanism, program support, and center support. Individual
project awards are typically made to individual scientists for research
that they have proposed in a discrete research area. This is by far the
predominant mechanism, accounting for 71 percent of agency support.
Program support provides support for more than one principal investi-
gator in a broad coherent program of research, often multidisciplinary
and long term. Center support provides funding for research projem
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that are coordinated into a coherent program in a broad field of interest
at a university. The center award lb the only mechanism that provides
funding both for research and for equipment, facilities, and an adminis
trative unit in the university. A recent illustration of the use of this
funding mechanism Is the National Science Foundrion's (Nse's) estab-
lishment of engineering research centers, designed to strengthen this
field by providing a concentration of facilities, personnel, And
equipment.

Three other fundirkt mechanisms indirectly support research by pro-
viding funds for "infrastructure." These funding mechanisms are
training, equipment and facilities support, and institutional support for
a university.

Objectives, Scope, and
Method.) logy

The House Committee on Science and Technology requested that GAO
assess the relative merits of dif rent funding mechanisms in terms of
their effects on the type of research being supported, research perform-
ance and productivity, agency procurement administration, manage-
ment and administration by the performing orgar:zation, and from the
point of view of the individual scientist. As a result of a literature
review, the advice of a panel of experts, and consultations with the
Committee, we agreed to assess funding mechanisms as they are used by
recipients in different fields of science at specific research organiza-
tions. Our objectives in this assessment were

to determine whether particular funding met.. olisms play a role in
helping universities improve program quality . perceived by the scien
tine community and
to examine whether two ea.:vent types of fundim, mechanisms indi-
vidual project grants and center grants had different impacts on the
performance of research.

Because almost no empirically based literature exists on funding mcc la
nisms and their effects on research organizations, we adopted an ex:Ayr
atory approach to identify those issues that warrant further attention
from policymakers. We conducted case studies at :5 diffe:cnt university
research organizations. We used two sets of case stud:es one focusing on
reputed improvement in program quality, and the other on research per
formance and the perspective of individual scientists.

The Committee originally had included research productivity among the
factors it requested we review. However, we determined that we could

178
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not precisely assess the effects of funding mechanIzras on research
quality and productivity becausa of current limitations in the techniques
for measuring the outputs of research. Instead, in consultation with the
Committee, we explored the linkages b" -een the types of support
flowing into research organizations ana .,ne reputed research quality of
those programs.

We focused on how selected university departments were able to
improve their research programs after the federal government had
largely eliminated special financial assistance for program improvement
in the early 1970's. We selected five universities that had successfully
improved various departments over the past decade on the basis of two
national surveys of U.S. research doctoral programs. The first ("A
Rating of Graduate Programs") was conducted in 1969 by Kenneth D.
Rouse and Charles J. Anderson for the American Council of Education,
and the other ("An Assessment of Research Doctoral Programs in the
United States") was conducted by the Conference Board of Associated
Research Councils and published in 1982.

We used the following criteria to select the five universities after con-
sulting with the study director of the 1982 survey.

First, where did departments stand in terms of the 1982 refs
ranking of program quality improvement as based on responses from
scientists in the same field around the country.
Second, which departments showed the greatest change bctween 1969
and 1982 in program reputation, again based on scientists' :Assessments.

We visited the following universities and departments where we inter-
viewed university administrators and faculty members and reviewed
program improvement documentation and financial records. We looked
at the role of funding mechanisms in the universities' program improve-
ment strategies. Due to resource constraints, we focused on departments
in one geographic regionthe southeastern United States.

University
Emory University

Georgia Institutee Technology

University of Alabama in Birmingham

University of Texas at Austin

University of Georgia

Department/School
Department of Microbiology and Immunology

School of Chemical Engineering

Department of Physiology and Btophysi..

Department of Physics

Department of Botany

Table 1.1: Un liersities With Reputed
Improvemert in Program Guy ety

179
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To respond to the Committee's interest in the effects of different
funding mechanisms on the performance of research, we designed our
second set of case studies to e.xplore further some of the problems cited
with c,:rrent federal support for university research. Time and resource
constraints prevented us from assessing all six categories of funding
mechanisms, but the approach we took still sheds light on issues
endemic to all funding mechanisms. Our objective in this second set of
cases was to examine whether two different types of funding mecha-
nisms had different impacts on the performance of research. To meet
this second n...tective, we studied two funding mechanisms, center
funding and the individual project award mechani: 4, that together rep-
resent 80 percent of the federal dollars obligated for university
research. We examined the impact of these two funding mechanisms by
examining four factors related to the performance of research:

coverage of research resource requirements, which includestrained
technicians, equipment, and laboratory space;
the stability of support, which reflects the continuity andduration of
support;
the type of research supported, which includes the influence of funding
availability on the flexibility to pursue new and different areas of
research; and
administrative burden, which includes researche,-a' time spent preparing
pronosals, overseeing grants, and reviewing proposals by others.

The second set of cases was selected to allow us to examine the use of
mechanisms historically, individually, and in combination at university
research organizations. We chose a sample that matched two different
types of research organizations (centers and departments), which we
assumed wold have different experiences with funding mechanisms.
We defined niters as research organizations where research projects
are Loordinated into a coherent program in a broad field of interest at
the university. Another defining characteristic of suchorganizations is
core funding for equipment, facilities, and an administrative unit. We
looked at centers that had received core fundi from a g 'ferment
agency for at least 10 years and at departments that had received indi-
vidual project awards in that same period of time.

Our sample of matched pairs cut across five fields of szience final
match of departments was made on the basis of location and the ..egrees
to winch the department matched the center in terms of types of
research stone, and other factors, such as seniority of faculty members
and cover age of distinctly different fields of science. The final sample it



comprised c,f 10 of the 25 universities that received the mo6t federal
reserch and development support and represents r. mix of public and
private institutions.

Field of science Cantor locations Department locations
Mathematics University of Wisconsin- University of Michigan

Madison

Space science University of Chicago University of Iowa
Artificial intelligence Massachusetts Institute of University of Texas

Technology

Cell biology Yale University New York University
Plant sciences Michigan State University Cornell University

Table 1.2: Matched Pairs of Universities

In selecting different fields of science, we addr.ssed the Committee's
interest in the impact of different styles of support or cc..,binations of
funding mechanisms on various fields.

Our data collection efforts involved the administration of a structured
questionnaire to principal investigators at the various universities. We
also asked universities to provide us with data on their use of different
funding mechanisms from federal and nonfederal sources in 1970,1975
and 1984-85.

The questionnaire was administered to assistant, associate, and full
professors at the universities we visited. In all we interviewed 70
research faculty. Using this questionnaire, we gathered data on a
variety of factors bearing on the perceived impact of federal individual
project grant awards versus federal center awa:ds in terms of coverage
of resources, stability, types of research, and administrative burden.
These factors are discussed in detail in chapter 3.

In all cases, data were cross tabulated by type of research organization
(department or center) and by field of science (artificial intelligence,
space science, mathematics, cell biology and plant science). In addition, a
series of open-ended questions were asked to develop additional infor-
mation about the perceived effects of funding on scic .ttific research.
These questions were designed to create small-scale case studies when
the comments of all scientists in a particulr '1.* department were
aggregated.

Since the case study approach WM used LA. - th objectives, an
important caveat must be noted. Our study is _. . representative of all
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fields of science, the totality of U.S. research universities, or all federal
agencies or components of agencies.

We did not request agency comments because our work was not carried
out at any agencies and we do not have any adverse comments about
any agencies or organizations. However, we requested comments on por-
tions of the report from the five universities cited in chapter 2 as having
improved program quality. Those comments are incorporated in this
report.

1 °82
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Cha ter 2

Role of Funding Mechanisms in
Improving the
Quality of University Science

This chapter assesses the role of funding mechanisms in improving the
perceived program quality of university science departments. In the
1960's federal agencies developed several funding mechanisms designed
either to create new research expertise or to increase existing research
expertise. These funding mechanisms had been discontinued by the
early 1970's. In an effort to determine how selected university depart-
ments were able to improve their academic and research programs when
the federal government had eliminated special financial assistance for
resea--h program improvement, we visited five universities that
according to national surveys had successfully improved various
departments over the past few years. (See objectives, scope, and meth-
odology in ch Apter 1.) This chapter concentrates prim... My on what
funding and other strategies these universities used to improve the
selected departments and how the departments were able to finance
their program improvement initiatives.

We found that these aepartments financedprogram improvement plans
by obtaining funds from federal grants, state government, industry, or
university sources. With these funds the departments hired additional
faculty, renovated research facilities, anti purchased new equipment.
These actions contributed to the quality of their research programs and
enabled the departments to compete successfully for additional external
grants and contracts. Although the departments used a variety of
funding mechanisms, the individual project grant was the principal
mechanism used by all the departments.Two departments received spe-
cial science development grants from the National Science Foundation in
the mid-1960's. Table 2.1 briefly summarizes the information we found
concerning these funding mechanisms and program improvement strate-
gies for these five departments. More detailed summaries follow the
table.

1R3



Funding
y program

sources used to impcewt
tirhersit
Emory University cwarded $620,000 to
University. department as seed money.
Microbiology
and
Immunology
Department

Georgia
Institute of
Technology,
School of
Chemical
Engineering

University of
Alabama at
Birmingham,
Ph'YsiologY
arid
Biophysics
Department

Universit of
Georgia.
Botany
Department

University of
Texas at
Austin,
Physics
Department

=1.

Increase in support from industry,
federal govemment, and foundations
(industrial sponsors).

Seed money from state
appropriations.

1907 NSF Science Development grant
of $972,000 matched by an infusion of
state funds and startup funds from
the university for new researchers.
Individual research grant sustains
program improvement; unrestricted
income from an endowment fund.

1966 NSF Science Development
grant. Department strengthened by
income from private endownv'r,t.

Federal research funds
1170 1184

$ 140,466 $1.158,441

149,016 754,273

240,401 2,488,969

405,695 1,673,874

1,762.154 7,825,487

Percent
i"-IvInge Key eiements of improvement

+725 Seed funding used to koc-ease the
number of tenured faculty members;
new department chairman in 1979.

+406 1978 implementation of wntten plan
for improvement of program. Plan
focused on faculty recruitment and
improving university relations with
industry.

+935 New chairman in 1979; focus on hiring
new faculty and increasing the
nurrker and quality of postdoctoral
fellows.

+313 Support through a variety of funding
mechanisms allowed expansion of
space for faculty and student
research and the addition of more
faculty, equipment, graduate
students, and postdoctoral fellows.

+344 Science Development Grant provided
the opportunity to bring in high-
quality junior and senior faculty with
initial research support.
University funding procedures
enhanced acquisition of equipment,
thereby improving program quality.

Table 2.1: Characteristics of Departments With improved Program Quality

184
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Emory University

The Chairman of the Microbiology and Immunology Department told us
that the department began its greatest period of growth and improve-
ment in 1979, when he was hired. The chairman described the depart-
ment at that time as a modest, but decent one, which he believed could
be expanded into a well-balanced, nationally recognized, high-clualitT
department The university's administration also wanted to improve the
quality of the department and agreed to provide about $620,000 in
"seed money" to increase the number of tenured faculty. Additional
funds were provided to acquire more modern equipment for instruc-
tional and research purposes and to support additional graduate :And
postgraduate students. in addition, the university agreed to renovate
space for the Microbiology and Immunology Department According to
the department chairman, renovation costs were between $1.5 million
and $1.76 million.

The chairman told us that the first priority for improving the depart-
ment was to hire additional faculty members who were highly trained,
prominent in their field, and who would aggressive: seek external
research funds through grants and contracts. When the chairman was
hired in 1979, the department had eight faculty members. Today, the
department has 11 faculty members; 5 of whom have been hindsince
the new chairman came on board. The current faculty has successfully
increased the department's external funding from about $240,000 in
197., to over $1.5 million in 1985, including about $1.4 million in federal
funds. The department would like to increase its faculty to 16 or 18
members, but current space constraints have precluded further growth.

Acquiring additional equipment for research and instructional purposes
was another high priority for improving the department A 1978
appraisal of the department's laboratories concluded that existing
equipment was not suitable for modern research approaches in microbi-
ology. Since then, the department has purchased several new pieces of
equipment.

According to the department chairman, applicants for predoctoral and
postdoctoral training in the department have also .4.reased in numuer
and quality. In 1979 the Microbiology and Immunology Department had
only 5 graduate students; today it has 24. The dep-rtment has provided
financial support for six of the predoctoral and postdoctoral students
through a training grant from the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
This grant, which began in July 1984, will provide a total of $499,640
over a 5-year period. The university has also increased its student fel-
lowship support for this department from $32,500 in 1979 to a 1985
level of $65,700 per year.

185
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tax's Biomedical Research Support Grant provides additional funds on
the basis of total amount of znu grant dollars received by Emory. The
university then sh.ares these funds with various departments as the
need arises, n- example, to purchase expensive pieces of research
equipment or provide interim support for faculty who are "between
research grants." Research funds from the Multiple Sclerosis Society,
the American Cancer Society, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the state
of Georgia provided about $150,000 in 1984, or about 11 percent of the
department's external research funds. Because Emory is a private uni-
versity, it does not receive an appropriation from the state of Georgia.

Georgia Institute of
Technology
School of Chemical Engineering officials told us that substantial
improvements that were made in the quality of its faculty, graduate stu-
dents, and educational program would not have been possible without a
flexible university administration, a determined newly appointed Chem-
ical Engineering director, and a supportive faculty. In a time of
decreasing federal support for program improvement, Chemical Engi-
neering developed a comprehensive written plan for improving the
quality of its program. The essence of its plan was to achieve excellence
by improving the quality of its faculty and graduate students.
Improving relations with inaustry was also a priority.

Since 1978 the Chemical Engineering School has successful], attracted
11 new faculty members. The Director of Chemical Engineering, in
reflecting on the improvement in quality of the school, cited a number of
factors responsible for the successful recruitment of highly qualified
new faculty. The factors he cited were

a perception that the rapidly changing Georgia Tech Chemical Engi-
neering program would be a good place to build or continue a career,
the willingness of the Dean of Engineering to permit the school to recruit
faculty at all ranks, and
attractiveness as a place to work and live.

Faculty recruitment took priority over building the Chemical Lngi-
neering graduate enrollment. The department eitablisned an initial goal
of four to five graduate students per faculty member and carried out
extensive recruiting effc,i is to achieve that goal. In the summer of 1978
Chemical Engineering had only 12 graduate students, today, it has about
100.

In additio. to improving the qua' ty of faculty and graduate students,
improving communications and relationships with industry was also a
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priority of the school director. He believed a good relationship with
industry not only enhances educational opportunities for the students,
but also increases industry's financial support for the program and con-
tributes to the institution's stature. Activities aimed at improving the
school's external relationships, including industry, during the past few
years included

establishing external advisory boards comprised of industrial and aca-
demic representatives interested in the program,
publishing a new graduate program booklet containing specific program
information and listing the research interests of individual faculty,
issuing an annual alumni newsletter since 1979, and
pursuing opportunities for interaction with industrial representatives.

The budget for Chemical Engineering has increased dramatically during
the past 16 years. In 1970 the budget was approximately $682,000, but
by 1984 the budget had grown to more than $3.6 million. The greatest
budget increases have occurred since 1978, the year the new director
was hired.

The increase in funds has come from several sources including the state
of Georgia, the federal government, and industry. Because the Chemical
Engineering School performs extensive research, a substantial part ofits
funds come from grants and contracts from industry andgovernment
agencies. Zri 1970 the state el Georgia supplied 68 percent of its funds,
with the remaining 32 percent provided by industry, the federal govern-
ment, and foundations. By 1984, however, the trend was away from
state support, with only 60 percent of the school's funds coming from
the state. The remaining 60 percent of the $3.5 million budget came
from suw. external sources as industry, the federal government, and
foundations (including industrial sponsors).

University of Alabama
in Birmingham
Much of the Physiology and Biophysics Department's improvement, as
reported in the 1982 "Assessment of Research Doctoral Programs in the
United States," has occurred since 1979 when a new chairman was
hired. According to the department chairman, the goal of the univer-
sity's administration and departmental faculty was to accelerate the
modest expansion that had taken place in previous years and generally
to broaden the scope of research in the department. The department
emphasized recruiting new faculty, consolidating the faculty into a
single functional unit, purchasing new scientific and word prccessing
equipment, restructuring the graduate program, and starting a series of
departmental seminars featuring nationally recognized speakers from
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other universities. Of these stated goals, the chairman told us that the

department has been most successful in improving t1.1 quaLty of its

faculty and increasing the number and quality of it:, postdoctoral fel-

lows. University officials attributed much of the ckpartment's improve-

ment to a supportive and flexible university administration, a
substantial increase in state funding, and the strong leadership of the

new department chairman. A substantial increase in ext, mat funds also

helped finance the program improvement initiatives.

The department chairman, in reflecting on the improvemeri, 1

of the department, stated that his number one priority upon a

was to build a strong research program. He believed this could u

achieved by hiring the best possible researchers in their respect: ''

fields. Because of the university's willingness to hire faculty at ail II .ks

and to pay highly competitive salaries to get them, the department has

been successful in attracting 10 researchers since 1979. The chairman

described these researchers as outstanding and as having international

stature in their research field. These i acuity members have aggressively

sought external research funds that have helped to support the program

improvement plans.

Funding for the department has grown dramatically over the last 10

years. In 1975, for example, the total departmental budget was only

$464,880.1t had grown to $1.7 million in 1980, but by 1985, the budget

had increased to more than $5.5 million. Department officials estimated

that individual project grants make up at least 90 percent of awards in

their department, and that the ability to compete successfully for
external rms!arch money is one key to the program's success. Most of the

increased funding has come from additional federal money for research,

but substantial increases also occurred in funds from state appropria-

tions and from nonfederal health agencies such as the American Heart

Association, the American Cancer Society, and the Cystic Fibrosis

Research Center. According to University officials, "seed money" from

the university's state appropriation helped start the program improve-

ment initiatives.

The Physiology and Biophysics Department Chairman told us that the

department has also been successful in attracting outstanding graduate

and postgraduate students. The most impressive growth has been in the

number of postdoctoral fellows. In 1979, for instance, the department

had only ieven postdoctoral fellows. 3y 1984 that number had grown to

22, compaPed with a national average of 6 in a typical physiology

department.
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University of Georgia

University officials cited several factors that have been responsible forthe improvement in the Botany Department.

The university was committed to developing an excellent department.In 1967 the university received a $6.0 million NSF Sciehce Development
Grant. The Botany Department's share of the grant was $972,000. Thesefunds and a commitment of funds from the state government enabledthe department to increase the faculty size from 16 to more than 20 andto purchase new equipment.
The state provided over $3.4 million to build a new 157,000 square footplant sciences building and allocated to the Botany Department 60,000square feet for teaching and research facilities. The new space assisted
in the recruitment of desired faculty specialists, and shared space pro-moted interdepartmental cooperation and communication. Partof thecost of this new building ($506,000) came from an NSF Science nevelop-
mert Grant.
The university provides start-up funds for new researchers. Depending
on the area of research, start-up costs range from $15,000 to $100,000
per researcher. For example, it costs about $100,000 to set up a plant
molecular biologist with the necessary laboratory facilities and equip-
ment to compete for external funding.
Strong leadership from the university administration and Botany
Department faculty promoted and encouraged research, which attractedextern research funds. Federal research funds, for example, grew
from $41,000 in 1965 to almost $1.7 million in 1984.
In more recent years, income from a $1-million endowment fund, desig-nated solely for the Botany Department, has also provided substantial
unrestricted money that the department can use for special needs suchas research equipment, student assistance, and travel.

Along with the improvement in faculty, research equipment and facili-
ties, the department chairman believes the quality of graduate students
has also improved. Currently, the Botany Department has about 50
graduate students, about 30 of whom receive teaching assistantships
and 20 of whom have grant funds.

Although NSF'S Science Development Grant served as a catalyst forpro-
gram ''nprovement, university officials believe diet the individual
research grant has been the :najor funding mechanism that has sus-tained the program improvement momentum. They believe a depart-
ment needs start-up or "seed money" to attract high-quality faculty andprovide necessary research space and equipment, but after that, the
individual research grant is the mechanism for achieving the highest
quality scier research.
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The Botany Department has experienred remarkable growth in funding.
Federal funding has grown from $41,000 in 1965, to $405,000 in 1970
(includes part of the NSF Science Development Grant) to almost $1.7 mil-

lion in 1984. Total department funds from the state and federal govern-
ments, industry and foundations, and endowment income grew from

$1.7 million in 1980 to more than $3.0 million in 1984. Most of this

growth has been in federal research funds through individual research

grants.

University of Texas at
Austin
According to the Physics Department Chairman, since receiving an NSF
Science Development Grant in 1963, the department has made progress
in improving the quality and number of faculty and graduate students
and in improving its overall research program. Funds provided by the
grant were used for (1) additional faculty, (2) initiation of new research
activities, (3) establishment of a Faculty Associate Program whereby
recent doctoral recipients were brought to campus for 2-year periods of
introduction to teaching and research, an (4) initiation of a program of
curriculum development. University administrators stated that a major
positive effect of the NSF Science Development Grant was the oppo:"tu-
nity it provided for bringing in hh;h-quality junior and senior faculty
with initial research support at a the when few universities could pro-
vide such funding. The Physics Department had 25 faculty members in
1965 but, with this grant, the faculty grew to 40 by 1968. The depart-
ment has continued to x7ow and currently has a faculty of 65, including
2 Nobel laureates and 5 meihbers of dre National Academy of Sciences.

In addition to improving the quality of the faculty, the quality and
number of the graduate students has also improved. According to pre
sent and former department chairmen, graduate enrollment has
increased from 100 in 1965 to over 250 in 1)85. In addition, postdoc-
toral fellows have increased from none in 19;i5 to over 100 in 1985.

Expenditures for the Physics Department have increased from $1.9 mil-
lion in 1970 to $10.8 million in VIAL Income from private endowment
has greatly strengthened the department financially. At the time of our
visit, the department had six endowed chairs at $1 million each, six
endowed professorships at $100,000 each, and one lectureship. In addi-
tion, the University. I Texas System has an endowment valued at about
$2 billion. Income.. fror the endowment is about $150 million per year
with two-thirds going a the University of Texas System and one-third
going to the Texas A&M System. With this endowment income, the uni-
versities pay off bond obligations, finance construction projects, and
provide funds for overall program improvement at the schools.
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One important feature of the University of Texas at Austin's funding
procedures is that the university matches federal grant funds desig-
nated for equipment. For example, if a researcher in the Physics Depart-
ment receives a $100,000 federal grant that includes $20,000 for
equipment, the university will provide matching funds for the equip-
ment part of the grant. A university official told us this matching proce-
dure is a very effective method of improving th 3 department's research
program.

As mentioned earlier, the Physics Department Chairman told us that the
NSF Science Development Grant awarded in 1966 was a major factor in
the overall improvement of Texas' Physics Department. However, when
we discussed with university officials the success of this grant, they
cautioned us abot.t the widespread use of this type of funding mecha-
nism. School officials told us that the success of development grants
depends greatly on proper planning for the use of the funds. For
example, if the funds are used to increase the number of faculty in the
department, the university must be able to absorb these faculty costs
whenever the grant funds are discontinued. Otherwise, the university
might have to reduce its faculty and the school would be back where it
was in the beginning, before the grant funds.
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Summary

In the development of productive university research organizations,
funding mechanisms play different roles at different stages. The
common element that was reported to us in improvement at the univer-
sities we visited was an explicit commitment from the university to
improve its program and to do so through increases in internal and
external funding and personnel changes.

Seed funding from either government or private sources was reportedly
a prerequisite to program improvement in all of th° departments we vis-
ited. Two of the five departments we visited reteivea substantial NSF
Science Development grants in the late 1960's. University officials at
both schools agreed that the availability of these federal grants was a
major factor in their program improvement strategy and enabled each
department to attract excellent researchers, renovate research space,
and purchase critical equipment. Although the other three departments
did not receive science development grants, they were able to obtain
financial support from the university, state government, and industry.

After the investment of seed money in the departments we visted,
faculty members competed successfully in their fields, and the primary
source of support became the individual project mechanism. These
moneys, along with supplemental support from state government,
endowments, industry, or university funds, can generally sustain the
quality program, at least in the short run. In the departments we v:alted,
the universities' commitment to absorb the increased faculty costs when
the science development grant or other seed money ended, helped sus-
tain the high-quality programs and allowed the departments time to
secure adequate external funding to make them predominantly self-sup-
porting. The seed money was thus "leveraged" to obtain a broader base
of support.
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Chapter 3

Role of Funding Mechanisms in
the Performance of Research

The House Science and Technology Committee requested that we assess
the relative merit of different funding mechanisms in terms of their
effects on the productivity and performance of research. While the pre-
vious chapter focused on factors affecting the improvement of program
quality, this chapter examines the impact of two different funding
mechanisms on the performance of research. We compared five depart-
ments that rely primarily on the funding mechanism of individual pro-
ject grants with five centers that rely primarily on the funding
mechanism of center support. For each department or center, we
examined four key factors that had the potential to affect the perform-
ance of researchcoverage of research requirements, stability of finan-
cial and resource support, the influence of funding mechanisms on the
flexibility to pursue new and different categories of research, and
administrative burden. (See objectives, scope, and methodology in
chapter 1.) While our primary focus was to identify the impact of two
funding mechanisms on these key factors influencing the performance
of research, the case study approach &so provided insights into other
influences on the performance of research.

We found that particular funding mechanisms, such as individual
project awards, do not by themselves have consistent advantages or dis-
advantages for the performance of university research. With few excep-
tions, no clear-cut differences emerged between the experience of
center- and department-based scientists with federal support. The
nature of the funding and the extent of resource coverage depend upon
many factors, such as differences between agencies, university policies,
and varying resource needs. We also found that:

Distinctions between individual project awards and center funding are
blurred by scientists' strategies to increase their ability to perform
research, for example, grant applications to multiple sources.
Certain characteristics of the individual project award mechanism result
in some problems, for example, discontinuous funding for graduate
students.
Issues specific to each field of science, as well as certain characteristics
of funding mechanisms, can impede the performance of research.

The remainder of this chapter highliglys findings from our analysis of
the impact of funding mechanisms and other influences on four key fac-
tors with the potential to affect research performance.

Appendix I summarizes the responses of all scientists to selected
questions.
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Coverage of Resource
Requirements
The performance of research requires continued coverage of resource
requirements. Scientists need trained technicians, equipment, and space
to conduct laboratory experiments and other research. Fields of science
differ in their resource requirements, depending on the stage of each
field's development and its technological requirements. For example,
mathematicians working on "pure" theory may work in isolation with
few assistants and little or no equipment. In contrast, cell biologists told
us they may utilize a number of lab assistants, while space scientists
told us they may need large amounts of capital for equipment. In such
labor- or capital-intensive fields, interruptions or delays in access to
resources can slow research progress or force dissolution of established
research teams and laboratories.

We found that while certain funding mechrnisms provided more contin-
uous access to resources, the design of specific mechanisms seemed to
have less effect on the performance of research than the total volume of
funding available for different fields of science and fluctuations in that
funding. The responses of scientists regarding their ability to acquire
needed resources clustered more by fields of science than by experience
with particular funding mechanisms.

The lack of variation in responses from scientists receiving support from
center or individual project awards to cover resource requirements
might be accounted for by a number of other issues mentioned by the
scientists we interviewed. The coverage of resource requirements
reflects interactions between an agency's decisions resulting from its
review process and policies and an individual scientist's definition of
resource needs for a specific project in a given field of science. Resource
coverage may be influenced by

the degree of variation among types of support, even within a single
funding mechanism category;
differences in agency review processes;
agency policy decisions, such as use of funds to cover equipment or
graduate education;
the extent to which universities supplement resources;
the types of research undertaken, as well as the scale of research
efforts;
individual scientists' perceptions of the extent to which their funding
requests will be approved; and
scientists' informal knowledge of what criteria govern decisions made
by agency officials or groups of scientific reviewers.

These interactions can be better understood in the context of three
resource coverage areas we examined: facilities, equipment, and human
resources.
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Facilities and Equipment

Experience with individual project or center awards did not appear to be
the significant factor in affecting scientists' responses to questions con-
cerning adequacy of equipment and facilities. Instead, perceptions of
problems in these areas differed by field of science.

Overall, 28 of 36 researchers who had been in the federal award system
since 1970 said that the quality of facilities for their research had
increased or stayed the same. Scientists in two fieldsplant sciences
and artificial intelligencedid not report decreases in quality of facili-

ties since 1970. Scientists reporting decreases were in cell biology, math-

ematics, and space science.

Figures In percentage
Increased Same Decreased

Has the quality of facilities Center 42.9 21.4 35.7 n=14'

changed since 1970? Department 54.5 318 . 13 6 n..22

"'n" hers and through the text indicates number of scientists woo responded to On question

Table 3.1: Facilities

Differences among fields of seit:nce were also seen in equipment cov-
erage. Although scientists in all fields, with the exception of mathemati-
cians, expressed concern over equipment, space scientists showed the
most concern (8 of 11). They told us that rituch of their equipment is 20
years old and s maintained periodically by scientists and technicians In
addition, as table 3.2 shows, over half of the scientists stated that
needed equipment is difficult to obtain. There are no clear-cut differ-
ences in the experiences of center and department scientists in the ease
or difficulty in obtaining equipment.

Figures In
percentage

Agreed Disagreed

The equipment I need is very difficult to Center 54.5 455 n..22
obtain under current programs. Department 53.3 46.7 nr,30

Table 3.2: Equipment

Human Resources

The funding mechanisms we looked at were not the most significant
factor influencing responses by scientists to our questions about cov-
erage of such human resources as technicians and graduate students.
Problems with funding for technicians cut across a number of fields of
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sciencecell biology, plant science, artificial intelligence, and space sci-
ence. Scientists attributed problems with hiring and retainingtechni-
cians to factors other than funding mechanisms, such as industrial
competition and current salary structures for technicians at different
universities.

Table 3.3 indicates that both center and department scientists view this
as a problem. Center scientists felt more difficulties with the availability
of technicians, although both center and department scientists reported
difficulties in supporting technicians.

Figures In percentage
Increased Same Decreased

Has the availability of
technicians changed since Center 10.0 30 0 600 n.10
1970? Department 182 54.5 27.3 rm11

Agreed Disagreed

It is difficult to support Center 76.2 23.8 n -21
technicians needed. Department 86.4 13 6 n.22

Problems cited by scientists relating to funding coverage for graduate
students touched on a number of interrelated issues concerning univer-
sity goals and funding mechanisms available for supporting these goals.
We found variations in the types of personnel supported by university
research groups. For example, some centers have a dearly defined
training function, while others support research and not graduate edu-
cation. In addition, we found that some problems associated with sup-
port for graduate students could be traced to the type of funding
mechanism used. Scientists across all fields (58 of 66) agreed that
project support should not be used to support graduate students as is
the current practice. The negative effects they cited included the disrup-
tion caused for graduate students by the loss of support from individual
project awards. They suggested the establishment of separate mecha-
nisms for graduate student support.

Table 3.3: Technicians

Stability of Financial
and Resource Support
A relatively stable resource and financial environment is generally con-
sidered beneficial for the conduct of science. Particularly in resource-
intensive areas and ones where teams of researchers must be assembled,
the predictability of continued funding is important. The stability of
support depends not only on the continuity of funding, but also on its
duration through a project's cycle. To determine the impact of funding
mechanisms and other factors on the stability of support, we examined:
the cyclical nature of support, lengthy gaps between periods of funding,
and appropriateness of award duration for the research being
performed.
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The Cyclical Nature of
Support

We found that while center support provided more continuous access to
resources, the total volume of funding available for different fields of
science and fluctuations in that funding seemed to have more of an
effect on the performance of research than the design of specific mecha-
nisms. Both center and department scientists we surveyed told us they
have had their federal funding cut (table 3.4). Scientists recognized the
cyclical nature of federal support for different topics of research. Scien-
tists also recognized the increased opportunities to compete for private
support in areas of commercial potential and industry interest, such as
artificial intelligence and plant biology in agriculture.

Figures In Percentage
Yes No

Have you ever had your project
funding cut?

Center
Department

77.4
833

22.6
16 7

n -31
n -36

Table 3.4: Funding Cuts

Scientists in fields of shifting program priorities can also be affected by
the cyclical nature of support. For example, NSF'S attempt to ensure sta-
bility at the field of science level in mathematics by oividing available
funds for the mathematics subfields, such as complex analysis, resulted
in destabilizing research environments for certain otter subfields and
individuals. This example shows that the effects of funding mechanisms
on university research cannot be assessed without :onsideration of con-
textual factors such as agency policies.

The influence of factors other than funding mechanisms on the stability
of the support can be seen in fields of science dependent on NIH funding.
The Office of Management and Budget proposed cutting the number of
Nil awards from 6,529 in fiscal year 1985 to 5,000 new and continuing
awards in fiscal year 1986 and further to use the savings from that
reduction to spread the available funds by distributing the awards over
2 or more years instead of 1 year. Scientists in cell biology, one of the
fields supported by NTH, told us they were concerned with the politiciza-
tion of federal funding for research (e.g., we heard comments such as
"non-scientific events at the federal level," "arbitrary OMB decisions,"
and that fluctuations "depend on the Administration"). Their percep-
tions of instability are indicated by the contrast between their success in
obtaining funding and an increased sense of unpredictability (table 3.5).
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How has the predictability of
obtaining federal project Center
funding changed? Department

How has your success rate in Center
funding Department

TAM 3.5: Changers Over the Last 15
Years In Areas Affecting Ploseuch
Performance
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Figures In Percentage
Increased Same Decreased

23.1 15.4 61.5 n=13
27.3 27.3 45.5 n=22

10 0 80 0 10.0 n=10
11.1 66 7 22.2 n=18

Funding Gaps
We found that the type of funding mechanism used had a more signifi-
cant impact in the area of funding gaps than in other areas related to
stability. For departmental scientists who received individual project
award. ;, rather than center funding, funding gaps sometimes translated
into ending support that broke up research teams and caused the loss of
trained professional technicians. Scientists noted that the social and eco-
nomic costs of funding gaps (human suffering, retooling, increased time
expended by scientists in the day-to-day operations of the lab) were an
intangible cost in the performance of research.

In contrast, we found that the center mechanism provided a measure of
flexibility that enhanced the stability of the research environment for
thoee scientists who received center support. Scientists cited the
informal sharing of resources possible under center funding as one con-
tributing factor to stability of funding. Center funding provides some
seed money to start research that would otherwise be unfunded and
bridges periods when noncenter funds are terminated. Finally, it can
provide for more continuous support of professional technicians.
Funding gaps in the centers were seen as delays in funding, rather c an
as an end to support.

Although center support provided more stability in funding, we found
that sorte department scientists had developed strategies that seemed to
compensate for funding gaps. To prevent an abrupt stop to their
research, scientists will apply to multiple sponsors in order to guarantee
the continuity of their work. When one project ends, the researcher is
still receiving support from other sources. A second device is the prac-
tice of working as a co-investigator on someone else's award. To meet
equipment needs, scientists in one department we visited collaborated
and were able to pool resources from various project awards in order to
establish equipment for common use.
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Figures in
Percentage

Yes No

Have funding gaps been a problem? Center
Department

27.6
50.0

72.4
50.0

n -29
n -34

Table 3.15: Funding Gaps

Award Duration
Scientists receiving both types of mechanisms expressed concern about
award duration (table 3.7). However, scientists in most of the centers we
studied commented that they had a longer term commitment under the
center mechanism than scientists who received individual project
awards. Award duration affects stability because award periods do not
always match the actual time needed to perform research, which can
vary even within a field. For example, one scientist told us that bio-
chemistry projects take considerably less time to complete than genetic
manipulation experiments in agriculture, where scientists must allow a
complete regeneration of crops before testing can take place. Scientists
also suggested that for many fields, shorter duration awards (less than 2
years) did not recognize start-up time as a legitimate facet of research
and thus did not permit the following of coherent research strategies.
Finally, scientists recognized the difference between the long-term way
in which they perceive research (scientists conceptualized their work as
life long, or in terms like "a 50-year project") and the relatively short-
term way in which funding agencies perceive research (in 3-to 5-year
increments).

Figures in Percentage
Agreed Disagreed

Award periods are too short to finish a Center 59.3 40.7 n -27
project within one award cycle. Department 61.8 38 2 n -34
There's not enough time to complete
scholarly articles during the project Center 45.2 54.8 n -31
award period. Department 54.5 45.5 n-33

Table 3.7: Experience With Federal
Awards

Types of Research
Some differences in the types of research supported emerged between
the two mechanisms studied. One criticism of the individual project
award review system is that it does not adequately support innovative,
high-risk research. A task force of the National Science Foundation
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Advisory Council identified the followingthree classes of innovative,

high-risk proposals: research that challenges currently accepted scien-

tific hypotheses; interdisciplinary proposals or research that transfers
knowledge from one scientific field to another; and research that is at

the edge of technical feasibility. To dstermhe which mechanisms (cen-

ters or individual project awards) more often support innovative, high-

risk, and interdisciplinary research, we asked scientists a series of ques-

tions about their research.

We found that more scientists in centers are likely to perform the types

of research defined as innovative, high risk, or interdisciplinary. More

center than departmental scientists:

performed research bridging two or more fields (30 of 32 center scien-

tists versus 21 of 36 departmental scientists);
proposed research into new areas (26 of 32 center scientists versus 14 of

33 departmental scientists); and
proposed work with industrial applications (9 of 32 center scientists

versus 3 of 33 departmental scientists).

Although innovative, high-risk, and interdisciplinary research tended to

be performed by scientists in centers, in certain cases the field of sci-

ence, not the affiliation with a center or department, seemed to influ-

ence the types of research performed. For example, all plantscientists in

the center and department (11 of 11) described their research as inter-

disciplinary, bridging two or more fields. Differences were not clear cut

between scientists who proposed new technical processes with support

from the center or individual project awards. Few mathematicians had

proposed new technical processes (3 of 20) or proposed research into

new areas (7 of 13). In contrast, almost all plant scientists (10 of 11) and

scientists in artificial intelligence (8 of 9) had proposed research in new

areas.

Administrative Burden
One aspect of the current reliance on the individual project award

system that has been criticized by scientists is the time and expense of

preparing and administering a large volume of applications. Time spent

by scientists in' preparing and reviewing research proposals is seen as

resulting in a decline of research productivity. Discussion has also sug-

gested a need to streamline procedures for administering grants and
contracts, without reference to the particular funding mechanism

involved.
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The time commitment by scientists required to participate in the federal
funding system can be divided into two categories: preaward and post-
award. This time encompasses not only proposal applications, but also
responses to sponsoring agencies' requests for proposal review, partici-
pation in technical monitoring, and the preparation of status and final
work reports.

We examined the relative amount of time spent in award-related activi-
ties by scientists receiving center support and those departmental scien-
tists receiving support from individual project awards. We were also
interested in whether scientists perceived differences in administrative
burden between sponsors. We also asked university administrators to
comment on these issues.

We found that, for the scientists we interviewed, the amount of time
spent applying for awards, responding to award requirements, and
reviewing proposals varied not by type of mechanism butmore by the
field of science and the requirements of the dominantagency sponsoring
research in each field. We also found that no single issue emerged among
these 70 scientists regarding the presence of administrative burden,
Scientists' perceptions of difficulties in this area can be shaped by a
number of factors: whether individrils or groups submit multiple appli-
cations in order to obtain federal awards, the number of researchers in
relationship to available funding, and changes in agency requirements,
We found that scientists at the schools we visited tended to cite a
number of problems when specifically asked about administrative
burden, ranging from the time spent in responding to regulations
imposed by different governmental bodies to time and effortreporting.

Table 3.8 lists differences among fields for the 10 schools we visited in
the amount of time spent in activities. Differences result from variation
in agency requirements for funding research rather than from the type
of mechanism employed. The major distinctions among fields seemed to
be in the area of preaward and postaward requirements. Scientists
receiving funding from the Department of Defense, the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, and the Department of Energy (agen-
cies that make decisions internally or through combined internal and
external review) might spend less time on proposal review, one example
of a preaward requirement, than scientists supported by NSF and NIH. NSF
and Viii use only one form of decision making, peer review, a process
designed to have groups of scientists to review the merits of work pro-
posed by colleagues in various specialties. In contrast, researchers in
artificial intelligence spent more time responding to the requirementsof
technical monitors, a postaward requirement common in research
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Writing Proposal
kmplications review days/
weeks/year year

Status
reports

days/year

Technical Noncompetitive
monitoring renewal days/
dsys/ysar year

FIELD OF
SCIENCE

Rant science 5.6 18.5 6.3 3.6 3.7
n=10 n=11 n=11 n=10

Cell biology 4.7
n -12

15.5
n=10

5.4
n -14

3.1
n -14

1.1
n -14

Mathematics 2.0 5.9 2.6 .8 1.9
n -20 n -20 n=18 n -16 n -14

Space science 3.5 7.7 4.1 1.2 35
n=11 n=12 n=11 n=11 n=11

Artificial 3.9 9.7 6.6 6.4 1.9
intelligence n=10 n=10 n-t9 n=9 n-t9

Ail scientists 3.6 10.6 4.7 2.7 2.3
n -63 n -63 n -63 n -60 n -57

Tebis 3.11: Average lints Spent by
Scientists In Award-Related Activities

funded by the Department of Defense. Three sdentists in artificial intel-
ligence, a field that 'ves support from both civilian and defense
agencies, perceived NSF to be the most burdensome in preaward require-
ments and least demanding in postaward requirements compared to
defense agencies.

While there were no clear-cut differences overall in the administrative
requirements, vie found that some centers are designed in such a way as
to insulate staff from the burden of administrative tasks. For example,
at one university the center director had a small core staff to handle the
writing of proposals and other award-related tasks.

One postaward issue we specifically addressed concerned the ease or
difficulty in shifting funds between expenditure categories (table 3.9).
We asked researchers whether they found it difficult to shift funds
between categories. We wanted to know whether they had the flexibility
to shift resources in the event of unexpected events such as a change in
the direction of their research. This did not seem to be a clear-cut issue
for center investigators, who split on their responses to this question. In
contrast, more department scientists (25 of 34) found it easier to shift
funds. Certain restrictions seem to lead some researchers to resort to
other sources of funding rather than attempt to acquire approval for
such expenses as travel or equipment. However, several researchers
praised Nut and NSF, agencies that have decentralized administrative
responsibility for overseeing shifts in expenditures to the university
level. We also found examples of unique forms of the individual project
award that are flexible in character, such as general research contracts
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Office
of Naval Research.
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General research contracts have broad objectives and provide the prin-
cipal investigator with considerable discretion i.-1 how the funds are

used. Among other uses of these contracts, the principal investigator can
support young investigators who have not established a performance
record or technicians and graduate students during funding gaps.

Fietrras in Pen:entstS
Agreed Disagreed

It Is difficult to shift funds
between expenditure categories,

Center
Department

50.0
26 5

50.0
73.5

n.22
n.34

Table 3.9: Shifting Funds

For university administrators, three factors affect the amount of time
spent in administering federal research awards. Administrative time can
be increased by institutional policies for review, differences in the pro-
cess of negotiating and administering contracts with different sponsors,
and difficulties with specific legal instruments rather than funding
mechanisms.

Summary
Our case studies of the role of different funding mechanisms in
enhancing or inhibiting research performance show that particular
funding mechanisms we looked at do not always have consistent advan-
tages or disadvantages in the performance of research. Performance of
research can be affected by any of the following factors: resource cov-
erage, stability, the flexibility to pursue new research ideas, and admin-
istrative burden. For these factors, we found issues that were either
funding mechanism - related, field of science-related, or cut across
funding mechanisms ar.d fields of science.

In looking at the issues that relate to specific funding mechanisms, the
center grants we examined were somewhat more likely to provide more
continuous access to resources; to afford a greater degree of stability for
the performance of research; and to enhance the performance of innova-
tive, high-risk, or interdisciplinary research.

Field of science-related Issues Included the following. the cyclical nature
of support for the field, changes in agency relationships, and the unique
needs of subfields. The cyclical nature of support for different fields
seemed to explain differences in resource coverage between fields. Dif-
ferences among fields of science were seen In coverage of resources
facilities and equipment. For example, scientists in organizations
receiving a relatively rapid increase in volume of funding, such as artifi-
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dal intelligence and plant biology, said that the quality of facilities for
their research had increased or stayed the same. Space scientists,
working in a field with stable or decreasing funding, showed more con-
cern over the condition of their facilities and equipment. Cell biology is a
field of science that illustrates the effects of ,-, change in agency relat'on-
ships. In this field, which is primarily supported by NM, scientists we
interviewed described the destabilizo4 of their research environment
caused by executive branch decisions to change the number of awards
made by NM for individual project support. The unique needs of sub-
fields can also affect scientists' experience with funding mechanisms.
For example, the time needed to perform research can vary even within
a field as in the case of plant biology in which it may take several years
for a new crop to grow and be tested.

Issues that cut across mechanisms and fields of science include the cur-
rent problem of finding and keeping technicians. Similarly, perceptions
of administrative burden seemed influenced by factors other than mech-
anisms and characteristics of a field of science. Problems were attrib-
uted to a range of factors, including university procurement policies and
state and municipal regulations.
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Appendix I

Summary of All Scientists' Responses
to Selected Questions

Figures in Percentage

Stability of Financial and Resource Support
Has the success rate in funding of federal proposals over the last 15 years changed?

(n=28)
Increased 17.9
Same 71.4
Decreased 10.7

Award periods are too short to finish a project within one award cycle. (n-61)
reed

Disagreed
60.7
393

There is not enough time to complete scholarly articles durir.a the project award period.
(n=64)
Agreed 50 0
Disagreed 50.0

Have you had problem because of gaps in your funding? (n=63)
Yes
No

39.7
603

Has the predictability of obtaining federal project funding changed over the last 15 years?
(n=35)
Increased 25.7
Some 22.9
Decreased 51 4

Have you ever had your project funding cut? (re+67)
Yes
No

80.6
194

Coverage of Resource Requirements
Has the quality of facilities changed since 1970? (n -36)
Increased 22.2
Same 27.8
Decreased 50 0

The equipment I need is very difficult to obtain under current federal award program (n=52)
Agreed 53 8
Disagreed 46.1

Has the availability of technicians changed since 1970? (n -21)
Increased 14.3
Same 42.9
Decreased 42.9
It is difficult to support technicians needed. (n -43)
Agreed
Disagreed

Types of Research
Some projects are not funded because they don't fit conventional areas favored by
reviewers. (n 55)
Agreed
Disagreed

81.4
186

41.8
582

Administrative Burden
It is difficult to shift funds between expenditure categories. (n -56)
Agreed
Disagreed

"n" indicates the number of scientists who responded to the question.

0

69-434 (208) 2 ;iii

- 35.7
64.3


